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THE GEPIDS AND SOUTHERN PANNONIA 

IN THE AGE OF JUSTINIAN I*

Hrvoje Gračanin – Jana Škrgulja

The paper is aimed at presenting and discussing anew the textual and archaeological evidence 
pertaining to the presence of Gepids in southern Pannonia during much of the sixth century. The 
intention is to re-examine available sources, redress current interpretations and provide new insights. 
The first focus is on the military and diplomatic affairs that are reconstructed based mainly on the 
contemporary narratives, bearing in mind their complex nature as products of specific sociopolitical, 
ideological and cultural contexts. Building upon what can be discerned from the literary sources, 
it is argued that the Gepids pursued a consistent policy with a goal to establish and maintain 
themselves as a recognized regional power and make possible for their ruling elite to acquire benefits 
and concessions from the Empire same as any other group that had settled in Roman territory. The 
second focus is on the material evidence that might provide glimpses into how the Gepids tried to 
organize the life in the former Roman province and what the living conditions were for Roman and 
non-Roman populations, as well as help define the spatial extent of the Gepids’ domain in southern 
Pannonia.

Keywords: southern Pannonia; the Gepids; the Goths; Eastern Romans; 6th century; literary 
sources; archaeological evidence

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

As has recently been pointed out, there is not much that can be said about the Gepids without 
adducing the archaeological evidence.1 A brief look at the bibliography on the Gepids in the 
Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde article published in 1998 is quite telling in that respect: 
the Archäologisches part features a bibliography that extends over more than four and a half columns, 
whereas the bibliography of the Historisches part covers only about one full column.2 And that was 
even before two major collections of archaeological studies and one monographic study dedicated 
to Gepids appeared in the past decade.3 Modern purely historical accounts don’t have much to 
draw from beyond what is offered in Jordanes and Prokopios of Caesarea as principal sources 
of information, with addition of a few other literary sources, one of which is chronologically far 
removed and none of which are actually concerned with the Gepids per se. That is to say, what 
researchers have at their disposal in an attempt to reconstruct the Gepids’ past and interpret 

* The original research leading to these results received funding from the European Union Seventh 
Framework Programme (FP7 2007–2013) under grant agreement n° 291823 Marie Curie FP7-PEOPLE-
2011-COFUND (The New International Fellowship Mobility Programme for Experienced Researchers 
in Croatia – NEWFELPRO). The initial investigation for this paper was done as a part of the personal 
project “The Justinianic Age in Dalmatia and Southern Pannonia (JUSTINIANDALMPAN)” led by Hrvoje 
Gračanin, which received funding through the NEWFELPRO project under grant agreement n° 60 and 
which expired in July 2016.

1 KHARALAMBIEVA 2010, 245. The extant literary and archaeological evidence on the Gepids in southern 
Pannonia has, to some extent, already been surveyed by the authors of this paper (ŠKRGULJA–GRAČANIN 
2014).

2 NAGY–TÓTH 1998, 128–131; POHL 1998, 139–140.
3 BÓNA–NAGY 2002; CSEH ET AL. 2005; TÓTH 2006. One of the latest additions to the bibliography on the 

history and archaeology of the Gepids is KISS 2014a.
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their vicissitudes, actions and intentions are only scraps of information.4 Furthermore, all literary 
sources represent viewpoints that are, one way or the other, biased through discourses controlled 
by the Gepids’ opponents. Accordingly, there are no narratives that could voice the Gepids’ side 
of the story. Even so, the literary sources are scrutinized here under the assumption that they are, 
in general, historically reliable und interpretatively useful, that is to say, their historicity is not 
questioned intrinsically. To be sure, the information is not taken at face value nor the representations 
of the past offered in the literary sources are thought to be entirely truthful. The researchers have 
to be continuously aware that the literary sources are multilayered and multifaceted products of 
specific periods of time, sociopolitical, ideological and cultural contexts, goals, experiences and 
opinions of the authors, and views, interests and needs of the targeted audiences. The discourse 
and sellection of the information also depended on previous accounts and testimonies which the 
subsequent authors used and upon which they built their own narratives of the past, and in the 
process they could distort the facts or claims either knowingly or unintentionally. Additionally, the 
way they formed and constructed their stories was also influenced by requirements of particular 
literary genres with corresponding literary techniques that would make the authors be recognized 
as belonging to or following distinct historiographic traditions whether or not they had achieved 
the intended stylistic success.5 Hence, in order to obtain the core information and acquire a sound 
basis for a historical reconstruction researchers sometimes have to peal off various layers and 
get through underlying meanings of the text, avoiding at the same time pitfalls of postmodernist 
and poststructuralist hypercritical reading of textual sources. Another limitation that has to be 
taken into account, and which is especially applicable to the history of southern Pannonia in Late 
Antiquity and the early Middle Ages, is a fragmentary record. With regard to this there is always 
a danger that by picking out bits and pieces of information from their textual settings one might 
inadvertently miss their true message and even corrupt their factul meaning. Be that as it may, such 
research practice is essential when there are no other ways of obtaining valuable historical details 
that can be interpreted and built into a meaningful historical reconstruction. Having stated all this, 
it is argued in this paper – based on what may be concluded after a careful analysis of the available 
written sources – that the Gepid ruling elite pursued a consistent policy, which had been adapting 
to current circumstances and was even fashioned to a degree in imitation of the imperial policy, 
and which aimed at establishing and maintaining the Gepids as a recognized regional power, 
and making possible for the Gepid power wielders to acquire benefits and concessions from the 
Empire same as any other group that had settled in Roman territory. To this end, the control over 
parts of southern Pannonia lying along the Empire’s northwestern border, especially the control of 
Sirmium, became of crucial importance, but it also facilitated the Gepids’ ultimate downfall.6

A further set of research problems is offered by the available archaeological record. First and 
foremost, an important methodological question related to the material evidence arises from the 
methodology of attribution that is applied in modern scholarship in the region and which is still 
too much dependent on the ethnocentric interpretation. The culture-history approach embedded 
in the notion that the ethnicity can be recognized and identified solely on the basis of the typology 
of archaeological artifacts or, alternatively, that the archaeological cultures reflect specific ethnic 
4 The available literary sources have been collected in LAKATOS 1973. In spite of the fact that such collections 

are extremely useful tools, Lakatos’ approach to the sources is exemplary for the practice which may harm 
the understanding of factual details and cloud the overall intentions and motives of respective narratives 
(see below in the main text).

5 On these aspects of the literary sources, which have to be borne in mind when undertaking their analysis, 
see JONES 1999, 223–224; BÁLINT 2010, 148–149; KALDELLIS 2004a, 5–13. More or less same cautionary 
remarks concerning the literary evidence have already been set forth in GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 
165–166; GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2016, 12–13; SARANTIS 2016, 14–17 opts for a cleverly balanced, middle-way 
approach in dealing with the late antique literary sources, the one that is also adopted here.

6 The arguments outlined in this paper have already been proposed in GRAČANIN 2007; with GRAČANIN 
2011, 86–177, but are now deepened and improved building on an extensive analysis of the writt en record.
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groups of the past has been quite justifiably dismissed as obsolete and outdated.7 Hence, more 
advanced approaches, improved with new theoretical propositions, have to be implemented.8 
Another caveat is the very nature of the archaeological source material, since it consists mostly 
of stray finds, often without clear or even any archaeological context. There have been too few 
systematic and methodologically complete field investigations, in which the context of the finds is 
well established. Since both definition and attribution of artifacts depend on the context of the find, 
it is quite difficult or even impossible to assign them with any certainty to a specific ethnic group. 
Therefore, the researchers are left with more or less limited means to put forward any conclusive 
assumptions, which makes too much room for far-fetched claims beyond what can be established 
as likely. This is particularly valid for the material that was unearthed a century or so ago, for which 
the circumstances of the find were not clearly observed and there exists no precise and detailed 
documentation. In those early research years, as was usual given the contemporary knowledge and 
level of the research methodology, the finds were too often unhesitatingly attributed to a particular 
ethnic group or a stray find would be regularly determined as coming from a (destroyed) grave. 
Such practices make a thorough revision and reinterpretation of the finds a necessity. Finally, the 
tempo of the publication of research results has been rather low, which hinders making more 
informed insights and completing the fragmentary knowledge. Thus the approach undertaken in 
this paper is to make best of what can be construed from however sparse archaeological record that 
is ascribed to Gepids, bearing in mind that much more caution is needed in reaching conclusions 
and that usual assumptions about the extant archaeological evidence are liable to revision, which 
is even long overdue in some cases. This all notwithstanding that an attempt to determine the 
ethnic identity in the archaeological material is both valid and indispensible for a more thorough 
and substantiated historical reconstruction. In view of all presented ambiguities regarding the 
archaeological record, the proposed investigation will thus be two-fold: on the one part, it will 
venture to trace the Gepid presence in southern Pannonia, show how they tried to organize the life 
in the former Roman province and illustrate the living conditions of the Roman and non-Roman 
populations, and on the other part, provide markers for defining more precisely the spatial extent 
of the Gepids’ domain in southern Pannonia.

THE IMAGE OF GEPIDS IN THE LITERARY SOURCES

In an attempt to better understand the fundamental viewpoints that the literary sources represent, 
it seems worthwhile to first try to determine how the Gepids were treated in the extant written 
record and what image of Gepids was constructed and communicated to the readership. The most 
informative literary sources are Ennodius’ Panegyric of Theoderic, Jordanes’ Getica, Prokopios’ Wars, 
and Menander the Guardsman’s History, which all belong to the sixth century, whereas Paul the 
Deacon’s History of the Lombards offers an eighth-century outlook.

Ennodius depicts the Gepids as enemies of the Goths who first try to prevent Theoderic and his 
people from reaching Italy and later are unwilling to come to terms with the Goths and conspire 
against them. After recounting how Theoderic and his followers, pregnant mothers including 
(oneratae fetibus matres), set out to the west from their abodes and arrived in southern Pannonia (the 

7 See JONES 1999, 225; along with SHENNAN 1994, 5–14; CURTA 2007, 160–162. As with the literary sources, 
the same cautionary remarks regarding the archaeological evidence have already been expressed in 
GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 166–167; GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2016, 13–15.

8 Cf. SHENNAN 1994, 17–21; CURTA 2007, 172–173, 176–181; CURTA 2011, 537–539, 540–541, 542; HAKENBECK 
2011, 40–41; with BIERBRAUER 2004, 45–75; POHL 2010, 18–23; and RUMMEL 2010, 57, 63, 74–77, who argues 
that the ethnicity can be understood only interdisciplinary, from both archaeological and historical 
discourses (see also JONES 1999, 229–230; CURTA 2007, 184–185 for a caution that the writt en sources must 
not be played down in favor of the archaeological analysis). See also THEUWS 2009, 290–293; GIOSTRA 2011, 
esp. 7–8, 28–30.
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region is not named) at the outset of winter (Magnus Felix Ennodius, Panegyricus dictus clementissimo 
regi Theoderico VI, 26–27: Ed. ROHR 1995), Ennodius describes the conflict between Goths and 
Gepids as a necessity into which the Goths were drawn. The Gepids attempt to halt the Goths at 
the river Ulca, the so-called Gepid shield (tutela Gepidarum), and the Goths win the ensuing battle 
thanks to Theoderic’s personal valor as the king leads his men into a hard-won victory against 
the foe (VII, 28–34). The Gepids are portrayed as an obstacle to the Goths’ advance, together with 
the river and the pestilence (instantibus Gepidis amne pestilentia iter), at a crucial hour as the Goths 
face the impending famine (famis necessitas). Ennodius chooses words that consider the Gepids 
collectively and highlight their hostility and fighting opposition to the Goths: enemies (inimici), 
the hostile battle line (hostilis acies), compact crowds of the enemies (confertissimae hostium turmae), 
the opposing multitude (multitudo adversaria), the hostile raid (excursus hostilis), the enemy clash 
(inimica congressio). The Goths are represented as merely defending from unprovoked enmity. The 
emphasis on unfavorable circumstances with which the Goths are said to have been pressed serves 
to underscore Theoderic’s triumph. The accent on the Gepids’ hostility becomes even more evident 
from comparison with how Odoacer and his men are labeled: they are simply called enemies or 
opponents (inimici, VIII, 37; hostes, VIII, 37, 40, 45, X, 49; adversarii, VIII, 39, X, 51), and once Ennodius 
also speaks of delusion of hostile minds (hostilium error animorum) by which he means Odoacer (X, 
51). When Ennodius turns the attention back to the Gepids, they are portrayed as causing trouble 
and endangering the security of Italy by withholding its rightful possession. They hold Sirmium, 
which is called a former border of Italy (olim limes Italiae) and said to have passed into their control 
due to the neglect of rulers (per neglectum regentium), and there has been a daily insult (cottidiana 
insultatio) and an awkward frequency of embassies (incomposita legationum frequentia) ever since. 
Theoderic’s mind is pained by blandishments of a deceitful scheme (dolosi blandimenta conmenti) 
and the untimely friendship (intempestiva familiaritas) of (the Gepid king) Traseric with Gunderith, 
another Gepid ruler. Theoderic is said to blame himself for the loss of Sirmium since it has long 
been allowed under his rule that something belonging to Italy (Italiae possessio) is retained (by the 
Gepids), even though he is not the one who lost the city, and it aches him immensely (inmensus 
dolor) that the withholder (retentator) – meaning Traseric – had not returned the city at the onset 
of Theoderic’s reign. Finally, after Traseric’s schemes have been clearly revealed (liquido patuere 
conmenta), Theoderic sends two of the noblest of Goths, Pitzia and Herduic, along with the youth 
still untried in battle9, to offer Traseric arrangements by which, if he accedes, he is to obtain the 
once invaded places (semel invasa locorum) by choice (arbitrio). Yet Traseric acts as is usual for a 
fickle person (usus inconstantis) and, on his own unfriendly accord (sponte alieno) and without being 
driven out by Theoderic’s army (sine inpulsu exercitus tui), he abandons what he owes, meaning 
Sirmium and the surrounding territory (XII, 60–62). In this passage, Ennodius’ disapproval of the 
Gepids is more pronounced, especially through his negative treatment of Traseric who is depicted 
as treacherous, scheming, unreliable and even ungrateful since he decides to flee rather than 
to accept what is in Ennodius’ rendering clearly a fair offer made by Theoderic. Ennodius even 
considerably downplays the hostile character of Theoderic’s move against Traseric, since the whole 
affair is interpreted as an essentially peace-minded action, which is in a conspicuous contrast to 
what Jordanes, Prokopios and Cassiodorus say.10

9 To the youth must have belonged Tuluin who later became Theoderic’s confi dant and advanced to the post 
of patricius praesentalis under Athalaric (cf. AMORY 1997, 425; GRAČANIN 2016, 249).

10 On Theoderic’s image in Ennodius’ Panegyric, cf. GOLTZ 2008, 312–322. Jordanes, Getica 300: Ed. MOMMSEN 
1882b, relates that Theoderic directed his comes Pitz (i)a to the city of Sirmium and he acquired it after 
expelling King Trasaric (Traseric) and capturing his mother. Procopius, De bellis 5.11.5: HAURY–WIRTH 1963, 
says that Theoderic waged war against the Gepids and that batt les were fought by Sirmium. Cassiodorus, 
Variae 8.10.4: FRIDH 1973, speaks of the expeditio Sirmiensis, which implies a military campaign.
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Similarly to Ennodius, Jordanes generally casts the Gepids in an unfavorable light as lesser to 
the Goths and their opponents from time immemorial. To be sure, he is both implicit and explicit 
about the Gepids’ power at the present and before. He says that the nation of the Gepids now 
(nunc) possesses the ancient Dacia which is presently (nunc) called Gepidia (Getica XII, 73–74: Ed. 
MOMMSEN 1882b) and which he geographically well defines implying the spaciousness of the 
region by mentioning large and famous rivers (magnis opinatisque fluminibus) and lofty mountains 
(arduis Alpibus) that surround it (V, 33–34).11 He also asserts that the Gepids won by strength 
(viribus) the territory of the Huns and obtained as victors (velut victores potiti) the whole of Dacia 
(totius Daciae fines). He even calls the Gepids vigorous men (strenui viri) who demand, by a friendly 
pact (amica pactione), peace and a yearly stipend from the Roman Empire and are freely (libens) 
granted these by the emperor, and to this day (usque nunc) they receive their customary gift from 
the emperor (L, 264). At the same time, he is prone to minimize the Gepids’ successes. Hence, he 
remarks that Gepidia was once Gothia (XII, 74), implying that the Goths were there before the 
Gepids, which is quite consistent with the story that he recounts of how the Gepids supposedly got 
their name: after stating that the Goths and the Gepids are kinsmen (parentes) Jordanes illustrates 
this with an anecdotal account about three ships on which the Goths set out from their native 
island, one of which proved to be slower than the others and since slow means gepanta in their 
language, the Gepids acquired gradually and by corruption their name out of scorn (ex convicio) 
and as a gratuitous reproach (pro gratuito convicio), but they undoubtedly (sine dubio) trace their 
origin from the stock of the Goths (XVII, 94–95). To add a final touch to an image of the Gepids as 
an inferior people of Gothic descent Jordanes even stereotypes them as rather sluggish of thought 
and corporeally too slow-moving (tardioris ingenii et graviores corporum velocitate) (XVII, 95). He 
also emphasizes the Gepids’ envy of the Goths (XVII, 94, 96) and blames the Gepid king Fastida 
for stirring up the belligerence of his people who used to be quiet (quieta gens). Fastida attacks and 
subdues the Burgundians and some other nations, and puffed up with vain glory (superba admodum 
elatione iactatus) unjustly provokes (male provocans), with his territorial demands, the Ostrogoths 
to a griveous (durum) and infamous (scelestum) war, since it was beetwen the kin. Even though 
both sides fought with great valor (magna virtute) the Gepids were defeated and Fastida „left the 
field of slaughter and hastened to his own land, as much humiliated with shame and disgrace 
as formerly he had been elated with pride“ (XVII, 96–100). Moreover, when Jordanes praises the 
Gepid king Ardaric as most renowned (famosissimus) and famed for his loyalty and wisdom (fide 
et consilio clarus), he extols in the same manner the Ostrogothic king Walamir, saying that the Hun 
king Attila prized them both above all other chieftans (XXXVIII, 199–200). Ardaric is depicted as a 
champion of the opressed nations who were treated like slaves under the rule of Attila’s sons and 
as their liberator who was favored by good fortune (secuta felicitate) and whose cause was fortunate 
(felix) for various nations, but the victory came unexpectedly (inopinata victoria) to the Gepids and 
Ardaric prevailed not only by a sword but also by a conspiracy (gladius conspiratioque) (L, 260–263). 
The Gepids indeed took over the Hun territory, but the Ostrogoths fared better, since they asked 
for lands from the Roman Empire and received Pannonia which is „adorned with many cities“ 
(L, 264). In keeping with his aim to show the preeminence of the Goths over the Gepids, Jordanes 
mentions two more defeats that the Gepids suffered at the hands of the Goths (XLVIII, 250, LIV, 
277–279), and is conspicuously reticent about on which side the Ostrogoths fought in the rebellion 
against the Huns. Jordanes does not miss to record that the Gepids, along with the Visigoths and 
the Ostrogoths, are Arians, placing the blame on Emperor Valens for the spreading of the Arian 
heresy among them all (XXV, 132–133).12

11 The English translation by Charles C. Mierow is used here.
12 In Jordanes’ Romana the Gepids are mentioned three times: they are allies of the Hun king Att ila who 

ravages Illyricum and Thrace (Romana 331: Ed. MOMMSEN 1882a); the rivals of Romans (emuli Romanorum) 
and defeated by the Lombards, a nation allied to the Roman emperors (gens socia Romani regni principibus), 
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Prokopios first mentions the Gepids in a brief etnographic digression in the third book of his 
Wars (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 3.2.1–5: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1962), where he lists them among 
the greatest and most important (me>gista> te kai< ajxilogw>tata) Gothic nations such as the Goths, 
Vandals and Visigoths, and says that all these nations are alike in everything else, their physique 
(„they all have white bodies and blonde hair, they are tall and good-looking“) and their social and 
religious habits („they have the same customs and practice a common religion“, „they are all of 
the Arian faith and have one language called Gothic“).13 He also ventures to explain their origins 
saying that they seem to originate from one nation and were distinguished later by the names of 
their respective leaders. After remarking that they all used to live beyond the Danube, he adds 
about the Gepids that they later acquired area around Singidunum and Sirmium on both sides of 
the Danube, which they still hold. Other instances when Prokopios mentions the Gepids mostly 
relate to their clashes with the Goths (5.3.15, 5.11.5: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), and the Lombards 
(7.34.1–40, 7.39.15, 8.18.1–12, 8.25.7–15). He also paints the Gepids as being especially harsh in 
their treatment of Heruls: first they allowed them to live in the Gepid area as their neighbors, but 
then started doing outrageous deeds (ajno>sia e]rga) against them with no cause, they raped their 
women, seized the cattle and other property, performed all sorts of wrongdoings (ajdiki>av) and 
finally began subduing them wrongfully (ajdi>kwn) (6.14.25–27). The Gepids receive particularly 
bad press in regard to their relationship with the Romans: after seizing the control of Sirmium and 
almost all of Dacia (Daki>av ejk tou~ ejpi< plei~ston ajpa>sav)14, they enslaved (ejxhndrapo>disa>n) the 
local Romans, they were always on the move (ajei< oJdw~| ijo>ntev), plundering and doing violence to 
the Roman realm, which caused Emperor Justinian to discontinue the customary payments to the 
Gepids (7.33.8–9). Prokopios shows a particular interest for wars between Gepids and Lombards, 
devoting them whole chapters of his narrative with emphasis on their respective kings and dealings 
with the Romans.15 Without going into causes for the enmity between Gepids and Lombards, he 
merely states that they, though neighbors, became extremely hostile to each other and eager to 
engage into fighting (7.34.1–2). The Gepids are described as prevalent in numbers to the Lombards, 
which prompted the latter to send envoys to the Romans and ask them for an alliance and a military 
help. Having learned of this, the Gepids also sent their envoys (7.34.3–4). Then Prokopios goes on 
to recount what the Lombard and Gepid envoys purportedly told the emperor.16 In the Lombard 
speech, the Gepids are portrayed as wicked, perpetrating many and great wrongdoings against the 
Romans, insolent, inflicting insults upon their neighbors, ungrateful, formerly bending before the 
power of the Goths, impotent, the most foul (oiJ miarw>tatoi), violating a treaty and alliance, doing 
wrong to the Empire, holding Sirmium and Dacia and enslaving (ajndrapodi>zousin) Romans, 
never winning a war for the Romans or earning the land and payments they have received from 
the Empire, committing with their embassy a very foul deed (pra~xis miarwte>ra), insulting the 
emperor, showing an abundance of shamelessness (ajnaidei>av periousi>a), being overconfident 
(qarsou~sin), occupying something that does not belong to them, capable of excess of malice (th~v 

in a great batt le which lasted one day and cost the lives of more than sixty thousand men on both sides 
(Romana 386); and opponents of the magister militum Calluc who was killed fi ghting them (Romana 387).

13 The English translation by H. B. Dewing and Anthony Kaldellis is used here.
14 Later in his text Prokopios decreases the extent of the Gepids’ possessions in Roman territory by indicating 

that they hold, next to Sirmium, only a few other places in Dacia (a]lla ejpi< Daki>av a]tta cwri>a) (7.34.35), 
but the words are put into the mouths of Gepid envoys who address the emperor. Could that have served 
a purpose of illustrating to a more att entive reader the Gepids’ dishonesty and insolence?

15 See also KALDELLIS 2013, 4.
16 The rhetoric of the speeches is primarily aimed at implicitly criticizing the Empire’s inability of controlling 

the barbarian groups along the Danube frontier (POHL 1997, 75), and in that sense the speeches make a 
unity with the preceding chapter of the Wars, where such a negative image of the Empire’s condition is 
more pronounced (De bellis 7.33: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). Cf. also SARANTIS 2016, 269–270. On speeches 
in Prokopios’ Wars, see CAMERON 1985, 148–150; TARAGNA 2000; KALDELLIS 2004a, 29–32; KOUROUMALI 
(forthcoming); with KRUSE 2013; WHATELY 2016, passim.
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kakotropi>av uJperbolh>), and Arian worshipers (7.34.5–24). In the Gepid speech, they are presented 
as coming with a just request, being wronged by the Lombards, superior to the Lombards in 
multitude and valor, being the more powerful side, ready to pay the debt of gratitude if helped, 
being always allied with the Romans and well known to them, powerful and steadfast allies, 
having tried in vain to settle differences with Lombards by arbitration, and acting in confidence 
in the strong friendship with the Romans and not out of insolence when taking possession of 
Roman territory (7.34.25–38). Prokopios finishes the story with a remark that the Gepids settled 
their differences with the Lombards when they learned of the approach of the Roman army, and 
the barbarians (oij ba>rbaroi) concluded a peace treaty against the will of the Romans, thanks to 
which the Gepids remained a threat to Illyricum, same as the Heruls (7.34.45–46). Since Prokopios 
also brands the Lombards and the Heruls as plunderers of the Roman realm (7.33.12–13), it is quite 
clear that, in his eyes, they were all alike.17

Having described another outbreak of hostilities between Gepids and Lombards, followed by 
renewal of truce – adding that they sent envoys to each other and were constantly in contact, but 
were unable to sett le their diff erences (8.18.2–12) – Prokopios relates how the Gepids, expecting that 
the Romans would side with the Lombards, invited the Kutrigurs to aid them against the Lombards, 
but as the truce was still in eff ect they became distressed by the presence of those barbarians and 
induced them to att ack the Roman territory, even ferrying them across the Danube (8.18.13–17). 
The Gepids are once more seen as aiding the barbarians to cross the Danube when they ferried the 
Slavs back across the river in exchange for large payment, an event prompting the emperor’s wish 
to enter into an agreement with the Gepids (8.25.5–6). Prokopios stresses that the Gepids’ fear of 
the power of Romans (th<n ˚Rwmai>wn deimai>nontev du>namin)18 caused the Gepids to send envoys to 
Constantinople and ask for an alliance on the eve of a renewed confrontation with the Lombards, 
and this time they were granted a treaty. However, the treaty was instantly eff ectively annulled as 
the emperor accused the Gepids of transporting the Slavs across the Danube, and the Lombards 
fi nally defeated the Gepids in their territory with the assistance of one detachment of the Roman 
army, in a fi erce batt le (ma>chv kartera~v), in which a vast number (pamplhqei~v) of the Gepids died 
(8.27.7–15). The Gepids also feature in the story of a Lombard prince Hildigisal/Hildiges. He found 
shelter with them at the time when they were at war with the Lombards, and they planned to place 
him on the Lombard throne. After the war had ended they however refused to hand Hildigisal 
over to the Lombards as was requested, ordering him instead to leave the Gepid country (7.35.12–
20). Following a spell with the Romans (8.27.1–18) Hildigisal returned to the Gepids who again 
refused to surrender him when requested by both the Romans and the Lombards, even though 
the Gepids were bound to preserve an eternal friendship with them after the war. Prokopios even 
stresses that the Gepids „fi rmly declared that it would be bett er for the nation of Gepids to perish 
immediately with their women and children rather than to become polluted by such an impiety“. 
However, the Gepid king Thorisin (Turisind) is said to have devised a plan by which he secretly 
disposed of Hildigisal in exchange for the elimination by the Lombard king Audoin of a Gepid 
prince Ustrigoth who previously fl ed to the Lombards from much the same reason as Hildigisal to 
the Gepids (8.28.19–29). What may be surmised from Prokopios’ narrative is that the Gepids are 
not te be trusted, they are an enemy who has proven to be repeatedly harmful to the Romans, as 
well as injurious to other barbarians, capable of all sorts of misdeeds and cruelties, prone not to 
honor treaties, and they would only bow to military might (but still they are Roman allies). If they 

17 Following the same approach of equal negative characterization, Flavius Cresconius Corripus also depicts 
both the Lombards and the Gepids as ferocious nations (populi feroces) who, in their savagery (feritate sua), 
infl ict wounds on each other (In laudem Iustini Augusti minoris, Praefatio v. 12–15: Ed. CAMERON 1976). The 
Gepids are also once called truces, „wild, fi erce“ (Liber primus v. 254: Ed. CAMERON 1976).

18 The fear of the power of Romans (du>namin th<n ˚Rwmai>wn deimai>nontev) is also what induces the Heruls to 
submit again to the Gepids (6.15.36).
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help someone like Hildigisal it is essentially only out of self-interest, and even then the person who 
puts his trust into them may fall a victim of machinations.19

In contrast to the previous writers Menander the Guardsman is more implicit in his criticism of 
the Gepids. In his fragmentary preserved History the Gepids first appear as enemies of the Lombards 
whose king Alboin, being unable to forgo his hatred for (the Gepid king) Cunimund, is set on 
destroying the dominion of the Gepids (tw~n Ghpai>dwn ejpikra>teian) (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 
12.1: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985).20 Menander has the Lombard envoys say to the Avars that the Lombards 
have suffered terribly at the hands of the Gepids that have Romans as allies and whose annihilation 
would make the Lombards and Avars masters of their wealth and land. Having discovered that the 
Lombards and Avars made an alliance in preparation for the war against the Gepids, Cunimund, 
out of fear as is told, sends envoys to Emperor Justin and begs him for help in this danger, promising 
again to hand over Sirmium and the land south of the river Drave. The emperor is said to have 
known well from the evidence of the past that Cunimund is not to be trusted, to which Menander 
adds his personal comment of not believing this report about the Gepid king, since „it would be 
too shameless (ajnaide<v uJph~rce) for one who had broken the treaty to repeat his request“, implying 
the Gepids to be precisely that – shameless. Menander also remarks that the Lombards sent their 
own embassy to Justin which „violently attacked the Gepids for their high-handed (ajgnwmosu>nhv) 
behavior towards the Romans“ (fr. 12.2). In another fragment he cites Emperor Justin’s address to 
the Avar envoys who have come to request the surrender of a Gepid Usdibad, where it is reported 
that the Gepids turned to Emperor Justinian who gave them land around Sirmium, and that they 
would have defeated the Lombards in the war that broke between them „had they not shown their 
slavish nature (ajndrapodw>deiv w]fqhsan) and angered their benefactors with their treachery (tw~| 
th~v gnw>mhv dolerw|~)“. Furthermore, the speech mentions unforgivable plots (ejpibouleu>santav 
ajsu>ggnwsta) of the Gepids against the Romans, their ingratitude (tou<v ajgnwmonh>santav) and their 
trespasses (toi~v plhmmelh>masi), as well as calls the Gepids subject to the Romans (fr. 12.6). Even 
if Menander is not that straightforward, it is evident that he shared the negative opinion of the 
Gepids as generally untrustworthy and ungrateful.

Paul the Deacon wrote about the Gepids with a distance of more than two centuries since 
the sixth-century events and his treatment of Gepids is primarily anecdotal. He first mentions 
the Gepids as providing refuge to Hildechis (Prokopios’ Hildigisal/Hildiges) who is said to 
have remained among them as exile until the end of his life, and explains that this was why the 
Gepids incurred enmities with the Lombards (Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum 1.21: Ed. 
BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878).21 When relating to the war between Gepids and Lombards, he simply 
states that their confrontation „had been long since conceived“ and that they both fought bravely 
(fortiter) until the Gepids, demoralized by the death of their king Turisind’s son, started to flee, after 
which the Lombards killed a great number of the Gepids (1.23). Paul praises Turisind for his kind 
reception of the Lombard prince Alboin when he came to visit the Gepids, even though Alboin 
killed his son, and for preventing his Gepids, „unable to bear the tumult of their passions“ and 
„violently stirred in anger“ after one of the Lombards from Alboin’s retinue offended them, to take 
vengeance for the open insults (manifestas iniurias), since this would be a violation of hospitality 
unpleasing to God (1.24). The story itself serves to celebrate the observance of customs, as well as 

19 Apart from the royalty, Prokopios mentions three other Gepids by name: Vela who is said to be passionate 
by nature was a bodyguard of the Gothic king Hildebad but killed him after he had suff ered what he deemed 
a personal insult done to him by the king, and by doing this was instrumental in taking a vengeance on 
Hildebad for previously killing a Gothic noble (7.2.43–49); Philegagos who is said to be an energetic man 
and fi ghts the Persians in Roman service (8.8.15, 30); and Asbados who is said to be an especially energetic 
man, leads a force of Gepids in the Roman army commanded by Narses and mortally wounds the Gothic 
king Totila (8.26.13, 8.32.22–25).

20 The English translation by Roger C. Blockley is used here.
21 The English translation by William Dudley Foulke is used here.
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to extol Alboin’s bravery. Paul also explains that Cunimund, Turisind’s successor, broke the treaty 
with the Lombards because of his desire to avenge the old insults (veteras iniurias). In Paul’s version 
Cunimund is practically turned into a tragic hero who urges his Gepids – „cast down in spirit“ since 
they have been atacked from two sides – to fight first with the Lombards and then with the Avars. 
The Gepids and Lombards clash with all their strength (totis viribus), and the latter are victorius, 
„raging against the Gepids in such wrath that they reduced them to utter destruction“. Alboin kills 
Cunimund, makes a drinking goblet out of his skull and marries his daughter Rosamund, while 
the Lombards acquire the most ample riches (amplissimas divitias) as spoils. Some of the Gepids 
are turned into captives of the Lombards and are subject to them, while others groan (gemunt) 
subjected to a grievous mastery (duro imperio) of the Avars (1.27). Describing the ill fate of the 
Gepids Paul is rather critical of the Lombards, since they proved to be merciless victors and were 
even prepared to enter into alliance with the Avars, about whom Paul has little nice to say.22 Paul 
shows sympathies for the Gepids and portrays them as once a powerful and prosperous nation 
who cares for customs and takes in exiles. Even if they themselves cause their ruin by violating 
the treaty with the Lombards and taking up arms against them, they do this because they have 
been wronged by them previously, and they fight vigorously in spite of being faced with two 
enemies only to be reduced to the Lombard and Avar subjects.23 Paul’s mosaical story of Gepids 
has a moralizing quality of Biblical features intended to show how a once mighty nation had fallen 
(which is precisely what happened to the Lombards in Paul’s own time).

WARS, POLITICS AND DIPLOMACY

As it can be expected the information in written sources about the Gepids revolves primarily around 
wars and diplomatic activities, the more so since the Gepids seem to have never had someone 
recording their own traditions and past as they themselves saw them and remembered them. It has 
already been indicated that the existing written record is scattered and scarce, but is nevertheless 
sufficient to provide some firm points for a historical reconstruction. What is attempted here is 
to try and evaluate the sixth century events related to Gepids and their dealings with the Goths, 
Romans and Lombards as much as possible from their (perceived) viewpoint. The main argument 
is in essence a revisionist one since it is aimed at showing that the Gepids were active players in 
military-political struggles of the day on the middle and lower Danube and that they pursued a 
consistent policy with an ambition to establish and maintain themselves, with whatever means at 
their disposal, as an acknowledged regional power. Even if their rule in the Carpathian Basin may 
have appeared to a degree as a passive hegemony, as it has been remarked,24 such a qualification is 
justifiable only in as much as it presumes the Gepid strength and their apparent reluctance to engage 
into aggresive actions just for the sake of showing power or gaining new territory. The Gepids seem 
to have been chiefly interested in defending and securing their already won positions as, in effect, 

22 Cf. GRAČANIN 2010, 374.
23 In Paul the Deacon’s Roman History the Gepids are mentioned three times: the Gepid king Ardaric and 

other nations subject to the Huns follow the Ostrogothic king Walamir’s suit and free themselves from the 
Hun dominance (Pauli Historia Romana 15.11: Ed. DROYSEN 1879); the Gepid king Thrapstila att empts an 
ambush against the Ostrogothic king Theoderic before the latt er’s arrival in Italy but is defeated and killed 
(15.15); the Lombard king Audoin, whose nation was then befriended with the Romans, fi ghts with the 
Gepid king Turisind and is victorious thanks to his son Alboin who killed Turisind’s son Turismod and 
thus demoralized the Gepids (15.20).

24 Cf. POHL 1980, 268, 296. The phrase has been adopted in GRAČANIN 2007, 11, note 17; GRAČANIN 2011, 88, 
but with a comment that the Gepids nevertheless represented a force to be reckoned with. SARANTIS 2009, 
15–17; with SARANTIS 2016, 271, has recently rightly challenged this negative perception of the Gepids’ 
capacity to be an active participant in the rivalries among various barbarian groups and the Empire for the 
control over the middle and lower Danube areas.
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the succesors of the Huns. 25 Therefore, their relations with the Romans are arguably to be viewed 
against the background of the Gepids’ wish to enjoy benefits and concessions from the Empire 
that would confirm their status and guarantee the preservation of their kingdom. The seemingly 
inconsistent attitude of the Gepids towards the Lombards ranging from a peaceful alliance to a 
bitter antagonism may be best understood as a result of the Empire’s increasing reliance on the 
Lombards as the Gepids’ main competitors for the domination in Pannonia.

The sixth century Gepid history, as far as their presence in and dealings with southern Pannonia 
and their relationship with the Romans are concerned, may be tentatively divided into several 
chronological phases: the south Pannonian Gepids under the Ostrogoths (504–c. 524/535); the 
Tisa Gepids as eastern Roman allies under Justinian I until the Gepid recapture of Sirmium (c. 
528–536); the Gepids at odds with the Empire (536–c. 540); the Gepids as uneasy eastern Roman 
allies (c. 540–549/551); the Gepids’ estrangement from the Romans (549–551); the Gepids as eastern 
Roman allies (551–567). The first phase began with the Gothic invasion and conquest of the Gepid-
held Sirmium in 504 after which the Gepid king Traseric seems to have found refuge with the 
Romans, which is likely to be assumed based on an inscription found in 2006 at Vefa kilise camii 
in Istanbul.26 The partially preserved funerary inscription, written in Greek, records one Thra[...], 
the comes domesticorum and king of the Gepids, (son of?) Thraustila, who has convincingly been 
identified as the Gepid king Traseric of Sirmium. This allows for an assumption that Traseric had 
good connections to the eastern Roman court and was allowed to live in Constantinople after he 
had been expelled from Sirmium, as well as to retain his royal title, even though it was superseded 
by the (presumably honorary) title of comes domesticorum that gave its holder right to the 
prestigious rank of vir illustris.27 In this context Ennodius’ claims about a daily insult, the awkward 
frequency of diplomatic exchange with the Gothic court at Ravenna, a deceitful scheme and the 
untimely friendship with the Gepid ruler Gunderith (Panegyricus dictus clementissimo regi Theoderico 
XII, 60–61: Ed. ROHR 1995), all would point to a conclusion that Traseric had been increasingly 
slipping away from under the Gothic umbrella. Traseric may have succeeded his father Thrapstila/
Thraustila, after the latter had been probably killed fighting Theoderic’s Goths in 489, under the 
provision of an alliance and close relations with the Goths (perhaps alluded to by Ennodius who 
says that Traseric abandoned what he owed, meaning that, from the perspective of the Ravenna 
court, Traseric owed his position as king in Sirmium to Theoderic). In the early 500s the situation 
obviously changed and Traseric started alienating himself from the Goths and opting for the Romans 
(that is presumably to which Ennodius’ phrase „a deceitful scheme“ refers). He forged connections 
to Gunderith (probably a ruler of the Tisa Gepids and a Roman ally), and was likely trying to wrest 
himself from the Gothic grip with Gunderith’s and the Roman help. With frequent embassies to 
the Ravenna court he must have attempted to conceal his intentions. The embassies were probably 
designed not only to appease the Goths but also to tune into their immediate plans, and not to 
provoke them as Ennodius would have it („a daily insult“).28 Traseric may have rightly assessed 
that after the Goths had annexed Dalmatia and subsequently Pannonia Savia their move against 
the Gepids in Pannonia Secunda was just a matter of time. In light of this, it may be assumed that 
any Theoderic’s offer was aimed at facilitating Traseric’s submission and that he would have been 
25 For the Gepids as successors of the Huns and benefi ciaries of their political legacy and the Hun system of 

rule, see also KIM 2013, 95.
26 Cf. ÇETINKAYA 2009.  On the circumstances of the Goths’ att ack on Sirmium and their ensuing clash with 

the Romans, see briefl y SARANTIS 2009, 19–20; GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 182, with further scholarly 
literature. KISS 2014b has recently discussed anew the evidence pertaining to the expeditio Sirmiensis and 
the subsequent events.

27 KISS 2014b, 45–46 also opts for good relations between Gepids and Romans in the early 6th century.
28 Scholars have usually seen the Gepids as threatening and provoking the Goths: ENSSLIN 1947, 134 speaks 

of constant frictions and border confl icts between Gepids and Goths; POHL 1980, 294 and SCHWARCZ 2000, 
63 mention possible Gepid incursions in the Gothic territory in Pannonia Savia; WOLFRAM 1995, 321 claims 
that, by then, the Gepids’ self-confi dence grew alarmingly and that they made territorial requests. 
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allowed to remain in Sirmium only as a client king. The fact that Traseric’s mother was seized in the 
Gothic attack, as testified by Jordanes (Getica 300: Ed. MOMMSEN 1882b), suggests that the invasion 
was sudden and that at that time Traseric was not in his capital, otherwise it might be expected that 
he would have fled Sirmium with his mother.29 That much can also be surmised from Ennodius’ 
claim that Traseric was driven out without the use of force, meaning that there seem never to have 
been concrete attempts to organize the city’s defence in face of the Gothic invasion. Therefore, it 
is conceivable that Traseric was actually staying at Gunderith’s court and that, following the fall 
of Sirmium, he eventually crossed to Roman territory and acquired an elevated position at the 
court in Constantinople, remaining there until his death. This was but a small recompense for the 
Roman failure to act as they were heavily engaged on the eastern front against the Persians.30 If 
the interpretation is correct, it may also be that the Romans, by getting close to Traseric, wanted to 
check unfavorable developments on their northwestern border in connection to a Gepid warlord of 
the royal blood Mundo, who posed a threat for the security of Moesia Prima.

Once the Romans were not tied down elsewhere they decided, in 505, to launch an offensive 
against Mundo, but the attempt ended in a dismal failure as Mundo was aided by a Gothic army 
led by Pitzia. Ennodius calls Mundo a (Gothic) federate (Panegyricus dictus clementissimo regi 
Theoderico XII, 63: Ed. ROHR 1995), meaning he was a subordinate ally of the Goths, which is further 
reinforced by Jordanes (Getica LVIII, 301: Ed. MOMMSEN 1882b) who says that Pitzia actually made 
Mundo subject to the Goths after he had helped him against the Romans. Whether or not Mundo 
only joined the Goths upon their conquest of Sirmium in 504 (which seems more likely) is less 
important than the fact that he and his substantial following – his original band of Gepids and 
other followers who must have eventually adopted the Gepid identity of their leader – were likely 
transferred to southern Pannonia, in 510 at the latest when a peace treaty between Goths and the 
Empire was struck and the Romans obtained the easternmost portion of Pannonia Secunda with 
the town of Bassiana (modern Donji Petrovci).31 In addition, it may be assumed that in the region 
that was ceaded to the Romans in 510 still lived some Gepids who had originally inhabited this 
area. Even though it is a sheer conjecture, these Gepids might have now (or even earlier) been 
also relocated and moved to the Gothic-controlled area of Pannonia Secunda (called Sirmiensis), 
since the sources allude to the Heruls being settled in that section of the province.32 The federate 
Mundo was probably used not only to buttress defence of the Gothic-held Pannonia Sirmiensis 
but also served as a focal point for the remaining Gepids dwelling in southern Pannonia who 
surely accepted Mundo, considering his noble lineage (he once was an heir to the Gepid throne), 
as their leader. His loyalty to Theoderic ensured that the south Pannonian Gepids did not pose an 
inner security problem, even though their presence seems to have been, to an extent, a difficulty 
for the province. Cassiodorus mentions the barbarians who engage into duels with the Romans 
in Pannonia Sirmiensis as a means of settling their disputes and quarrels outside the court of law 
(Variae 3.24.3–4, with 3.23.3: Ed. FRIDH 1973). It may be assumed that the Gepids are primarily 
meant.33 Since such an activity was related to an inability of conflicted parties to afford settling 
the costs of judicial proceedings (Variae 3.23.4), it may also be seen as indicative of much poorer 
economic conditions in the province if people had to resort to, as Cassiodorus puts it, the perverted 
custom (consuetudo perversa) or detestable practices (consuetudines abominanter) (Variae 3.23.3).34 Both 

29 It is usually thought that Traseric escaped from Sirmium to Gunderith, cf. POHL 1980, 294; with GRAČANIN 
2007, 20; GRAČANIN 2011, 94.

30 Cf. STEIN 1949, 92–101, esp. 94–99; GREATREX 1998, 73–119, esp. 94–115.
31 For various opinions on the time of Mundo’s alliance with the Goths, see PROSTKO-PROSTYŃSKI 1994, 227–

230, esp. 227. For the assumption that Mundo had substantial forces at his disposal, see SARANTIS 2009, 20. 
For the peace treaty, see GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 182, with further scholarly literature.

32 See below in the text, with note 60.
33 GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 184, with note 105; GRAČANIN 2016, 264–265.
34 GRAČANIN 2016, 258–259.
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of Cassiodorus’ letters date presumably from 510,35 which coincides with the date of the probable 
resettlement of Mundo’s Gepids to Pannonia Sirmiensis. In the extant letters, Cassiodorus does not 
revisit the problem of clashes between Romans and barbarians in the province, but reports about 
the relocation of a group of Gepids from southern Pannonia to Gaul in 523/4 (Variae 5.10, 5.11). The 
Gepids were intended to bolster the Gothic positions in Gaul against the Burgundians, meaning 
that they were a substantial force, which is also alluded to by Cassiodorus who calls them exercitus 
(Variae 5.10.1) and refers to them as multitudo Gepidarum (Variae 5.10.2). The contingent seems to 
have included men, women and children alike, and it may be assumed that it consisted of seasoned 
warriors – possibly both the local Gepids and the men that once stood under Mundo’s command 
– who were transferred with their families to the new abodes.36 At the same time, Cassiodorus’ 
phrasing seems to leave little doubt that only a portion of south Pannonian Gepids was relocated, 
and that others must have remained in the province.

Recently it has been proposed that the Gepids were active against the Empire in the late 510s 
and again in the late 520s. It is argued that the entry in the Chronicle written by the sixth-century 
chronicler Marcellinus Comes about a devastating raid on eastern Illyricum carried out by the 
Getae equites in 517 actually refers to Gepids (Marcellinus Comes, Chronicon, a. 517.1–2: Ed. MOMSEN 
1894a).37 The argument is based on Marcellinus’ use of the ethnonym Getae, which is said to have 
been employed by the contemporary sixth-century sources such as Jordanes’ Getica and Prokopios’ 
Wars to denote the Germanic peoples.38 To be true, Marcellinus uses the term in relation to Mundo 
(Mundo Geta, a. 505), but also in adjective form for a knife with which the comes foederatorum 
Vitalian kills the magister militum per Thraciam Cyril (a. 514.3: culter Geticus).39 Along the same line 
of reasoning, to the Gepids has also been linked another record by Marcellinus that mentions the 
victories of the magister militum per Illyricum Mundo, first over the Getae who had been previously 
traversing Illyricum and then over the Bulgars in Thrace (a. 530).40 The Getae of 517 and 529 are 
usually identified with the Slavs.41 This has been challenged primarily based on the conclusion that 
no Justinianic contemporary source equates the Getae with either the Slavs (Sklaveni) or the Antae 
and that the first who suggested that these ethnic labels were interchangeable was Theophylact 

35 GRAČANIN 2016, 218–219.
36 On the Gepid contingent from Pannonia Sirmiensis, see GRAČANIN 2016, 220–221, 250, 254–255, 264, 266.
37 SARANTIS 2009, 20; SARANTIS 2016, 28, 65. See also DICULESCU 1923, 122, note 57.
38 SARANTIS 2009, 20–21; SARANTIS 2016, 59. However, it should be noted that Flavius Cresconius Corippus, a 

younger contemporary of Justinian’s, clearly diff erentiates the Gepids from the Getae (cf. In laudem Iustini 
Augusti minoris, Liber primus v. 254: Ed. CAMERON 1976), and by the latt er the Slavs are surely meant.

39 Brian Croke translates the ethnic label Geta as „the Goth“ (a. 505: „Mundo the Goth; a. 514.3: „a Gothic 
knife“; a. 517: „the Gothic cavalry“; a. 530: „the Goths“), which is inconsistent with the source itself, since 
Marcellinus usually calls the Goths Gothi, even if he sometimes errs (for example, he calls Odoacer rex 
Gothorum, a. 476.2, 489). On the other hand, Marcellinus labels Vitalian a Scythian (514.1: Scytha), a term 
which he also uses for the Alans, Huns and Goths (aa. 379.2, 380: gentes Scythicae), for Radagaisus (a. 406.2: 
Scytha), for John, the consul of 498 (a. 498), and, obliquely, for the Bulgars (a. 493.2: Scythicum ferrum). The 
last identifi cation is sometimes thought as uncertain (cf. ZIEMANN 2007, 47; however, on p. 83, he seems 
to accept the Bulgar invasion of 493; SARANTIS 2016, 58, note 210 for reservations), but it is quite likely 
(adopted by STEIN 1949, 89; SETTON 1950, 503; CROKE 1980, 188–189; BEŠEVLIEV 1981, 77; HAARER 2006, 104; 
MEIER 2009, 138–139; cf. note 47 below for the Bulgars as Scythians). 

40 SARANTIS 2016, 60, 62, 64, 110. He errs when dating Mundo’s campaign against the Getae to 530, since 
Marcellinus confl ates the events stretching over two years (529 and 530) under one entry (note the 
phrase deinde his consulibus with which the campaign against the Bulgars is introduced). Simultaneously, 
Marcellinus fi xes the entry to the eighth indiction, which lasted from 1 September 529 until 31 August 530, 
indicating perhaps that Mundo fought the Getae in late summer/early autumn of 529.

41 Cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 28, note 99 for scholarly literature. The att ackers of 517 may have been the Antae (see 
STEIN 1949, 105–106; LEMERLE 1954, 284; CAPIZZI 1969, 172; COMŞA 1972, 9; CROKE 2001, 71; MEIER 2009, 313: 
the Goths, Slavs, Bulgars or Antae?).
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Simocatta in the early seventh century.42 While Theophylact Simocatta’s use of the term Getae is 
likely a case of literary antiquarianism, Marcellinus’ approach hinges both on the circumstance that 
at the time when he wrote his Chronicle (the first version probably in 518 and the extended version 
in 534), the ethnonyms Sklaveni and Antae were still not part of the general knowledge – Justinian 
is called Anticus for the first time in a law dated to 21 November 53343 – and therefore were not 
included in a ready-to-use catalogue of barbarian peoples, and on Marcellinus’ dependence on 
previous records for information, since he may have simply found the Getae mentioned in his 
sources and never felt the need to closely identify them.44 To add to the point, it should be noted 
that Marcellinus composed the two versions of his Chronicle approximately two/four decades before 
Jordanes and Prokopios finished their historical works and therefore how they used the term Getae 
or Getic need not to be strictly applied to how Marcellinus used it or understood it. This seems to 
bear particular weight considering that Marcellinus knew Paul Orosius’ Histories against the pagans, 
where the Getae are clearly equated with the Goths.45

Furthermore, the 517 raid, as described by Marcellinus, was a deep thrust into Roman territory 
(the raiders invaded Greece) with rather destructive consequences, since he mentions that the 
captured Romans who could not be ransomed were killed by being burnt alive in their dwellings 
or massacred in front of the walls of the enclosed cities. Such acts are never related by sources 
in connection to the Gepids, but resemble to what Prokopios says about the Slavs who attacked 
Illyricum and Thrace in 550: they massacred everyone regardless of age filling the provinces with 
unburied corpses, their preferred method of killing was impalement, but they also killed their 
captives by bashing their heads with clubs or by setting afire the huts where they had imprisoned 
them (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.38.18–22: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).46 Therefore, if the 
Getae of 517 may have been the Slavs (or the Antae), there is no need to assume otherwise for 
the Getae of 529. The label could be easily applied to a variety of peoples north of the Lower 
Danube, including the Gepids and the Bulgars, and was accordingly interchangeable with the even 
older term Scythian, depending on the context and the authors’ preferences.47 In addition, even if 
Marcellinus never explicitly refers to Gepids, making it quite likely that the term Getae as he saw 
it also covers the Gepids (Mundo is called Geta), the chronicler’s remark that Mundo was the first 

42 SARANTIS 2016, 59; with SARANTIS 2009, 20. Corippus is very likely to have already made the Getae-Slavs 
equation (see note 38 above).

43 Cf. CURTA 2001, 77.
44 For Theophylact Simocatt a’s Getae, see SARANTIS 2016, 59, note 214; with CURTA 2001, 98, note 78. For the 

dates of Marcellinus’ Chronicle, see CROKE 2001, 26–28, 33–34. On such catalogues, see MATHISEN 2011, 
17–32.

45 For Orosius’ identifi cation of the Getae with the Goths, see LIEBESCHUETZ 2011, 201, note 77. On Marcellinus’ 
use of Orosius, see HOLDER-EGGER 1877, 56–57; CROKE 2001, 197–200.

46 Another Slavic att ack on Illyricum with similar devastating eff ects is recounted by Prokopios at 7.29.1–
3: the Slavs penetrate as far as Epidamnos, kill or enslave young and old alike, and continue to roam 
(perih>rconto) the region (note the similarity in expression with Marcellinus’ phrasing Getis Illyricum 
discursantibus, a. 530).

47 Marcellinus says that the magister militum per Thraciam Cyril was killed by Vitalian with a Getic knife 
(a. 514.3), whereas the seventh-century chronicler John of Antioch identifi es, as Cyril’s murderer, a Hun 
in Vitalian’s service named Tarrach (Ioannes Antiochenus, Historia fr. 310, 123–125: Ed. Roberto 2005; 
fr. 242.18: Ed. MARIEV 2008). Vitalian used as his troops the Bulgars who are sometimes equated in 
the sixth-century sources with the Huns (cf. Ioannes Malalas, Chronographia, 5.5, 33: nuni< de< legome>nwn 
Boulga>rwn kai< Ou[nnwn; 16.16, 14: plh~qov Ou[nnwn Boulga>rwn; with 18.46, 63: Ou=nnoi; see also some 
caveats on this identifi cation by SARANTIS 2016, 32), which means that Tarrach was actually Bulgar and 
consequently, if we assume Marcellinus’ source of information (or he himself) to be well-informed, the 
term Getic was applicable to the Bulgars as well. A dedicatory epigram commissioned in 530 by the Prefect 
of Constantinople Eustathius celebrates Justinian’s victory over the Persians and alludes to Justinian’s 
triumph over the Scythians (Skuqe>wn proma>couv), by which the Bulgars were surely meant (CROKE 1980, 
193–194).
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Roman general who defeated the Getae would lose its significance if the Gepids are really meant 
given that they were formally Roman allies.48 On a final note, a presumable Gepid attack of 529, on 
top of the allusion that they were something of regular invaders (dudum... discursantibus), does not 
fit well in with what is known about their relationship with the Empire at that time, especially if 
one assumes, as is contended here, that they never aimed at short-term gains in their dealings with 
the Romans and that they attacked only to exert political pressure.

The Gepids’ first known aggresive action in the 520s occurred probably in 528, and it was 
directed against the Ostrogoths, not the Romans. Prokopios relates that the Goths conducted a war 
against the Gepids by Sirmium and subsequently attacked the town of Gratiana at the border of 
Illyricum (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 5.3.15: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). This seems to have been 
the same occasion when the future Gothic king Vitiges earned his stripes, even though Prokopios 
dates it to Theoderic’s reign (5.11.5), apparently confusing this clash with the Gothic-Gepid conflict 
of 504.49 The violation of the eastern Roman territory is a clear indication that the Ostrogoths 
believed the Gepids to have acted in concert with the Romans, which is also corroborated by what 
Cassiodorus says: „Moreover, at the very outset of the reign, when a new regime always attracts 
danger, she [sc. Amalasuntha] made the Danube a Roman river against the will of the eastern 
prince. The sufferings of the invaders are well known: in my judgement, they should be passed 
over, lest the spirit of an allied prince should bear a loser’s shame. For his opinion of our lands 
may be understood from the fact that, despite his injury, he granted us a peace which he refused 
to the prayers of others“.50 Cassiodorus also alludes to the Ostrogoths infringing on the eastern 
Roman territory („despite his [sc. Justinian’s] injury). Even though it is difficult to judge what laid 
behind this confrontation considering the scarcity of the information, it seems that the Gepids tried 
to wrest Sirmium from the Ostrogoths, and that they were supported or even encouraged in the 
move by the eastern Roman court.51 The incident also signals the Gepids’ consolidation after the 
setback in 504 and their ability to make offensive actions against formidable opponents to promote 
their interests. The Gepids’ attempt may have failed, but they were once again perceived by the 
Ostrogoths as a threat.52 One Cassiodorus’ claim perhaps deserves particular attention: he says 
that Amalasuntha made the Danube be Roman against the wish of the eastern emperor. In another 
context, Cassiodorus speaks of the gentilis Danubius (Variae 8.21.4: FRIDH 1973), which surely alludes 
to the Gepids and their kingdom based at Sirmium.53 Since with the Gothic conquest of 504 the 
Danube had technically already become Roman, i.e. Gothic, Cassiodorus’ assertion would have 
been superfluous even for a panegyric tone of his letter, and therefore it might represent a hint 
to an extensive military action by the Ostrogoths, that is to say, the Ostrogoths had to reconquer 
parts of the province that were initially seized by the Gepids. What may also be telling is that the 

48 The sole mention is contained in the anonymous continuation of Marcellinus’ Chronicle (539.6), and not in 
his Chronicle, as is sometimes inferred (cf. SARANTIS 2009, 25; SARANTIS 2016, 94).

49 The Gothic-Gepid confl ict of (probably) 528 is mentioned by Prokopios in the context of Justinian’s 
protesting note to the Gothic queen Amalasuntha in 534 as one of the off enses that the Goths are said to 
have committ ed against the Eastern Romans (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 5.3.14–18: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 
1963).

50 Cassiodorus, Variae 11.1.10–11: FRIDH 1973: In ipsis quoque primordiis, quando semper novitas incerta temptatur, 
contra Orientis principis votum Romanum fecit esse Danubium. Notum est quae pertulerint invasores: quae ideo 
praetermitt enda diiudico, ne genius socialis principis verecundiam sustineat perditoris. Quid enim de nostris partibus 
senserit, hinc datur intellegi, quando pacem contulit laesus, quam aliis concedere noluit exoratus. The English 
translation is by S.J.B. Barnish.

51 Cf. also SARANTIS 2016, 63–64.
52 Interestingly enough, CROKE 1982, 131, with note 51, has suggested that the Gepids returned to Sirmium in 

the time between Theoderic the Great’s death and Mundo’s appointment as magister militum per Illyricum, 
but he has misinterpreted two passages from Prokopios of Caesarea’s Wars (5.315, 7.33.8: Ed. HAURY–
WIRTH 1963). 

53 GRAČANIN 2016, 265. 
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Ostrogoths did not chased the Gepids into their territory (after all, the Gepids were the attackers), 
but rather chose to retaliate against the Romans who, at that time, were less capable of an immediate 
response.54 Namely, in 528, the Romans focused their attention in the region on the Lower Danube 
frontier in Thrace fighting an  unexpected invasion of the Huns with two Roman field armies (of 
both Illyricum and Thrace) involved, and concurrently they were again heavily engaged on the 
eastern front against the Persians, suffering a setback in 528 and subsequently having to reinforce 
their positions.55

As for the date of the Gepid attack on Sirmium, it has been variously dated to 527, 528 or 530 
respectively.56 However, on the strength of Cassiodorus’ testimony (in ipsis... primordiis), it may be 
assumed that the war took place closer to A.D. 526, the year of Theoderic’s death and Athalaric’s 
ascension to the throne.57 Furthermore, in early 528, Justinian reaffirmed the alliance with the Heruls 
by renewing a treaty with the Herul king Grepes, which shows that the new emperor was moving 
for a more active policy in the region precisely in that year.58 Finally, in 529, Mundo conducted 
his campaign against the Getae, which was followed by his offensive against the Bulgars in 530, 
and therefore it is less likely that the Eastern Romans would have sponsored a Gepid attack at the 
time when they themselves prepared such actions or that the Ostrogoths would have thought it 
sensible to attack the eastern Roman territory following the Roman successes on the battlefield. 
This all seems to point rather to 528 as the year when the Gepids would have been instigated to 
or supported in their attempt on Sirmium. It might even be that the Gepids were counting on a 
concrete Roman aid, but that never came to be as the Romans had to suddenly defend the Lower 
Danube frontier, achieving a tarnished success (after an initial victory the Roman generals were 
ambushed by the enemy and captured).59

Two matters are usually closely related in scholarly literature to the Gepid attack on Sirmium in 
(probably) 528. The first matter concerns the Heruls. At that time, a group of the Heruls had been 
settled in the southeasternmost portion of the Pannonia Secunda, as well as in the adjacent area of 

54 Whether or not the town of Gratiana, which was assaulted by the Ostrogoths, was located in the present-
day village of Dobra near Golubac in Serbia, east of Viminacium (Kostolac), as is cited in GRAČANIN–
ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 185, remains an open question (cf. SARANTIS 2009, 22; BĂJENARU 2010, 15, 98). 
Prokopios’ assertion that the town was at the border/edge of Illyricum (ejn th~| ∆Illuriw~n ejscatia~|) is vague. 
However, other groups are known to have penetrated on occasion deep into Roman territory and this 
may allow for the possibility that the Ostrogoths also ventured a similar show of force. Just to name 
one contemporary example: Prokopios of Caesarea says that the Lombards plundered Dalmatia and (the 
prefecture of) Illyricum as far as the boundaries of Epidamnos, while the Heruls raided (the prefecture of) 
Illyricum and (the diocese of) Thrace from their sett lements around Singidunum (De bellis 7.33.12–13: Ed. 
HAURY–WIRTH 1963).

55 For details on the Hun att ack, see most recently SARANTIS 2016, 21–30; for the eastern Roman engagement 
in the fi ght against the Persians in the late 520s and the early 530s, see GREATREX 1998, 147–165, esp. 156–
159.

56 A.D. 527: WOZNIAK 1981, 377, 378 (A.D. 527/528: WOZNIAK 1979, 144; WOZNIAK 1981, 378; CROKE 1982, 
132, note 56); A.D. 528: STEIN 1949, 307–308; BÓNA 1976, 17; MAKSIMOVIĆ 1980, 26; ANDRIĆ 2002, 150; A.D. 
530: DICULESCU 1923, 121; SCHMIDT 1934, 534; WERNER 1962, 134; POHL 1980, 299; WOLFRAM 2009, 323, 334; 
SCHWARCZ 2000, 69; SARANTIS 2016, 60, 62, 64. CHRISTOU 1991, 65 dates the war undecisively to the 526/535 
period.

57 SARANTIS 2016, 64 turns the argument other way around opting for the year 530, and stating that the 
confl ict „was clearly fresh in the minds of Roman and Gothic political commentators and leaders in 534“. 
However, why could the Goths not be reminded of something the Romans obviously saw as constituting 
a breach of mutual respect between them after Theoderic’s death, even if such an event had happened a 
while ago?

58 For more details, see SARANTIS 2016, 40–48.
59 By identifying the Getae of 529 with the Gepids, SARANTIS 2016, 64 suggests that the Gepids att acked the 

Romans in the aftermath of their assault on the Gothic-held Sirmium, having a falling out with the Romans, 
and Mundo would have had to expel the Gepids from Roman territory, but none of that can be confi rmed 
in the sources.
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Moesia Prima in the vicinity of Singidunum (they had presumably inhabited the south Pannonian 
area ever since 512, while in 528 they would have received additional territory).60 Some scholars 
have proposed that the Heruls were involved in the Gepid attack, and were commanded by 
Mundo.61 However, this cannot be confirmed in the available sources and it remains a speculation, 
an unlikely one to be sure. If the Heruls were involved, and they were known to be Roman federates, 
it would have been an evident proof that the Constantinople court was behind the entire action. 
Such an instance could only be seen as a clear act of war with all possible repercussions, and there 
are no indications that Justinian was ready for open hostilities with the Ostrogoths at that time (the 
Romans were already engaged in a major conflict with the Persians). Justinian’s claim in the letter 
to Amalasuntha that the Ostrogothic invasion was unwarranted – he complains that the town of 
Gratiana was treated in a hostile manner (wJv polemi>a| ejcrh>santo) and that cruelties were done 
upon it by Amalasuntha (ta< ajnh>kesta... eijrga>sw) without her concern (oujde>n soi prosh~kon) 
(Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 5.3.15, 17–18: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963) – would represent, even 
in diplomatic terms, too obvious a hypocrisy. The Gepids were, on the other hand, a different 
matter since they had freedom of action as friends and allies of the Romans (e]nspondoi kai< fi>loi 
˚Rwmai>oiv) and their well-knowns (gnwri>moi) (De bellis 7.34.10, 7.34.31: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), 
and thus the Romans could escape a direct responsibility, even though the suspicion of their foul 
play lingered.62 Finally, it may be assumed that, in case of the Herul involvement, the Ostrogoths 
would have retaliated primarily against them and not against Roman territory. Nor would they 
have so easily evacuated the area that the Heruls held in southern Pannonia, whereas nothing 
points clearly to any border changes brought about, but rather to the status quo ante bellum (see 
below in the main text for a brief discussion). The fact that the Ostrogoths could so easily penetrate 
into Roman territory shows that the Heruls were not so keen on offering resistance: in general, their 
performance as Roman federates was very poor judging by what Prokopios says about them.63 
This makes Mundo’s hypothetical participation in the clash as the Herul leader even less likely, 
even though he commanded a troop of Heruls in 532.64 Finally, it is not known whether Mundo left 
the Gothic service shortly after Theoderic’s death or stayed on longer, making the circumstances 
surrounding the events of (probably) 528 a possible reason for his defection to the Roman side.65

The second matter relates to a contention that the Gepids and the Heruls, after their supposedly 
joint abortive assault on Sirmium, attacked the Roman territory following the plundering 
perpetrated by Slavs and Bulgars.66 The main argument is an entry in Jordanes (Romana 363: Ed. 
MOMMSEN 1882A), where it is stated that „through his officers Justinian frequently opposed the 
Heruls, Gepids and Bulgars who often devastated Illyricum and cut them down vigorously“ 
60 Menander (Historia fr. 5.4: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985) calls Pannonia Secunda „the Herul land“, while Prokopios 

(De bellis 6.15.30, 7.33.13: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963) locates the Justinianic-age Heruls around Singidunum, 
noting that they also received as a gift from the emperor other places in the diocese of Dacia close to 
Singidunum (see also 6.14.33). For the assumption on where the Heruls were sett led, cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 
23–24; GRAČANIN 2011, 95, 100; with STEIN 1949, 305; SARANTIS 2010, 370; SARANTIS 2016, 45. On the possible 
provision of new lands in Moesia Prima to the Heruls by Justinian I, cf. WOZNIAK 1981, 378; SARANTIS 2010, 
371; SARANTIS 2016, 46. Alternatively, Justinian may have only reconfi rmed to the Heruls the territory they 
were granted by Emperor Anastasius I in 512 (Marcellinus Comes, Chronicon a. 512.11: Ed. MOMMSEN 1894a; 
Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 6.14.28: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).

61 STEIN 1949, 307; MIRKOVIĆ 1971, 51; WOZNIAK 1979, 144; WOZNIAK 1981, 377; WOLFRAM 2009, 322–323; 
CHRISTOU 1991, 65. ANDRIĆ 2002, 150 has even suggested that Mundo and his Heruls solely att acked the 
Gothic-held Sirmium at the emperor’s bequest.

62 The Gepids are mentioned by Prokopios as Roman friends and allies in the context of their and the 
Lombards’ embassies to Justinian in (likely) 549.

63 Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 6.14.32–35: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963. 
64 SARANTIS 2010, 379.
65 Similarly STEIN 1949, 308.
66 Cf. DICULESCU 1923, 121–123 (in the context of his interpretation that Marcellinus Comes’ Getae refer to 

Gepids); SCHMIDT 1934, 534; STEIN 1949, 307; POHL 1980, 299; WOZNIAK 1979, 145; WOZNIAK 1981, 379.
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(Illyricum saepe ab Herulis, Gipidisque et Bulgaris devastantibus per suos iudices frequenter obstitit 
viriliterque cecidit). However, this piece of information is quite general and cannot be pinpointed to 
any exact year, and therefore might equally refer to the time after the Gepid conquest of Sirmium 
in 536 when Justinian decided to break the alliance with them. As for the question about whether 
or not there was a border change between the eastern Roman and the Ostrogothic territories on 
the Danube following the Ostrogoths’ retaliation attack after the Gepid attempt on Sirmium, it is 
known from Justinian’s Novel 11 dated to 14 April 535 that the Empire controlled, at that time, the 
pars secundae Pannoniae, quae in Bacensi (= Bassiensi) est civitate (Corpus iuris civilis III: Novellae 11: 
Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 94).67 The novel also claims that the Empire has at present (in praesenti) 
expanded on both sides of the Danube by restoring its control over Viminacium, Recidiva and 
Litterata/Lederata (Novella 11.2), which seems to suppose an eastern Roman action. Cassiodorus 
says, in the letter dated to 533, that the eastern emperor (sc. Justinian) granted a peace to the Goths 
(Variae 11.1.11: FRIDH 1973), which seems to allude to a conclusion of a treaty and to nicely fit 
into the interpretation that the Ostrogoths now reliquinshed their hold of the Roman territory in 
the southeasternmost part of Pannonia (the so-called Pannonia Bassiensis) and in Moesia Prima 
(fortresses along the Danube up to Viminacium) after a (presumable) diplomatic haggle between 
Constantinople and Ravenna.68 Furthermore, there seem to be other pieces of literary evidence 
indicating, prima facie, the Ostrogoths’ former grip over parts of Moesia Prima: Prokopios of 
Caesarea remarks in his Wars that the Gepids took Sirmium and almost the whole of Dacia (Daki>av 
ejk tou~ ejpi< plei~ston aJpa>sav) as soon as the Goths were expelled from there (De bellis 7.33.8: Ed. 
HAURY–WIRTH 1963); the Goths previously possessed the region of the Dacians (th<n Dakw~n cw>ran) 
in return for a payment of tribute (De bellis 7.34.10: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963); the Goths were driven 
from all of Dacia (ejk Daki>av... aJpa>shv), which the Gepids took advantage of for their own gain (De 
bellis 7.34.15: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).69 However, on closer examination it is clear that Prokopios 
also includes parts of Pannonia in what he calls Dacia or the region of the Dacians, meaning the 
diocese of Dacia. Thus he says that the Dacians and Pannonians hold several towns, including 
Singidunum and Sirmium, and extend as far as the Danube (De bellis 5.16.27: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 
1963); other places in Dacia around the town of Singidunum (a]lla... Daki>av cwri>a... ajmfi< po>lin 
Siggodo>non) are held by the Heruls (7.33.13); Sirmium is alluded as being held by the Gepids, along 
with a few other places in Dacia (a]lla ejpi< Daki>av a]tta cwri>a) (7.34.35); the river Danube flows 
into the regions of the Dacians and Illyrians, and of Thrace (ejpi< ta< Dakw~n kai< ∆Illuriw~n kai< ta< 
ejpi< Qra|>khv cwri>a) (8.6.30); the Gothic dominion extended to the borders of Dacia, where the city 
of Sirmium is located (a]cri tw~n Daki>av oJri>wn, ou= dh< po>liv to< Si>rmion e]sti; Historia arcana 18.16: 
Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963) .70 Hence, on the strength of this argument, it is equally conceivable that 
when speaking of the Goths possessing Dacia Prokopios actually meant solely the area of Pannonia 
Sirmiensis, with the inclusion of the so-called Pannonia Bassiensis that belonged to the Empire. 
This makes sense both geographically and administratively, since portions of Pannonia Secunda 
which were of interest to the Romans, i.e. the territory between the Danube and the Save, could 
be regarded as an extension of the diocese of Dacia (this is further reinforced with the inclusion of 
67 For a recent critical analysis of the Novel 11, see TURLEJ 2016, 49–71.
68 For the opinion that the Ostrogoths seized parts of Moesia Prima, see DICULESCU 1923, 122–123; WOLFRAM 

2009, 323; PROSTKO-PROSTYŃSKI 1994, 242–245. To be sure, the claim expressed in the novel about the 
Empire’s expansion on both banks of the Danube seems to relate solely to the specifi cally named towns 
and forts and not to Pannonia Secunda as well, as is assumed by DICULESCU 1923, 123, 130. Cf. TURLEJ 2016, 
53–54.

69 Prokopios’ testimony is particularly adduced as evidence by PROSTKO-PROSTYŃSKI 1994, 245, even though 
he only mentions one pertinent passage (7.34.10) and omits the other two.

70 For the contention that Prokopios understood parts of Pannonia as belonging to the diocese of Dacia, see 
also SARANTIS 2016, 92, even though a suggestion that Prokopios „may have been confused because the 
Gepids had also held regions of Trajanic Dacia“ seems unconvincing.
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Pannonia Secunda in the Archbishopric of Justiniana Prima, as testified by the Novel 11). To be sure, 
Prokopios’ phrasing sometimes seems to favor the „maximalist“ interpretation, but the context in 
which these passages appear also has to be borne in mind: the seemingly most convincing passages 
(De bellis 7.34.10, 7.34.15: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963) belong to the supposed Lombard and Gepid 
speeches before Emperor Justinian, which means that certain rhetorical liberties are to be taken 
into account.

The relationship between Gepids and Romans took a new turn in 536 due to the Gepid 
initiative. In the summer of 535, the Romans opened a war against the Ostrogoths on two fronts, in 
Dalmatia and in Italy, which forced the Ostrogoths to retreat from southern Pannonia, as recorded 
by Prokopios of Caesarea (De bellis 7.33.8, 34.15: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). He adds that the Gepids 
seized Sirmium very quickly (ta>cista) after the city and adjacent areas were evacuated by the Goths, 
which has raised a question in the scholarship about when exactly and under what circumstances 
the Gepids took possession of Sirmium. It is usually thought that the Gepids regained the city 
in 536, possibly soon after the magister militum per Illyricum Mundo perished in a clash with the 
Ostrogoths near Salona in the spring of that year.71 A potential connection between the Gepid move 
and the death of the well-known and successful warlord of Gepid royal descent who was in charge 
of eastern Roman offensive on the eastern Adriatic seems quite compelling, and hence the 536 date 
is the most plausible. On the other hand, the circumstances surrounding the Gepid recapture of 
Sirmium seem to be much more a matter of contention in the scholarship. Quite understandable 
since not one available source recounts how the Gepids acquired the city. Three possible scenarios 
have been proposed: the occupation proceeded in agreement with the Ostrogoths who surrendered 
Sirmium and the entire Pannonia Sirmiensis as they wanted to win over the Gepids for their 
cause and/or deny the Romans complete control over the Danubian-Adriatic region72; the Gepids 
wrestled Sirmium from the Romans who had previously expelled the Ostrogoths and captured 
the city73; Sirmium and the surrounding territory were ceded to the Gepids by the Romans74. The 
last proposition can easily be discarded: Prokopios of Caesarea clearly says that the Gepids seized 
(katalabo>ntev) Sirmium, as well as that Emperor Justinian cancelled the customary payments to 
the Gepids terminating in effect the alliance with them (De bellis 7.33.8–9: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), 
and that the Gepids trespassed upon or usurped (ejpibateu~sai) the Roman land and thus broke 
the treaty with the Empire (7.34.15–16).75 In other words, given Prokopios’ phrasing and Justinian’s 
reaction, it is hardly conceivable that the Gepids acted in concert with the Romans. In addition, 
Sirmium was of prime importance for the Romans and it is barely imaginable that they would be 

71 Cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 29; GRAČANIN 2011, 103; with STEIN 1949, 308–309, 344; WOZNIAK 1979, 146–147; 
SARANTIS 2009, 25, with note 76. For the 536 date, see also DICULESCU 1923, 124–125 (August/November 
536); STEFAN 1925, 26; MIRKOVIĆ 1971, 51; WOZNIAK 1979, 146 (late summer or early autumn 536); WOZNIAK 
1981, 381; POHL 1980, 299; CHRISTOU 1991, 69; SARANTIS 2009, 25, 32; SARANTIS 2016, 92–93; GRAČANIN–
ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 185. SCHMIDT 1934, 535, CSALLÁNY 1961, 12, and LAKATOS 1973, 74 have opted for 
soon after 535, while WOLFRAM 2009, 323 (with WOLFRAM 1996, 18) has 537 as the latest date, linking the 
Gepid recapture with the failure of the Gothic counteroff ensive in Dalmatia.

72 DICULESCU 1923, 125; SEVIN 1955, 137; BÓNA 1976, 17; ANDRIĆ 2002, 153; SARANTIS 2009, 25; SARANTIS 2016, 
93.

73 This is the prevailing scholarly opinion, cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 29, with note 100; GRAČANIN 2011, 102–103, 
with note 177.

74 This opinion has been voiced in Croatian scholarship: DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 188; GÖRICKE-LUKIĆ 1998, 1147; 
ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 151; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2004, 171; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41. Somewhat obliquely, DIZDAR 
1999, 65, who says that Justinian enabled the Gepids, by eliminating the Ostrogothic dominion, to restore 
their rule over eastern Slavonia and Syrmia.

75 As has been observed, the Gepid seizure of Sirmium is the main topic of purported speeches of Lombard 
and Gepid envoys before Emperor Justinian (SARANTIS 2016, 93), which only reinforces the claim of outrage 
felt by the eastern Roman court because of the Gepid action and sharply contradicts any possibility of the 
Romans surrendering the city of their own volition.
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prepared to just hand it over.76 The first proposition also seems not to be likely considering a long-
standing enmity between Ostrogoths and Gepids, as reported in the extant literary sources. It is 
difficult to discern what the Ostrogoths would actually stand to gain by such maneuver, since the 
Gepids were known to be Roman allies at that time, had previously attacked, most likely at the 
instigation of the Empire, the Gothic Pannonia Sirmiensis, and might as well be expected, from the 
Ostrogothic perspective, to turn over Sirmium to the Empire. Therefore, it seems more probable 
that the Gepids acquired Sirmium through an aggresive move against the newly established 
eastern Roman rule in the city. As to the Roman ability to occupy the city, which has been raised as 
an issu e77, it may be resonable to assume that the Ostrogoths started withdrawing from southern 
Pannonia in the wake of the eastern Roman invasion of the Gothic-held Dalmatia. Even though 
the Ostrogoths maintained regular troops in Pannonia Sirmiensis, Savia and Dalmatia (chiefly or 
even exclusively stationed in provincial capitals)78, the forces in southern Pannonia (and for that 
matter in Dalmatia as well) never seem to have been strong enough to repel outside invasions 
alone, as may be judged from the (probably) 528 clash with the Gepids, which required sending 
of reinforcements from Italy that were presumably commanded by Vitiges. To be sure, the south 
Pannonian provinces could be used as a reservoir of troops (as indicated by the Gepid contingent 
destined for Gaul from Pannonia Sirmiensis in 523/4 and the recruitment of barbarian soldiers by a 
Gothic commander in Savia in 53779), but the quality and reliability of locally recruited troops was 
surely always an issue. Furthermore, the very fact that the Gothic army sent from Italy in early 537 
to recover Dalmatia had to resort to a recruitment among the barbarians (meaning that the Gothic 
forces at hand were not as strong as Prokopios suggests with his remarks about „a large army“, 
stratia> pollh<, or „many longships“, makra< ploi~a polla<; Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 5.16.8, 
5.16.10: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), while king Vitiges led the bulk of his forces against the Romans in 
Italy (De bellis 5.16.8–12: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), shows that, in comparison to Italy, Dalmatia was 
naturally of much less importance to the Ostrogoths, and one can immediately imagine southern 
Pannonia to be even less so. The Ostrogoths’ keeping of their garrison in Sirmium in 535 after the 
commencement of the eastern Roman offensive in Dalmatia could have hardly served a purpose, 
since it surely could not have been expected from the Gothic forces in Pannonia Sirmiensis to 
launch a relief attack or tie up any significant number of Roman troops, and the defense of Italy 
and, to an extent, Dalmatia was the first concern. Moreover, the vicinity of the Gepids must have 
also caused worries for the Ostrogoths. It is therefore likely that the Ostrogoths simply evacuated 
the province, which the Romans then exploited to occupy Sirmium without fighting. Even if this 
is a sheer conjecture it may be perhaps assumed that the frontier troops under control of the dux 
Moesiae Primae were charged with the operation, perhaps reinforced with detachments from the 
presental armies, as well as with the local Herul federates from Pannonia Bassiensis and Moesia 
Prima. It is known from sources that, probably in late 535, the magister militum praesentalis Sittas 
(Tzitta) suppressed a Bulgar incursion by the fort Iatrus (modern Krivina) in Moesia Secunda, at 
the mouth of the name-sake river (modern Jantra in Bulgaria) into the Danube80, which indicates 

76 Cf. SARANTIS 2016, 61–62 for an insightful summary on the strategic importance of Sirmium from the 
Roman point of view.

77 SARANTIS 2016, 93, with note 392 (with SARANTIS 2009, 25). He argues that the Roman seizure of Sirmium 
is „extremely unlikely, because at that time the Romans were heavily involved militarily in Dalmatia, 
separated from the Pannonian plain by the Dinaric Mountains“.

78 Cf. GRAČANIN 2016, 237.
79 Cf. GRAČANIN 2016, 266.
80 Marcellini Continuator a. 535.3: MOMMSEN 1894. Cf. STEIN 1949, 308; BEŠEVLIEV 1981, 82; ZIEMANN 2007, 

91 (erroneously mentions Marcellinus Comes as the source of the information). For the fort Iatrus, 
see VAGALINSKI 2003; BÜLOW 2016. The anonymous chronicler records the event between the entry 
on dispatching and arrival of Pope Agapetus I to Constantinople and the entry on the death of the 
Constantinopolitan patriarch Epiphanius who is said to have died before the Pope’s arrival. Agapetus 
left Italy in December 535 and arrived in Constantinople on 20 February 536, whereas Epiphanius died 
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the involvement of presental troops, next to the Thracian field army. Additionally, since, in April 
535, Justinian proclaimed the recovery of a few strongholds on the Danube in north of Moesia 
Prima, this may hint to an otherwise unknown eastern Roman military action in the region in early 
535 to rebuff the invaders (possibly either the Bulgars or the Slavs) who had temporarily seized 
these places.81 Such action would suppose a sufficient military presence. Consequently, the Romans 
would not have had much problem seizing a city abandoned by its former Gothic garrison with 
forces available in the region and possibly even transiently strengthened with additional troops 
(if so, these reinforcements might have been used to repel the mentioned Bulgar invasion later in 
the same year).82 After all, the Romans seem not to have any reason to harbor concerns about the 
Gepids’ intentions.

If we assume that the Romans moved into Sirmium in 535 after it had been evacuated by 
the Ostrogoths, they must have never established a particularly strong garrison in the city.83 The 
engagement of the Illyrian field army in military operations in Dalmatia meant that it could not 
be effectively used elsewhere, particularly in 536 when the Romans were faced with a Gothic 
counterattack.84 In the meantime, the Gepids either remained inactive or were perhaps called on to 
support in some way the Roman reoccupation. They surely kept an appearance of steadfast allies 
until they felt ready to act. It is possible that the Roman troops, being outnumbered, just quit Sirmium 
after they had learned of the Gepids’ advance, much like the Ostrogoths may have done the year 
before. Regardless of the Gepids having to conduct an actual assault or not, Sirmium now became 

on 5 June 535. Since the chronicler actually placed the Pope’s arrival under the wrong year, it may be 
that he meant the time of Pope’s departure. Therefore, the batt le by the fort Iatrus may have been fought 
in December 535. For the dates, see STEIN 1949, 342–342, 381; CROKE 1995, 128. One other invasion in the 
Balkans occured in December as well, that of 539 by Huns by whom the Bulgars may have been meant 
(CURTA 2001, 78; SARANTIS 2016, 103–105; for the Bulgar identifi cation, cf. BEŠEVLIEV 1981, 84; ZIEMANN 
2007, 91).

81 On the location of Lederata and Recidiva, see MADGEARU 2003 (2005), 296–207. However, it is also possible 
that the phrase in praesenti from the Novel 11 means „several years before“ (cf. TURLEJ 2016, 53), and thus 
the pre-535 military events might also come into consideration, perhaps Mundo’s campaign against the 
Slavs in 529 or against the Bulgars in 530, or the magister militum per Thracias Chilbudios’ campaigns in 
531–534. The Bulgars seem to have been known as capable of storming fortifi cations, if the identifi cation 
of the Huns who raided the Balkans in 539 with the Bulgars is correct, as they apparently seized 32 forts 
(Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 2.4.4–6: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1962), whereas the Slavs are said to have never 
ventured to storm town walls before the 550 invasion (De bellis 7.38.7: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). At the 
same time, Prokopios claims that that was the fi rst Slavic crossing of the Danube with an army, even 
though he refers to a number of previous occasions when the Slavs and the Antae invaded the Roman 
territory (7.13.24–25, 7.14.2–11, 7.29.1–3). Could he be also mistaken about the Slavic capability of storming 
towns and forts at an earlier stage?

82 WOZNIAK 1981, 381 suggests that Sirmium was taken by local Roman troops from the diocese of Dacia, 
„a force probably made up mostly of local barbarian federates“. SARANTIS 2016, 93 believes Prokopios 
of Caesarea’s claim that the Gepids seized Sirmium as soon as the Romans took the city away from the 
Goths (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.33.8: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), which would supposse a military 
action by the Romans, to be a rhetorical ploy, „presumably used in imperial propaganda, to exaggerate 
the Romans’ control over their former territories“. Yet it is clear from sources that the Romans were keen 
on regaining Sirmium, and it seems unnecessary to doubt their capability to take the city into possession 
if the enemy was heavily engaged elsewhere and especially if, as suggested here, the city was previously 
abandoned by its Gothic garrison.

83 It has to be noted that Mundo did not participate in the capture of Sirmium (emphasized also by WOZNIAK 
1981, 381), as has been assumed by LOTTER 2003, 29, who has Mundo mounting an off ensive from Moesia 
(Prima), overrunning Sirmium and then invading Dalmatia.

84 Cf. STEIN 1949, 309; WOZNIAK 1979, 146; WOZNIAK 1981, 381. CHRISTOU 1991, 69 suggests that the Roman 
troops moved on from Sirmium, as well as implies that the Illyrian fi eld army suff ered an incapacitating 
blow by the death of its commander („Mundo’s army disbanded itself following his death on the 
batt lefi eld“).
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a Gepid city, the fact that reverberated to an extent in the contemporary historical writing. Apart from 
Prokopios of Caesarea who stresses several times in his Wars (De bellis 3.2.6, 7.33.8, 7.34.17, 7.34.35: 
Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963) and his Secret History (Historia arcana 18.18: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963) that 
the Gepids hold the city, John the Lydian also found it worthwhile to record this development 
when writing in the mid-sixth century: Sirmium is said to be an ancient, prosperous Roman city, 
now Gepid (Ioannes Lydus, De magistratibus 3.32: Ed. BANDY 1983).85 As has already been remarked 
above, the Gepid capture of Sirmium caused Emperor Justinian to abolish the customary subsidies 
to the Gepids, which also meant that their allied status was revoked. Considering the paper’s 
contention that the Gepids wanted to acquire benefits and concessions from the Empire their move 
might strike as odd at first, but it must have been a well-calculated risk. The existing relationship 
with the Empire seems not to have brought much advantages to the Gepids: the plausible attempts 
by the south Pannonian Gepid king Traseric at approaching the Empire in the early 500s as a 
protective measure against the Ostrogoths, as well as the apparently Roman-supported endeavor 
of the Tisa Gepids against the Gothic-held Sirmium in (probably) 528 came to nought. At the same 
time, assuming that the Gepids were well-informed, they could observe the Empire’s increasing 
engagement with preserving the lower Danube frontier against the incursions of various groups 
that disrupted the life of Roman provinces and repeatedly called for Roman defense actions. If 
there is any truth in Prokopios’ version of what the Gepid envoys purportedly told the emperor in 
(likely) 549 the Gepids may have even felt to have a right to portions of Roman territory, the same 
as other groups, as a token of friendship and alliance.86 Finally, it also has to be borne in mind 
that they, much like the Ostrogoths, must have considered Sirmium and the surrounding region 
as their ancestral land.87 Thus, from the Gepid viewpoint, possession of Sirmium served several 
purposes. Its strategic location meant that they could dominate the land routes through southern 
Pannonia and extend their influence westwards, as well as control important river crossings over 
the Danube and the Save, which put them into position to offer their services as guardians of the 
eastern Roman northern frontier or, if the Empire did not concede to their demands, to facilitate 
the barbarian incursions into Roman provinces. The restoration of Gepid rule in the city also 
meant the revival of the Gepid Syrmian Kingdom that had been toppled in 504, the fact that must 
have weighed considerably in the Gepid inner ideological-political power struggles. All in all, by 
acquiring Sirmium the Gepids now became again a focus of imperial policy and were able to put 
pressure on and bargain with the Romans, naturally if they could maintain their possession and 
withstand the Roman counteractions in the long run.88 Conditions seemed favorable enough as the 
Romans did not have much troops to spare given their offensive against the Ostrogoths in Italy 
and Dalmatia. The initial assessment was correct, since the real test for the Gepids apparently came 
only a few years later.

Meanwhile, the Gepids seem to have been busy with raiding northern Illyricum as Prokopios 
of Caesarea relates about their constant attacks against the Roman territory following their capture 
of Sirmium (De bellis 7.33.8: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). They doubtlessly launched these assaults 
from southern Pannonia which became their base and from where they could easily approach the 
85 Perhaps it need not wonder that only these two contemporary authors, apart from Menander the 

Guardsman (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.6, 48–49: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985) and Euagrios Scholastikos 
(Evagrius Scholasticus, Historia ecclesiastica 5.12: Ed. HÜBNER 2007), mention the Gepid control of Sirmium 
since they seem to have shared views on recent history (cf. KALDELLIS 2004b). 

86 See Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.34.35–38: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963.
87 Cassiodorus, Variae 3.23.2: FRIDH 1973, calls Pannonia Sirmiensis quondam sedes Gothorum, „the former seat 

of the Goths“. Cf. GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 181–182.
88 For the strategic importance of Sirmium from the Gepid point of view, see also SARANTIS 2016, 62. On 

Sirmium as the Gepid capital, cf. SEVIN 1955, 91–92. That Sirmium was center of the Gepid Kingdom was 
also thought in the early medieval West to be worthy of notice, as testifi ed by the early seventh-century 
extension of Prosper of Aquitaine’s chronicle (Auctarii Prosperi Havniensis extrema 4: MOMMSEN 1892, 337).
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Roman-controlled territory. Prokopios even states that the Gepids hold almost all of Dacia (De bellis 
7.33.8: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), or even all of Dacia (7.34.17), which could allude to their conquests. 
He also says that the Gepids possess the land around Singidunum and Sirmium, on both sides of 
the Danube, until his time, i.e. the mid-sixth century (De bellis 3.2.6: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1962), or 
occupy Sirmium and the surrounding territory (Historia arcana 18.18: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), 
without referring to Dacia, which is actually in agreement with his claim that they hold some places 
in Dacia (De bellis 7.34.35: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). Therefore, his assertions about the Gepids 
holding Dacia may be interpreted much the same way as his claims about the Goths in control 
of Dacia, even though they apparently extended somewhat their territorial grip. Prokopios also 
records that the Heruls overrun and plunder Illyricum and Thrace from their settlements in Dacia 
around Singidunum, as well as simultaneously dispatch their envoys to Constantinople to collect 
subsidies and provide soldiers for the Empire (De bellis 7.33.13–14: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).89 Even 
though the precise chronology of entries on the activities of various barbarian nations, the Gepids 
and the Heruls included, is not in focus of the pertinent chapter of the Wars and the events that 
are related therein spanned over several years or even a decade, it seems that what Prokopios 
tells of Gepid and Herul raids in Illyricum may be brought into interconnection and considered 
as happening concurrently.90 That much could be divined from the fact that the Gepid incursions 
from southern Pannonia into Moesia Prima and beyond necessarily passed through the Herul-
held territory in the so-called Pannonia Bassiensis and around Singidunum, which would not 
only mean that the Heruls failed to stop the Gepids but that they must have joined them in their 
inroads.91 The Gepid strategy with these attacks had probably less to do with spoils of looting or 
possible territorial gains but more with putting pressure on Justinian to accept the loss of Sirmium 
and restore the Gepids to their former position of Roman allies with all the material benefits that 
it entailed. However, Justinian was not ready to give in to the Gepids as yet – Jordanes mentions 
that the emperor fought the Heruls, the Gepids and the Bulgars, who plundered Illyricum, through 
his generals (Romana 363: MOMMSEN 1882a) – and we hear of the magister militum (per Illyricum) 
Calluc combating the invaders. In 539, Calluc is said to have had some success against the Gepids 
at first, but then was defeated and killed (presumably somewhere in Moesia Prima).92 Jordanes 
even likens in magnitude the decisive encounter with the battle between Lombards and Gepids in 
551 and the battle between the magister militum per Illyricum Mundo and the Goths in 536 (Romana 

89 Prokopios opens the pertinent chapter with a claim that practically all of Illyricum and Thrace were being 
ravaged and destroyed by barbarians (De bellis 7.33.1: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). For the Herul deployment 
in the Roman army, see SARANTIS 2016, 381–393. The Heruls from among which soldiers were recruited for 
the Empire are likely the same for whom Prokopios says that remain at peace with the Romans (De bellis 
6.15.37: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). At the same time, Prokopios pinpoints the Heruls around Singidunum as 
a source of trouble since they murdered their king and subsequently rose in rebellion (6.14.38, 6.15.27–36, 
7.34.43).

90 The chapter recounts the low point of Roman position and the domination of various barbarians: the 
Franks in Gaul and northern Italy (De bellis 7.33.2–7: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), the Goths who have won the 
upper hand in war in Italy (7.33.7), the Gepids in Dacia (7.33.8–9), the Lombards in Noricum and Pannonia 
(7.33.10–12), and the Heruls in Dacia (7.33.13–14). The order in which the barbarian groups are listed 
presumably refl ects their ranking by Prokopios according to their military-political weight and potential 
threat to the Empire’s interests.

91 For probable reasons of Herul discontent with how they were treated by the Romans, see SARANTIS 2010, 
394–395 (in the context of their later rebellion).

92 Marcellini Continuator a. 539.6: MOMMSEN 1894a. Since the fi rst four entries relate the events from early 
spring to early autumn of 539, it may perhaps be assumed that Calluc’s campaigns against the Gepids 
(the fi rst one successful and the second one not) happened in the same time span. It has been suggested 
that Calluc was instructed either to check the Gepid incursions or to even expel the Gepids from Sirmium 
(SARANTIS 2016, 94). It should be noted that SARANTIS 2009, 25, with note 81; SARANTIS 2016, 94, with note 
399, 108 dates Calluc’s campaigns to 538, on the impression that the entry is placed by the Marcellini 
Continuator under the year 538, which is an obvious oversight (cf. CROKE 1995, 48).
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387: MOMMSEN 1882A). The victory proved the Gepids to be a notable power, and demonstrated 
their ability to oppose the Romans in a direct military confrontation. It also showed Justinian that 
the solution lied (at least temporarily) in conceding to the Gepids’ wishes and abstaining from 
further aggresive actions. Perhaps it may be speculated that the consequences of the Hun (Bulgar?) 
incursion in late 539 definitely tipped the scale in favor of an appeasement with the Gepids. As 
has been observed, the redeployment of Illyrian and Thracian field armies to other theaters of 
operations, as well as the loss suffered in clashes with the Goths in 536 and with the Gepids in 
539, seriously affected the eastern Roman regional capacities to ward off sudden invasions.93 The 
outcome of the 539 conflict must have had even more debilitating effect considering that it was 
an outright defeat on the battlefield, presumably comparable with the 505 defeat that the magister 
militum per Illyricum Sabinianus suffered against the Ostrogoths, with the Roman commander dying 
in combat.94 Therefore, possibly in early 540, Justinian decided to cut the losses and come to terms 
with the Gepids by renewing a treaty with them. As Prokopios of Caesarea’s account suggests, 
the payments to the Gepids were reinstated and they again became full-fledged allies.95 Jordanes 
also says that the Gepids have received a yearly gift from the Roman emperor up to his time, i.e. 
the mid-sixth century (Getica L, 264: Ed. MOMMSEN 1882b).96 Apart from subsidies, the Gepids 
seem to have acquired an official ratification for settling on the Roman territory: Menander the 
Guardsman claims that Justinian took in the Gepids and gave them land around Sirmium (cw>ran 
ajutoi~v ajpe>neime th<n peri< to< Si>rmion) (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.6, 47–49: Ed. BLOCKLEY 
1985).97 The claim is contained in a speech by Emperor Justin II addressing an Avar envoy who, on 
behalf of the Avar khagan, requested the surrender of Sirmium, and it may be purposely focused 
solely on the city omitting any other territorial acquisitions that may have been conferred upon 
the Gepids. This assumption could account for Prokopios’ insistence on the Gepids’ possessions in 
Dacia, since they seem to have also held the area around Singidunum.98 That meant that the Gepid-
held territory now encompassed the area settled by the Heruls who stopped their raids. Another, 
albeit an indirect, evidence that the Gepids were granted Roman territory may be provided by 
Justinian’s Novel 131 from 18 March 545, where the jurisdictional area of the Archbishopric of 
Justiniana Prima, now subordinated to the Apostolic See, is defined (Corpus iuris civilis III: Novellae 
131.3: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 655–656): among the provinces listed, Pannonia Secunda around 
the town of Bassianae is not mentioned any more, as opposed to the Novel 11, but only Pannonia 

93 SARANTIS 2016, 108.
94 On Sabinian’s defeat, see briefl y GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 182. The chronicler who recorded and 

commented on this Roman defeat, Marcellinus Comes (Chronicon a. 505: Ed. MOMMSEN 1894), called the 
clash a deplorable war in which „so much of the soldiers’ hope was destroyed that mortal men could never 
hope to make it up“ (the translation is by CROKE 1995, 34).

95 Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.34.10 (Gepids friends and allies of the Romans); 7.34.18 (Gepids receiving 
payments from the Empire and Romans alluded to as Gepid friends); 7.34.31 (Gepids continually in 
alliance with the Romans), 7.34.32 (friendship of long duration between Gepids and Romans); 7.34.39 
(alliance between Gepids and Romans): Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963. All the references are to 548/549 and the 
time before.

96 Some scholars have suggested that the amount of the subsidy that the Gepids used to receive was 100 
solidi (BÓNA 1976, 18; ANDRIĆ 2002, 154), but this is not confi rmed in the sources.

97 It needs to be stressed that Menander the Guardsman (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 5.4, 2–6: Ed. BLOCKLEY 
1985) says that, in the early 560s, Justinian thought about sett ling the Avars in the part of Pannonia Secunda 
where the Heruls used to live, which would imply that by then the Romans renewed their control of the 
so-called Pannonia Bassiensis.

98 The interpretation voiced by modern scholars of Justinian’s conferment upon the Gepids a wide territory in 
Moesia Prima and Dacia Ripensis along the Danube is far-fetched. See DICULESCU 1923, 130–132; SCHMIDT 
1934, 536 (Dacia Aureliana); LAKATOS 1973, 74 (Sirmium and Dacia Aureliana); BÓNA 1976, 18; BÓNA 1987, 
123; GRAČANIN 2007, 34, 42; GRAČANIN 2011, 105–106, 114; with CHRISTOU 1991, 72. On the other hand, 
WOZNIAK 1979, 147–148 believes that lands west and south of Sirmium were bestowed upon the Gepids.
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without a designation. This seems to indicate that the Empire accepted the loss of the so-called 
Pannonia Bassiensis, and now rather laid its claim to all of Pannonia.99

The renewed treaty with the Gepids served to stabilize the Roman northern frontier, as well as 
to pacify the Heruls who seem to have subsequently stood under a direct Gepid influence. This, 
however, did not prevent the Romans from recruiting the Heruls when the need arose, since both 
groups were now again in peace with and allied to the Romans.100 Similarly to the Heruls who 
apparently returned to fulfilling their federate duties, the Gepids may have been compelled, by 
the treaty’s terms and in return for subsidies received, to guard the frontier along the Danube in 
Moesia Prima and Dacia Ripensis, on their side of the river, from outside invasions. This is perhaps 
to what the comment in the Lombard speech before Emperor Justinian alludes when stating that 
the Gepids never won a war on behalf of the Empire (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.34.18: Ed. 
HAURY–WIRTH 1963), since it is known that, in the 540s, there were new incursions into the Roman 
territory from across the Danube.101 However, it is more likely that the attackers crossed the river 
at the Thracian and not Illyrian section of the limes, which would mean that the Gepids reliably 
performed their duty. Moreover, the Gepid warriors may have also been recruited for posts in 
forts and fortified settlements on the middle section of the limes in Moesia Prima. Archaeological 
remains might at least suggest so, if the ethnic interpretation is correct.102 At modern Kovin, on the 
left bank of the Danube, where a fort existed opposite of the town of Margum (modern Dubravica 
by Požarevac) finds have been discovered that are usually attributed to Gepids. The same is 
valid for grave goods that have been unearthed at the location of Margum, as well as for burial 
assemblages found at the Više Grobalja site by Viminacium (modern Stari Kostolac).103 It is usually 
believed that Justinian, in accordance with the imperial ideology, presented the accomodation 
with the Gepids as a victory for the Empire and assumed the victory title Gepidicus as the first 
Roman emperor ever to do so.104 The sole testimony for the title is Agathias’ Histories, where it is 
said that Justinian adopted, in his imperial edicts, the titles Francicus, Alamanicus, Gipedicus and 
Longibardicus (Agathias Myrinaeus, Historiae 1.4.3: Ed. KEYDELL 1967). Agathias actually narrates 
how the Frankish king Theudebert I (533–548/9) felt personally offended by the emperor’s action, 
since all these peoples were thus pronounced to be subject to the Romans. The king expected other 
nations to share his indignation and to participate in his intended campaign against the Romans, 
and to that effect he sent embassies to the Gepids and Lombards (Historiae 1.4.2–3: Ed. KEYDELL 
1967). In the Novel 137 from 26 March 565 Justinian is still styled only as Alamannicus Gothicus 
Francicus Germanicus [Anticus Alanicus] Vandalicus Afric[an]us (Corpus iuris civilis III: Novellae 
137: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 695; cf. also Novellae 134: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 676, from 1 May 
99 Cf. DICULESCU 1923, 130; ANDRIĆ 2002, 152, with note 66; with GRAČANIN 2007, 34, note 132; GRAČANIN 

2011, 106, note 202.
100 For the Heruls, see SARANTIS 2010, 385–387; SARANTIS 2016, 248, 255–257. It is worth noting that Prokopios 

of Caesarea says that the Herul rulers had to be persuaded (pei>sei) to provide troops (De bellis 7.13.21: Ed. 
HAURY–WIRTH 1963), and were not merely commanded to do so.

101 See SARANTIS 2016, 240–253, 278–288.
102 Recently, these fi nds have been reinterpreted as possibly indicating the presence of the Heruls (cf. 

BUGARSKI–IVANIŠEVIĆ 2013). It is usually thought that Gepid soldiers were only recruited and sett led there 
in the 560s (cf. KHARALAMBIEVA 2010, 259).  

103 Kovin: IVANIŠEVIĆ–BUGARSKI 2008, 45; with MILINKOVIĆ 2005, 208. Margum: CUNJAK 1992; MILINKOVIĆ 
2005, 213–214; with BUGARSKI–IVANIŠEVIĆ 2013, 469–471. Više Grobalja: ZOTOVIĆ 1992–1993 (1994); with 
QUAST 2001, 441; IVANIŠEVIĆ–KAZANSKI–MASTYKOVA 2006, passim; KHARALAMBIEVA 2010, 253, 259. The 
material discovered at Svetinja by Viminacium has also been att ributed to Gepids, and dated to the third 
quarter of the sixth century: POPOVIĆ 1988; with BUGARSKI–IVANIŠEVIĆ 2013, 471. Finds from the interior at 
Kamenovo are also brought into connection with the Gepids: SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 209–214, 228–229; 
with QUAST 2001, 441; KHARALAMBIEVA 2010, 253, 259; BUGARSKI–IVANIŠEVIĆ 2013, 473.

104 Cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 33, note 103; GRAČANIN 2011, 105, note 201; with CHRISTOU 1991, 72, note 94. DICULESCU 
1923, 126–127 has suggested that the magister militum Calluc’s initial success prompted the emperor to 
adopt the title.
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556; Iustiniani edicta 7: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 763, from 1 March 542; Appendix constitutionum 
dispersarum 2: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 796, from 6 October 541; 6: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 799, 
from 6 September 552; 9: Ed. SCHOELL–KROLL 1895, 803, from 22 September 558), which seems to 
indicate that Justinian never officially bore the title Gepidicus (or Longibardicus for that matter). 
The first Roman emperor who apparently officially adopted the title Gepidicus was Justin II who 
styled himself as Alamanicus Gothicus Germanicus Anticus Francicus Erullicus Gipedicus.105 Even 
though that is just a speculation, it may be that Justinian avoided officially adopting the victory 
title Gepidicus/Gipedicus as to avoid causing an affront to the Gepids, especially at the time when 
the war against the Goths was ongoing and the security of the northern Roman frontier in Illyricum 
and Thrace was a matter of no small concern. Later, following the Gepids’ defeat in (probably) 551, 
Justinian may have still refrained from officially taking the title out of diplomatic courtesy, with 
the intention to effect an appeasement with the Gepids aimed at not allowing the Lombards to rise 
too much.

In the 540s, the Gepids were at the peak of their power and influence, and they are likely to have 
decisively contributed to the split among the Heruls by (probably) 547, after which a considerable 
number of Heruls sided with the Gepids: Prokopios of Caesarea explicitly claims that the Heruls 
submitted to the Gepids (De bellis 7.15.36: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).106 Such occurences served the 
Gepids reinforcing their grip over the northwestern region of Illyricum and strengthening their 
position against any competitors. The Gepids were ready to absorb or enroll various groups to 
bolster their own military might: apart from winning over the majority of the Heruls in (probably) 
547, the Gepids also welcomed the Lombard royal claimant Hildigisal/Hildiges with his retinue 
consisting of Lombards and Slavs in (probably) 549, as well as enlisted the help of Kutrigur Huns 
in (probably) 551.107 It may be presumed that the Gepid-controlled Heruls continued in the same 
role they had in Roman service, but now performed for the Gepids, that of a defense bulwark 
in the frontier area. By taking in Hildigisal the Gepids acquired a valuable political asset to be 
used as a means of exerting pressure on the current incumbent of the Lombard throne.108 They 
could also strike deals with nomadic warrior groups to employ them as mercenaries against the 
Gepids’ enemies. And they were perceived as a significant regional power even in the barbarian 
West, if there is truth in the story of the Frankish king Theudebert I’s offer to the Gepids (along 
with the Lombards who were much closer positioned to the Franks) of forming an alliance against 

105 Justin II: Evagrius Scholasticus, Historia ecclesiastica 5.4: Ed. HÜBNER 2007. Emperor Maurice (582–602) is also 
styled Gipidi(cus) in an inscription from Ravenna (CIL XI/1 11: Ed. BORMANN 1888, 8 (Regio Italiae octava); 
Ed. FIEBIGER–SCHMIDT 1917, 137, No. 268; Ed. LAKATOS 1973, 104), as well as Alamannicus Gothicus Anticus 
Alanicus Wandalicus Erullicus Gypedicus Afric[an]us in a lett er addressed to the Frankish king Childebert 
II (Epistolae Austrasiacae 42: Ed. GUNDLACH 1892, 148; Ed. LAKATOS 1973, 104).

106 See SARANTIS 2010, 393–397; SARANTIS 2016, 257–265, though his suggestion (2010, 396–397; 2016, 258) about 
a deliberate campaign in 549 of the Romans against the rebellious Heruls is unconvincing, considering that 
Prokopios of Caesarea describes the batt le between Romans and Heruls as an accidental development 
(Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.35.44: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963), a circumstance also noted by SARANTIS 
2010, 397. Naturally, the Romans counted with the Heruls supporting the Gepids, but the campaign was 
directed against the Gepids as Lombard adversaries. For the Gepids’ likely provocation of the division 
among the Heruls, cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 34; GRAČANIN 2011, 106; with SARANTIS 2009, 30, SARANTIS 2016, 
271, who calls it „the Gepid king Thorisin’s fi rst signifi cant diplomatic coup of the late 540s“. It is often 
argued that the pro-Gepid Heruls departed from the Roman soil to join the Gepids across the Danube 
(DICULESCU 1923, 132; SCHMIDT 1934, 555), but it is more likely that the pro-Roman Heruls left the area 
around Singidunum, which seems to have been under Gepid control, and entered the Roman service.

107 Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.35.19, 8.18.13–15: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963. Cf. SARANTIS 2016, 271–271 for 
a numerical assessment of the strength of the Gepid army. The Kutrigurs are sometimes identifi ed with the 
Bulgars (CURTA 2001, 208, note 40; MEIER 2004, 666), which is misleading.

108 Hildigisal’s value in the Gepid-Lombard confrontation can be surmised from the fact that the Lombard 
king specifi cally requested the claimant to be handed over to him by the Gepids (Procopius Caesariensis, De 
bellis 7.35.20: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).  
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the Romans probably sometime in the mid 540s.109 After all, Prokopios of Caesarea did not fail to 
include into his narrative allusions to the Gepids’ military strength (De bellis 7.34.3, 28–29: HAURY–
WIRTH 1963). All this indicates that the Gepids were capable of making and pursuing their own 
policy, adopt specific political-military measures and resort to diplomatic actions, much like the 
Ostrogoths before, and generally along the lines of the Roman policy-making. The Gepids seem 
to have also possessed the will and capacity to maintain at least some vestiges of the Roman local 
administration in the eastern Roman territory they controlled. This may perhaps be conjectured 
based on Prokopios’ claim about the Gepids enslaving Romans (De bellis 7.33.8, 7.34.17: HAURY–
WIRTH 1963), which, as argued here, is not a mere rhetorical embellishment aimed at disqualifying 
the Gepids as cruel and oppresive masters over the Roman provincial population (and indirectly 
criticizing the imperial government for allowing that to happen).110 It may well be that the Gepids 
were prone to assume a harsher attitude towards the local Roman elite during the period of open 
hostility with the Empire, but that could not last long, not the least because the Gepid rulers must 
have been as interested in normalizing the local conditions as the Ostrogoths before them. The 
former Roman southern Pannonia with the region centered around Sirmium was now again the 
hub of the Gepid Kingdom, and the Gepids could not afford to antagonize the existing regional 
Roman communities in the long run, especially since the Gepids must have felt increasingly 
jeopardized, in the late 540s and the early 550s, by the Lombards’ rise thanks to the Roman support. 
Therefore, it seems likely that Prokopios’ comment hints to economic exploitation as well, to which 
the Romans under the Gepids’ rule were exposed, in other words, that the Gepids imposed taxation 
on the Romans.111 It may be assumed that the Gepids just followed in the Ostrogoths’ footsteps, 
since the latter managed to keep the late Roman taxation system alive and running.112 We can 
imagine that the Gepids did not retain much of the Ostrogothic practice of tax assessment and 
collection, since, in the first place, they did not possess the central government capable of precisely 
tracking and levying taxes, and, secondly, they could not impose too much of a burden upon their 
Roman subjects, especially if Prokopios of Caesarea’s gloomy description of regional demographic 
conditions was rooted in reality.113 Thus taxation pressure must have been lesser than under the 
Ostrogoths, and naturally even much lesser than under the Roman reign, which could additionally 
explain why the Gepids managed to preserve their hold over southern Pannonia for three decades 
in spite of enmity from both the Lombards and the Romans.114 However, the Gepids did need 
money, not the least for hiring other groups as mercenaries, and they sought ways of acquiring 
it: Prokopios provides evidence that they charged the Slavs one gold coin per head for ferrying 
them from Illyricum back across the Danube in (probably) 551, and it may be assumed that they 

109 For the date, cf. SARANTIS 2016, 268. DICULESCU 1923, 128–130 has suggested that the off er for alliance was 
made during Theudebert’s invasion of Italy in 539 (see also BÓNA 1956, 236–237), while SCHMIDT 1934, 536, 
580 is inclined to 546/547, which is more in line with Agathias’ chronology (see also CHRISTOU 1991, 73).

110 Prokopios uses the verbs ejxandrapodi>zomai (A) and andrapodi>zomai (B) to denote the capture of persons 
(A: 2.14.4, 4.21.14, 6.7.30, 7.11.15, 7.13.24, 8.19.18, 8.25.4; B: 1.7.32, 2.4.8, 2.4.21, 2.9.14, 2.15.7, 2.21.32, 2.26.4, 
3.22.17, 4.3.24, 4.8.22, 4.13.1, 6.10.1, 6.18.1, 7.14.3, 7.14.11, 7.29.1, 7.38.18, 8.18.24, 8.19.4), as well as the 
subjugation of towns (A: 2.26.20; B: 2.11.25 [a town equated with its citizens], 2.11.27, 2.26.33, 3.5.22, 7.35.2) 
during campaigns. From the contexts of the sentences in question it is clear that he means the subjugation 
of Romans still living in Dacia, which allows for an assumption that they were also made liable to pay 
tribute. 

111 Already suggested in GRAČANIN 2007, 33.
112 See LIEBESCHUETZ 2015, 168–169.
113 Prokopios claims that Sirmium and its region were entirely devoid of people (ajnqrw>pwn pantelw~v e]rhma) 

due to wars, disease and famine (Procopius Caesariensis, Historia arcana 18.18–19: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).
114 It is interesting to note Prokopios’ direct critique of the oppressiveness of the Roman taxation system 

that had been reinstated in Italy and could endanger the Roman positions by straining the local loyalties 
(Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.1.32–33, 7.21.14: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963; Historia arcana 24.9: Ed. HAURY–
WIRTH 1963).
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demanded a fee for transporting another group of Slavs into Illyricum at a later point, possibly in 
early 552 (De bellis 8.25.5, 25.10: HAURY–WIRTH 1963).115

The ascendency of the Gepids from the late 530s until the late 540s prompted the Romans 
to increasingly rely on the Lombards. The Gepids and Lombards seem to have had a brief spell 
of good relations in the 520’s, achieved through a marriage between the Lombard king Wacho 
and the Gepid princess Austrigusa, Turisind’s daughter.116 However, they soon emerged as main 
competitors in the struggle for domination in Pannonia, which finally sparked war between the 
two groups. The chronology of the Gepid-Lombard confrontation is to an extent a matter of 
contention in scholarship. Their hostilities are now usually thought to have triggered an armed 
conflict in 549, even though there are scholars who opt for 547.117 Prokopios introduces the story 
of how the Gepids and Lombards warred on each other in the chapter 34 of the book 7, which 
also contains the speeches of the Lombard and Gepid envoys as a prelude to the Gepid-Lombard 
military clash. It clearly emerges from Prokopios’ narration that events recorded at 7.34.1–47 and 
7.35.19–27 belong to the same chronological sequence, i.e. the fourteenth year of the Gothic war, 
which could correspond to the time span from roughly March/April 548 to roughly March/April 
549, considering that Prokopios consistently uses throughout his Wars the phrase kai< o[ ceimw<n e]
lhge, „and as the winter was ending“, to denote the closure of a war year (De bellis 5.7.37, 6.2.38: 
to>te de< o[ te ceimw<n e]lhge, 6.12.41, 6.22.25, 6.30.30, 7.1.49, 7.5.19, 7.7.20, 7.9.23, 7.11.39, 7.15.16, 
7.24.34, 7.29.21, 7.35.30, 7.39.29, 8.21.4, 8.25.25: HAURY–WIRTH 1963), with the eighteenth year as 
the only exception to the rule since that war year was never completed (De bellis 8.35.38: HAURY–
WIRTH 1963).118 The events related to the eruption of hostilities between Gepids and Lombards and 

115 Same as the amount of subsidies received from the Romans was important as a means of establishing 
the status of any barbarian group both in Roman eyes and among the groups, so the acquired money, 
particularly gold, was a practical instrument of government and a way of communicating the success of 
the ruling elite within the groups themselves. Cf. HARDT 2013, esp. 527–531.

116 JARNUT 2009, 280; with CHRISTOU 1991, 62. For the presumable date of the marriage (ca. 520), see KLEBEL 
1939, 55. The evidence for the marriage alliance is of much later date, contained in the late seventh-century 
Origin of the Lombard People (Origo gentis Langobardorum 4: WAITZ 1878a) and Paul the Deacon’s History of 
the Lombards (Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum 1.21: Ed. BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878).

117 A.D. 547: DICULESCU 1923, 139; SCHMIDT 1934, 537, 581; BÓNA 1956, 237; WERNER 1962, 11, 141; JARNUT 1982, 
24; MENGHIN 1985, 34; CHRISTOU 1991, 90–91; CHRISTIE 1998, 36; ANDRIĆ 2002, 155. A.D. 549: STEIN 1949, 
530, 531, note 1; WOZNIAK 1979, 148; POHL 1996, 30–31; POHL 1997, 91–92; GRAČANIN 2007, 40; GRAČANIN 
2011, 112; SARANTIS 2009, 28, 33; SARANTIS 2016, 255, 258, 263, 266, 267, 273.

118 The chronological reinterpretation of Prokopios’ war year has been proposed by CROKE 2005, 478, who 
has suggested that it ran from March to March. This is at odds with the traditional dating from late June 
to late June (cf. BURY 1923, 169, note 2, who dismisses Prokopios’ dating formula as a mere imitation 
of Thucydides with no bearing to actual chronology; STEIN 1949, 339, note 3). SARANTIS 2016, 315–317 
has recently rejected Croke’s suggestion in favor of the traditional dating, basing his counter-argument, 
among other things, on Croke’s att empt to concentrate several major events into only March, as well as 
the circumstance that the Gepid-Lombard batt le, which ended in the Gepids’ resounding defeat, is the 
last episode in the Balkan record for the seventeenth year of the Gothic war, which lasted from 551 to 552. 
Croke dates the batt le to March 551, on the strength of the circumstance that the batt le is the last concrete 
event mentioned in Jordanes’ Romana (386–387: Ed. MOMMSEN 1882A). Since Jordanes himself says that he 
wrote his Romana during the twenty-fourth year of Justinian I’s reign (Romana 4, with 363: Ed. MOMMSEN 
1882A), Croke has concluded that the Romana was completed sometime in the period betwen 1 April 550 
and 31 March 551 (CROKE 2005, 476). Croke rested this on a claim that Jordanes followed the contemporary 
practice of dating the events according to Justinian’s regnal years which were calculated from 1 April 527 
as the emperor’s dies imperii. Such practice was surely adopted by Prokopios of Caesarea since he says that 
Empress Theodora’s reign lasted twenty-one years and three months (De bellis 7.30.4: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 
1963), meaning that he measured her reign from 1 April 527 since she died on 28 June 548. Hence, when 
Prokopios declares that the Gothic war began in the ninth year of Justinian I’s reign (5.5.1), he must have 
meant the period from 1 April 535 to 31 March 536 (cf. also SARANTIS 2016, 315). This however does not 
necessarily mean that Jordanes followed the same practice in his Romana. On a closer look, he seems to 
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its immediate aftermath seem to have occurred towards the end of the fourteenth war year, which 
would placed them in late 548 and early 549. The sequence of events may be approximately and 
tentatively dated as follows:

September/October 548 outbreak of open hostilities between Gepids and Lombards 
(7.34.1–2)

October/November the Lombards send their envoys to Justinian (7.34.3–4)

 the Gepids send their envoys to Justinian after they have learned of 
Lombard envoys (presumably some weeks had passed in between) 
(7.34.4)

November/December the Lombard and Gepid envoys at Constantinople (7.34.5–40)

 after long deliberation, Justinian dismisses the Gepid envoys, and 
makes alliance with the Lombards (7.34.40)

March/April 549 Justinian sends an army to aid the Lombard cause, while the 
majority of Heruls supports the Gepids, with whom they have 
sided after rebelling against the Romans not long before (probably 
in 547) (7.34.40–43)

 a Roman detachment chances upon some Heruls, and a battle 
ensues in which the Heruls are defeated (probably not in the 
vicinity of Singidunum but more to the south as the Romans 
unexpectedly encountered the Heruls, and they would anticipate 
their presence around Singidunum) (7.34.44–45)

 when learning of the Romans’ approach the Gepids immediately 
settle their hostilities with the Lombards, and the peace is 
concluded „against the will of the Romans“ (7.34.45)

after March/April the Roman forces stop their advance and remain in the region as a 
deterrent for the Gepids and Heruls (7.34.46–47)

Prokopios resumes the story of the Gepid-Lombard enmity in the chapter 18 of the book 8, which 
belongs to the sixteenth war year (from roughly March/April 550 to roughly March/April 551), with 
an account about the second eruption of their hostilities. Prokopios makes these events concurrent 
with those that transpired in the East, and which he has previously described in the book 8 (8.18.1), 
but does not correlate them to other events that happened in the Balkans in the sixteenth war year, 
and which he has narrated in the book 7 (7.40.1–11, 30–45). However, there are some chronological 
points on which to rest, and date approximately and tentatively, the proposed sequence of events in 
the fifteenth and sixteenth war years, which belong to the Balkans and the Gepid-Lombard records:

c. January 549 Hildigisal goes immediately over to the Gepids, along with his 
retinue consisting of Lombards and Slavs, when the war arose 
between Gepids and Lombards (it may be assumed that Prokopios’ 
choice of words refers to the actual military movement, and not to 
the outbreak of hostilities; the claimant to the Lombard throne is 
likely to have decided to cast his lot with the Gepids following the 
news that the Romans would support the Lombards against the 
Gepids, a clear diplomatic victory for the royal usurper Audoin, 

have calculated in full years, which was not uncommon and which would imply that, in Jordanes’ dating 
system, Justinian I’s twenty-fourth year actually covered the entire year 551 (527 + 24 = 551).
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which made Hildigisal’s position precarious, i.e. after November/
December 548 in the proposed reconstruction above) (7.35.19)

c. April following the conclusion of a peace treaty with the Gepids Audoin 
immediately requests the surrender of the claimant but is refused 
(7.35.20)

 Hildigisal leaves the Gepids without any delay and goes back to the 
Slavs (7.35.21)

summer/autumn Hildigisal attempts to join the Goths in Italy with an army 
consisting mostly of Slavs, defeats a Roman  force in Venetia, but 
returns to the Slavs after recrossing the Danube (7.35.21–22)

early 550 a Slavic host invades Illyricum and Thrace (7.38.1–18), at the time 
(7.38.1) when the Goths take Rome (on 16 January 550119), make 
siege against Rhegium, and capture Tarentum and Ariminum 
(7.36.7–7.37.23), and Liberius, who is appointed commander of 
Roman forces, prepares to set sail to Italy (7.37.26–27), and Verus, 
another Roman commander, is killed near Ravenna (7.37.28)

March/April120 not much later after their first confrontation, the Gepids and the 
Lombards again make war on each other, but as they prepare to 
do battle the two armies disintegrate for no apparent reason, and 
both kings decide to conclude a truce for two years and agree 
to maintain a diplomatic exchange to resolve their differences 
(8.18.2–11)

c. April  Germanus appointed commander-in-chief of the war against the 
Goths (7.39.9, 7.39.26) 

spring/summer Germanus gathers an army in Thrace and Illyricum (7.39.9–10, 
16–20) 

 Lombard king Audoin promises to send 1,000 soldiers to Germanus 
forthwith (this is likely to have happened only after the conclusion 
of truce with the Gepids) (7.39.20)

summer121  another Slavic host invades Illyricum and penetrates as far as 
Naissus but is deterred by the presence of Germanus from marching 
on Thessalonike and decides instead to cross the mountains into 
Dalmatia (7.40.1–7)

autumn 550/winter 551122 the Slavs return to Illyricum from Dalmatia, and a new Slavic host 
invades the Roman territory from across the Danube, after which  

119 For the date, see STEIN 1949, 593, with note 2.
120 STEIN 1949, 532 dates the clash to c. March 550; WOZNIAK 1979, 150 to spring of 550; and GRAČANIN 2007, 

41, with GRAČANIN 2011, 113, to early spring of 551, while POHL 1996, 32; POHL 1997, 92 (at  page 91, he 
dates the second war to 551); and  SARANTIS 2009, 28, 32, 35 fi x the confl ict only broadly to 550 (however, 
SARANTIS 2016, 266, 275 is more vague about the date). The scholars who date the fi rst confl ict to 547, 
contend that the second war took place in 549. SEVIN 1955, 149–150 even connects it to a lunar eclipse on 
25/26 June 549.

121 Cf. STEIN 1949, 523.
122 CURTA 2001, 86 dates the return of the Slavs from Dalmatia to Illyricum to spring of 551, while STEIN 1949, 

524 opts for early 551.
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both groups plunder the country and spend the winter in the 
Balkans (7.40.30–33)

early 551 the Roman army is defeated by Slavs near Adrianople in Thrace 
but later forces them to retreat (7.40.34–45)

March/April the truce between Gepids and Lombards is still in effect, but they 
cannot settle their differences, and the Gepids, expecting the 
Romans to side with the Lombards, invite the Kutrigur Huns to 
the Gepid territory as allies (8.18.12–15); since there remains one 
year of the truce, the Gepids decide to turn the Kutrigurs loose 
in the Roman territory, ferrying them across the Danube at the 
spot where they fully control the river (presumably around 
Singidunum) (8.18.16–17)

The third eruption of hostilities between Gepids and Lombards is decribed by Prokopios in the 
chapter 25 of the book 8, and follows the narration that is centered around the progress of the 
Gothic war from roughly March/April 551 to March/April 552 (8.21.5–8.24.39), and framed by two 
chronological points: the start of the seventeenth war year (8.21.5) and the wintering of the Roman 
fleet at Carthage in preparation for an expedition to Corsica and Sardinia at the onset of the next 
war year’s spring (8.24.37). However, before resuming the story of yet another Gepid-Lombard war 
in a separate chapter, Prokopios gives an account of a new Slavic incursion that was supported by 
the Gepids since they ferried the raiders back across the Danube, which made Justinian I prone to 
appeasement with the Gepids (8.25.1–6). The passage recounting the third Gepid-Lombard conflict 
is introduced with the phrase ejn tou>tw|, in the meantime (8.25.7), which seems to indicate that another 
bout of open hostilities between Gepids and Lombards coincided with the Slavic incursion.123 Even 
though the Gepid-supported Slavic raid is usually dated to 551, the third Gepid-Lombard conflict 
is frequently fixed to the year 552.124 Still the year 551 seems more likely, which is further supported 
by Prokopios’ narrative, since he also mentions the occurrence of earthquakes throughout Greece 
at the time of the Gepid-Lombard war (8.25.16–23), which must have been more or less concurrent 
with earthquakes happening in the eastern Mediterranean in the summer of 551.125 Finally, when 
continuing the Lombard-Gepid story in the section that belongs to the eighteenth war year (8.27.1–
29), Prokopios recounts events which apparently happened in the previous war year. All in all, 

123 Cf. CROKE 2005, 485–486.
124 For the date of the Slavic raid, cf. CURTA 2001, 87; SARANTIS 2009, 32, note 138; SARANTIS 2016, 279. The 

date of the third Gepid-Lombard confl ict: 551 A.D.:  DICULESCU 1923, 141, 146 (summer); CHRISTOU 1991, 
95 (summer); CROKE 2005, 483–489 (probably in March), who is followed by GRAČANIN 2007, 41, with 
GRAČANIN 2011, 114 (early spring); SCHMIDT 1934, 539, 581; BÓNA 1956, 238; CSALLÁNY 1961, 13; WERNER 
1962, 11; JARNUT 1982, 25; JARNUT 2000, 76; MENGHIN 1985, 35. 552 A.D.: STEIN 1949, 534; SEVIN 1955, 156; 
WOZNIAK 1979, 151; POHL 1996, 33; POHL 1997, 91; CHRISTIE 1998, 36; ANDRIĆ 2002, 155; SARANTIS 2009, 
27, 28, with note 99, 32, 33, 35, 36–37; SARANTIS 2016, 312–317. POHL 1997, 93, with note 68, suggests that 
the two-year truce was respected because the Gepids and Lombards followed a code of military conduct 
in their confl ict. However, the sources are not explicit about whether or not the truce lapsed when they 
took up the arms again, a fact also acknowledged by Pohl. Moreover, Prokopios of Caesarea clearly states 
that the Gepids and Lombards were about to go to war while the truce was still in place (De bellis 8.18.12: 
Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963). Even though Prokopios criticizes the Gepids for a poor planning as they invited 
the help of the Kutrigurs at an improper moment since the time of the batt le with the Lombards had not 
yet arrived (8.18.16), the Gepids obviously felt an imminent threat and took immediate precautionary 
measures by making Romans busy with the Kutrigur invasion. All that allows for an assumption that the 
war broke out before the two-year truce had expired.

125 For the 551 seismic activity, see MEIER 2004, 666–667, with notes 93 through 98; CROKE 2005, 486, with notes 
35 through 39.
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the proposed sequence of events in the seventeenth war year, which belong to the Balkans and the 
Gepid-Lombard records, may be dated approximately and tentatively as follows:

March/April 551 Narses appointed commander-in-chief of the war against the 
Goths (8.21.6)

April/May126 Narses sets out from Constantinople, but is detained for some time 
at Philippolis in Thrace due to the inroad of the Huns127, and then 
proceeds slowly with his army to Salona in Dalmatia (8.21.21–22, 
8.22.1)

c. May the Lombard king Audoin sends a large force of more than 5,500 
Lombard warriors to join Narses against the Goths (Prokopios 
says e]nagcov, „recently“, „lately“, to indicate how much time had 
passed between the dispatchment of Lombard troops and the 
Lombard embassy to Justinian announcing their victory against 
the Gepids) (8.25.15), in accordance with the treaty of alliance 
and after he has been won over by Justinian and by much money 
(8.26.12)

 possibly at this time the Lombard king Audoin demands the 
surrender of Hildigisal, who is now in Roman service, but Justinian 
refuses to comply (8.27.4–5)

June/July a new Slavic host invades Illyricum, and the raiders are ferried 
by the Gepids back across the Danube, which prompts Emperor 
Justinian to consider entering into an agreement with the Gepids 
(8.25.1–6)

July/August in the meantime, the Gepids and Lombards were again preparing 
for war (which marks the outbreak of open hostilities for the third 
time)128; the Gepids immediately send their envoys to the emperor 
asking for an alliance, and Justinian grants it to them without any 
delay; the Gepid envoys request the treaty to be solemnly confirmed 
by twelve senators (8.25.7–9) (surely a sign of the Gepids’ mistrust, 
alluded to by Prokopios by stressing the Gepids’ fear as the 
Lombards were Roman allies; 8.18.13, 8.25.7)

 probably at this time the Gepid claimant Ustrigoth goes to the 
Lombards, who are said to be at war with the Gepids (8.27.20) 

c. September the Gepids ferry another group of Slavic raiders across the Danube 
(8.25.10)

c. October not much later (following the conclusion of the Roman-Gepid treaty), 
the Lombards request the Roman support to fight the Gepids, 

126 STEIN 1949, 597 dates Narses’ departure from Constantinople to April.
127 Since the departure of the Kutrigur Huns from the Roman territory on the instigation of Emperor Justinian 

I is placed by Prokopios in the sixteenth war year (8.19.3–5), it seems that these Huns are not to be identifi ed 
with the previous Kutrigur raiders, but are likely to have been another Kutrigur group that entered the 
Roman realm (cf. SARANTIS 2016, 292–293, who suggests that they may have been refugees from Kutrigur 
territories and unleashed on the Balkans by the Gepids as well).

128 Prokopios says that the war between Gepids and Lombards „had been brought to an end with much toil 
and time“ (po>nw| te kai< cro>nw| pepaume>non pollw~|; 8.27.3–5), which seems to indicate – even if it be a 
rhetorical embellishment – that the war had lasted for some time before it was decided with one batt le.
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and Justinian decides to side with them, angered by the Gepids’ 
transportation of the Slavs into the Roman territory (8.25.10)

November/December the Roman army is dispatched, but only a division led by Amalafrid 
reaches the Lombards and together they defeat the Gepids in a 
fierce battle (8.25.13–14)

c. January 552 then the Lombard king Audoin sends envoys to Justinian to 
announce the Lombard victory and complain to the emperor at 
the Roman failure to provide a proper military assistance to the 
Lombards in accordance with their treaty (8.25.15)

As already indicated, Prokopios completes his Gepid-Lombard narrative in the chapter 27 of the 
book 8, which belongs to the eighteenth war year. The proposed sequence of events from that 
campaigning year, and relating to Gepids and Lombards, may be dated approximately and 
tentatively as follows:

March/April 552 a little later (following the Gepid-Lombard war), the Gepids 
are reconciled with the Romans and Lombards, they all bind 
themselves with the most solemn oaths, and a treaty of friendship 
is concluded, with the most firm guarantees of reconciliation 
being completed (8.27.21–22) (Prokopios’ phrasing seems to imply 
that the negotiations and the conclusion of the treaty took some 
time, and it may be presumed that the diplomatic exchange and 
bargaining, supervised by the Romans, started in early 552)

c. April129 Narses sets out from Salona against the Goths in Italy with his 
entire army consisting of Romans and, among others, the Lombard 
contingent sent by King Audoin and two groups of Heruls and 
Gepids under their respective leaders (8.26.5, 10–13)

 the Lombard claimant Hildigisal, dissatisfied with his treatment 
by the Romans, escapes Constantinople with a Goth named Goar, 
and they both reach the Thracian town of Aproi/Apros (modern 
Kermeyen in Turkey), where they join forces with the Lombards 
stationed there (8.27.5, 7–8)

 Hildigisal and Goar defeat a small detechment of the Kutrigur 
federates that are settled in Thrace (the same that are mentioned 
at 8.19.6–7), and from Thrace they go into Illyricum, where they 
manage to neutralize a Roman army charged with their capture 
and escape to the Gepids (8.27.10–17)

c. May after the conclusion of the treaty (Prokopios says ejpeidh> te, which 
indicates the passage of some time), Justinian and Audoin demand 
from the Gepid king Thorisin the surrender of Hildigisal/Hildiges; 
Thorisin confers with the Gepid notables about how he is to 
proceed, and is told not to give in to the demand (8.27.22–24)

129 For the date, cf. STEIN 1949, 600. SARANTIS 2016, 294, 317 dates the departure of Narses and his army to Italy 
to summer 552, even though he has suggested spring 552 in an earlier study (2009, 36). The spring date is 
much more likely given that Prokopios places the start of Narses’ march practically at the very beginning 
of the eighteenth war year. Moreover, it is believed that the Roman army arrived in Ravenna on 6 June 552, 
even though the account on which this is based is rather late and somewhat garbled (cf. STEIN 1949, 601).
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c. June later, Thorisin, who wishes to avoid sparking the war again, decides 
to demand from Audoin the surrender of the Gepid claimant 
Ustrigoth, and the two kings come to an agreement to each do 
away with their counterpart’s claimant, which they accomplish in 
secret (8.27.25–29)

Based on the interpretation proposed here it seems that the first three Gepid-Lombard battlefield 
clashes should be dated to early spring of 549, early spring of 550, and late autumn of 551, 
respectively, of which the initial two encounters never actually ended with a battle. Prokopios 
offers no details regarding the reasons for the Gepid-Lombard enmity beyond what he calls 
„differences“ (ta< dia>fora; 7.34.26, 7.34.34, 7.34.45, 8.18.2, 8.18.11) and once „disputes“ (tw~n 
ajntilegome>nwn; 8.8.12), nor he explains why they refrained twice from enganging into battle, 
even though they are said to have been so eager to fight and once even drawn up their forces in 
battle array.130 Various suggestions have been put forward by scholars in an attempt to explain 
the staunch Gepid-Lombard conflict.131 One obvious cause was the competition between the two 
groups, which became the more pressing issue for the Gepids since Justinian was more and more 
relying on the Lombards: Prokopios’ comment that the Lombards were given by the emperor 
places in Noricum and Pannonia, as well as much money, and thus came to dwell „not far from the 
Gepids“ (7.33.10–11), could conceal the fact that the Gepids must have become anxious because of 
the Lombard proximity to their own territory and zone of influence in southern Pannonia, since 
the area was crucial for Gepid plans in their dealings with the Empire, the more so after the lower 
reaches of the Danube frontier had become too well defended and the defense system could only 
be circumvented along the south Pannonian stretch, meaning that the Gepids were now in control 
of the only available access to Roman provinces in the Balkans.132 Another cause was the increased 
power of the Gepids, which was a threat for the Romans and the Lombards alike.133 At the same 
time, neither the Romans or the Gepids or Lombards were prepared to risk endangering their 
interests in the long run: the former by not allowing one group to capitalize on the demise of the 
other group, and the latter two by stalling a direct battlefield confrontation if its consequences could 
prove devastating for the loosing side. Or if the conflict’s outcome meant a significant weakening of 
both warring parties, which would only benefit the Romans, especially at the time when the latter 
still seemed not to have committed themselves entirely to one particular side. This may explain 
the decision of the Lombards to accept the Gepids’ proposal for truce in 549, even though Justinian 
had sent an army to assist the Lombards, which meant a peaceful settlement that was contrary to 
Roman plans as Prokopios explicitly states (7.34.45); and why the Gepids and Lombards chose to 
withdraw from the battlefield in 550 without engaging into an actual battle, despite being quite 
ready for it as claimed by Prokopios (8.18.3).134 From late 549 until late 551, they both seem to have 
tried to avoid resolving their power contest on a battlefield. Their continuing attempts to win over 
the Romans to their respective sides was perhaps aimed at using such a treaty more as a means 

130 For a survey, see SARANTIS 2009, 28; SARANTIS 2016, 267–268.
131 According to the Lombard tradition, the Gepids made war against the Lombards to avenge the overthrow 

of Hildigisal (Origo gentis Langobardorum 4: WAITZ 1878a; Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum 1.21: Ed. 
BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878; Historia Langobardorum codicis Gothani 5: WAITZ 1878b).

132 Cf. SARANTIS 2009, 32; SARANTIS 2016, 276–277.
133 SARANTIS 2009, 30–31; SARANTIS 2016, 271. That the Romans were aware of the Gepids’ power clearly arises 

from Corippus who ranges them among the Franks, Avars and Slavs (Getae) as the Romans’ most serious 
enemies (In laudem Iustini Augusti minoris, Liber primus v. 254–256: Ed. CAMERON 1976). John of Ephesus 
also calls the Gepids a powerful people (Iohannis Ephesini Historiae ecclesiasticae. Pars tertia 6.24: Ed. BROOKS 
1935–1936).

134 Prokopios relates that the panic, which struck both armies and is alluded to have been inspired by God, 
was the reason for the batt le not being fought (8.18.5–10). His narrative suggests that both the Gepids and 
the Lombards were perfectly aware of the high stakes that were in play.
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of determent, rather than as a way to inflict a crushing defeat to the opponent. They resorted to 
diplomacy, which is evident from Prokopios’ comment about their willingness to negotiate and 
maintain regular diplomatic contacts following a conclusion of a two-year truce (8.18.11). What 
seems like Prokopios’ emphasis on the intended regularity of these contacts (in 550, the Gepids and 
Lombards agreed to constantly communicate, ajei< foitw~ntev, with each other) ostensibly implies a 
sense of concern from both groups in conflict, which is understandable if one assumes that they 
must have acknowledged their respective military strength. That the Lombards also possessed a 
considerable manpower resource is apparent from their ability to provide a substantial military aid 
for Narses’ campaign against the Goths at the time when the Gepid-Lombard relations were still 
unresolved and would soon start to rapidly deteriorate again.135 The Lombards obviously felt sure 
in their own strength, and were more confident in their own capabilities than relying on the Roman 
help. Audoin’s complaint to Justinian at the size of the military aid that reached the Lombards 
seems to further substantiate such a view.136 Finally, Jordanes’ remark that the battle cost lives of 
more than 60,000 men on both sides (Romana 386: MOMMSEN 1882a), albeit surely exaggerated, is 
another indication that the Gepids and Lombards had access to an ample reservoir of troops. 

Eventually, the to-and-fro in relations with both the Lombards and the Empire made the 
Gepids realize that there was not much hope for a peaceful resolution of the power contest. So they 
decided to use other groups, namely the Kutrigur Huns and the Slavs, as countermeasures to check 
the expected Lombard aggresive move and hinder the Roman involvement as much as possible.137 
The Gepids could not fail to see that the Lombards were the Roman allies of choice, which is 
additionally supported by the fact that the Roman general of the mixed royal Gothic and Thuringian 
descent, Amalafrid (the same who fought alongside the Lombards in the decisive battle against the 
Gepids), was Audoin’s brother-in-law (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 8.25.11: HAURY–WIRTH 1963), 
a connection that is specifically said to have been forged with Justinian’s blessing (Jordanes, Romana 
386: MOMMSEN 1882a). Moreover, Jordanes explicitly calls the Lombards Roman allies and the 
Gepids Roman enemies (Jordanes, Romana 386: MOMMSEN 1882a). All this could explain otherwise 
a puzzling decision of the Gepids to sponsor another Slavic inroad into Illyricum after they had 
recently concluded a treaty with the Romans and thus returned to the allied status. The Gepid 
move can only be understood in the light of their misgivings about the true Roman intentions. As 
it were, these misgivings turned out to be what decisively tipped the balance against the Gepids 
and made Justinian commit to the Lombard cause. As opposed to the two earlier instances, when it 
seems that the day and place of the battle were pre-arranged by the Gepids and Lombards,138 now 
the Lombards were the aggressor. Amalafrid’s contingent is likely to have arrived in the Lombard-
held territory using the Roman road system in northern Dalmatia and joined the Lombards after 
avoiding the Gepid and Herul outposts in northwestern Moesia Prima. A later tradition claims 
that the battle was fought at the place called Asfeld (the Field of Gods), which apparently ought to 

135 Also noted by SARANTIS 2016, 317–318; with SARANTIS 2009, 37; POHL 1996, 33. Prokopios remarks that, 
on the occasion of the 550 confrontation, Thorisin and Audoin were each followed into the batt le by many 
myriads of men (8.18.4). Similarly, he says that a vast multitude of both the Gepids and the Lombards 
perished in the 551 confl ict (8.25.14).

136 SARANTIS 2016, 318 (with SARANTIS 2009, 37) argues that Amalafrid’s contigent was a signifi cant force. Be 
that as it may, it was certainly less than what Audoin expected. Sarantis’ claim that „Jordanes’ Romana 
suggests that the Lombards were aided by a signifi cant Roman force in 552“ seems unwarranted, since 
Jordanes does not mention explicitly the Roman participation in the batt le.

137 SARANTIS 2009, 32, with SARANTIS 2016, 277, suggests that there may have existed a Gepid-Gothic collusion 
against the Romans. He also believes that the Gepids actually encouraged the Slavic raids (SARANTIS 2016, 
280).

138 Prokopios says that the Gepids and Lombards set a fi xed time for the batt le during their fi rst confrontation 
(De bellis 7.34.2: HAURY–WIRTH 1963), and the same is also very much plausible for the second confrontation, 
since the Gepids and Lombards are said to have been fully prepared for the war (8.18.3).
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be looked for somewhere in the area between Cibalae and Sirmium.139 It is reasonable to assume 
that the Lombards advanced toward Sirmium and the Gepids marched out to meet them.140 The 
battle lasted a single day and the Gepids suffered a crushing defeat as their encampment came 
close to be overrun by the enemy (Jordanes, Romana 386: MOMMSEN 1882A). However, the casualties 
were heavy on both sides: according to an early medieval source, even the Gepid king Turisind’s 
son Turismod was among the fallen (Pauli Historia Romana 15.20: Ed. DROYSEN 1879). The peace 
between Gepids and Lombards was concluded under the aegis of the Romans who could validly 
claim part of the success for themselves. The Gepid capitulation was inevitable, but Justinian did 
not allow their subjugation, which was in accord with his long-term strategic aim to preserve a 
balance of power between the competing groups in Pannonia.141 The Gepids were left in control of 
Sirmium,142 which could also be interpreted as signifying that their defeat was not so disastrous, 
but had to accept some territorial losses, chiefly to the Empire’s gain, since they seem to have 
relinquished the territory of the so-called Pannonia Bassiensis: in the early 560s, Justinian offered 
the Avars to settle in the former Herul land in Pannonia Secunda (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 
5.4, 2–6: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985), which implies that the Romans had previously renewed their grip 
over the easternmost part of the province.143 Simultaneously, if the assumption is correct that, from 
c. 540, the Gepids had also held the area around Singidunum where the Heruls were settled, they 
now lost their foothold in northern Moesia Prima as well. Thus the Romans finally managed to 
have in control the entire stretch of the Danube both in Moesia Prima and Moesia Secunda, which 
made it possible for them to ward off raids and invasions from across the river. The Gepids that 
may have continued to live in the Roman-held territory of Pannonia Secunda, same as there were 
Gepids who remained under the Ostrogoths’ rule after 504, were possibly reduced to a federate 
status. The Transdanubian Gepids may have also been compelled to take on a duty of thwarting any 
future invasions that might come across their eastern borders. Such a defensive Gepid role would 
have additionally served the Empire’s interests and may have been a further reason for Justinian’s 
not allowing the Gepids’ downfall. As has been recently pointed out, the almost one decade-long 
cessation of Slavic and Hun raids following the Gepid defeat cannot be a coincidence.144 Moreover, 
Justinian could now consent to, with much more peace of mind, Narses’ march against the Goths. 
In addition to Roman troops, the Hun and Herul federates, the Persian force, and the Lombard 
contingent that had previously arrived, Narses’ forces seem to have been boosted by arrival of 
two extra contingents, one Herul and one Gepid, whose dispatching was presumably also one of 

139 Cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 41, with GRAČANIN 2011, 113. For the name of the batt lefi eld, see Paulus Diaconus, 
Historia Langobardorum 1.24: Ed. BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878. The majority of scholars locates the batt le in 
Pannonia Secunda (SCHMIDT 1934, 539; BÓNA 1956, 238; BÓNA 1976, 35; MENGHIN 1985, 35; CHRISTOU 1991, 
95; CHRISTIE 1998, 36; ANDRIĆ 2002, 157; LOTTER 2003, 137; SARANTIS 2009, 35, with SARANTIS 2016, 313, opts 
for a plain near the route between Siscia and Sirmium, i.e. along the Save valley), while DICULESCU 1923, 
145 believes that it took place in the plain between the Danube and the Tisa. However, the latt er would 
mean that the batt lefi eld was far from the imperial territory, which would make more diffi  cult for Roman 
forces to provide active assistance.

140 GRAČANIN 2007, 42, note 165, with GRAČANIN 2011, 114, note 244, has suggested that the other two clashes 
also took place in the same area as a border region between the Lombard and Gepid territories. GRAČANIN 
2007, 46 additionally says that the batt le was fought in the area between Cibalae and Mursa, which is an 
oversight since that was actually the site of the batt le between Gepids and Ostrogoths in 488.

141 SARANTIS 2009, 37, with SARANTIS 2016, 319. See also DICULESCU 1923, 147; CHRISTOU 1991, 95–96, who 
rejects Diculescu’s suggestion that Justinian acted as a peace mediator between Gepids and Lombards.

142 It may be that Menander’s assertion voiced through Emperor Justin II’s mouth that Justinian took in the 
Gepids and gave them land around Sirmium (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.6, 47–49: Ed. BLOCKLEY 
1985) actually refers to the 552 and not the c. 540 peace treaty. See DICULESCU 1923, 147–148; WOZNIAK 
1979, 152; BÓNA 1987, 123; CHRISTOU 1991, 95–96; LOTTER 2003, 138; GRAČANIN 2007, 42, with GRAČANIN 
2011, 114.

143 Cf. also note 97 above.
144 SARANTIS 2009, 32; SARANTIS 2016, 280, 323.
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the conditions of the peace treaty. These Heruls seem to have been the ones who, in (probably) 
547, opted for the Gepids, since Prokopios gives their number as more than 3,000, which is almost 
identical to the number of the pro-Gepid Heruls (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 7.35.43, 8.26.13: 
HAURY–WIRTH 1963). It may be assumed that the formerly Gepid-controlled Heruls were brought 
back in line and served again as federates. The Gepid contingent of 400 warriors under Asbados 
may have comprised of the south Pannonian Gepid federates, if the above proposal is correct (De 
bellis 8.26.13: HAURY–WIRTH 1963).145

The Gepids abided by the peace treaty for the remainder of Justinian’s reign. If the above 
assumption is accurate, they may have even brought additional security to the Illyrian stretch of 
the Danube frontier: when the Hun and Slavic inroads resumed in 559, the raiders crossed the 
river at its lower reaches, and the diocese of Thrace was targeted again in 562.146 No extant sources 
record how the Gepids might have felt about Justinian’s offer to settle the Avars at the eastern edge 
of southern Pannonia.147 The renewal of open hostilities between Gepids and Lombards is likely 
to have happened at the onset of Justin II’s reign. The interpretation of available sources seems to 
indicate that there were three clashes: the first two in 566, and the last and final one in 567. To be 
sure, the interpretation hinges on circumstantial evidence provided by the early seventh-century 
History of Theophylact Simocatta and the fragmentarily preserved late sixth-century History of 
Menander the Guardsman. Theophylact Simocatta supplies the bulk of information for the two 
566 conflicts, but what he has to offer is embedded in an anecdotal account of how some Gepid 
attempted to acquit himself from a crime he committed by murdering one of Emperor Maurice’s 
bodyguards for his elaborate gold belt (lampra<n zw>nhn crush~n), for which he was arrested in 
Constantinople when he tried to have the belt melted down by a craftsman whose suspicion he 
had aroused because of his barbarian descent (Theophylacti Simocattae Historiae 6.2.5–9, 6.10.4–5: 
Ed. DE BOOR–WIRTH 1972). According to his story, which was told under duress of a criminal 
investigation procedure, he had obtained the belt by killing a bastard son of the Lombard king in 
the battle that the Romans fought and won against the Lombards on the Gepids’ behalf (Historiae 
6.10.12–13). The conflict itself is said to have been born out of a desire the Lombard king Alboin 
had for a daughter of the Gepid king Cunimund and which he ventured to fulfill by kidnapping 
the girl, thus sparking the war between the two nations (Historiae 6.10.8–9). The essential folk-tale 
quality of the story, coupled with that it was recounted by a murder culprit, casts serious doubts 
on its historicity. Theophylact even explicitly calls it a fabrication (pla>sma tw|~ pla>smati) (Historiae 
6.10.13), but at the same time a very clever defense (li>an sofisrikw~v th<n ajpologi>an) (Historiae 
6.10.8), which indicates that it must have combined false with true elements aimed at exonerating 
the wrongdoer. With regard to the true elements especially noteworthy is the detail that Emperor 
Justin II ordered General Baduarius to aid the Gepids with Roman forces collected in the provinces 

145 See GRAČANIN 2007, 42, with GRAČANIN 2011, 114, where it is suggested, based on CROKE 2005, 488, that the 
Lombards, Heruls and Gepids only joined Narses in early summer 552 in Venetia, and that they travelled 
across southern Pannonia using its main traffi  c route along the Drave. It seems, however, that Salona was 
the assembly area for the entire force before its march to Italy.

146 See SARANTIS 2016, 280, 338, 354. DICULESCU 1923, 152 believes that the Gepids even conducted a campaign 
against the Slavs, but his interpretation is dubious.

147 On Justinian’s off er, see SARANTIS 2016, 351–352, who has suggested that the emperor wanted to establish 
a potential counterweight to the two barbarian kingdoms in the Carpathian Basin, and strengthen allied 
barbarian military resources in the region. GRAČANIN 2009, 8, with GRAČANIN 2011, 119, speculates that the 
Avars declined the off er since it entailed living next to a cumbersome neighbor and, should the necessity 
arise, even waging war against it, and the Avars did not want to be used as a instrument in the imperial 
plans of maintaining the balance of power in the Middle Danube region or play the role of border guards 
and intimidators. To these arguments may be added the biogeographical features of southern Pannonia, 
which were less att ractive for a nomadic group, as well as the Avars’ intention to be geographically 
closer to Thrace and Constantinople so that they could exert as much infl uence over the central imperial 
government (SARANTIS 2016, 352).
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of Scythia (Minor) and Moesia (Secunda) (Historiae 6.10.10). Theophylact also says that a court 
attendant went on to verify the Gepid’s story (presumably by comparing it to existing historical 
records), and it was discovered that the described events (of the war between Lombards and 
Gepids) had happened thirty years ago (Historiae 6.10.14–16), which sealed the Gepid’s fate for he 
was not as old as he should have been if he had participated in the conflict. Accordingly, he was put 
to torture to admit his crime and then executed by wild beasts after which his remains were burnt 
(Historiae 6.16–18). Unfortunately, Theophylact does not specify whether it was the information on 
the 567 conflict that the court attendant actually had come across. What may also attract attention is 
that the Gepid king is said to have magnificently sent gifts (dw~ra... megaloprepw~v) to the emperor 
to ensure his friendship (Historiae 6.10.9–10) when it was usually other way around in the dealings 
between Romans and barbarians. It seems, however, that this detail also holds some truth, and the 
crucial part of the historical reconstruction is what may be inferred from Menander the Guardsman: 
Cunimund, when faced with the Lombard-Avar alliance, is said to have begged Emperor Justin II 
for help same as before (pro>teron) and promised to surrender Sirmium and the land south of 
the Drave, which he had already failed to honor previously (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.2, 
12–19: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985). Same as the surrender of Sirmium and its region could be interpreted 
as being the magnificent gifts to which Theophylact refers (even though that was probably not 
what he had in mind), Menander’s phrasing implies that there had been an earlier instance when 
Cunimund asked Justin II for help and agreed to hand over to the Romans, in exchange for their 
aid, the Gepid territory in southern Pannonia. And that could only have happened in (probably) 
566. Several more observations may be inferred from the story found in Theophylact’s History: by 
ascribing the victory over Lombards solely to the Romans, without mentioning the involvement 
of Gepids, the Gepid storyteller seems to have deliberately adjusted his tale to the expectations of 
his Roman audience; it was perceived as nothing out of the ordinary that a costly decorative belt of 
Roman provenance would be owned by a barbarian notable but it aroused a suspicion if it was in 
the possession by a barbarian commoner; the struggle between Gepids and Lombards seems not 
to have been a common knowledge at Constantinople in the 590s but was obviously still vividly 
remembered, with some details, by the Gepids; and finally, the setting of the story is likely to have 
been based on an original Gepid oral tradition differing from the Lombard tradition as preserved 
in the Origin of the Lombard People and the History of the Lombards in the Codex Gothanus.148

Hence, it seems very likely that the new bout of open hostilities between Gepids and Lombards 
had occurred before their decisive clash in 567. As already indicated above, it may be assumed that 
the conflict, which was obviously only temporarily dampened in 552, resumed after the death of 
Justinian I on 14 November 565, since now had ceased any obligation that the Gepids and Lombards 
may have felt to upkeep the peace concluded under Justinian’s patronage.149 The immediate cause 
is extremely unlikely to have been what can be concluded from Theophylact, whether or not 
there might be some underlying truth and that Alboin asked for Cunimund’s daughter’s hand in 
marriage, possibly to strengthen the ties with the Gepids or even as a scheme to obtain eventually 
the Gepid throne, since Cunimund seems to have been deprived of a male offspring (he did 
however had a nephew called Reptila).150 It is likely, however, that it was not the Gepids who 
had commenced the hostilities given the outcome of the previous clash, as well as the proximity 
of the aggresive Avars to their territory.151 Possibly in early 566, the Gepids and Lombards fought 

148 Alboin is said to have taken Cunimund’s daughter as wife after vaniquishing his enemy and capturing the 
girl (Origo gentis Langobardorum 5: WAITZ 1878a; Historia Langobardorum codicis Gothani 5: WAITZ 1878b).

149 Cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 43, note 176, with GRAČANIN 2011, 115, note 259.
150  Interestingly enough, SARANTIS 2016, 378 seems to accept the abduction story at face value. However, cf. 

STEIN 1919, 8. For Reptila, see Iohannis abbatis Biclarensis Chronica a. 572?.1: Ed. MOMMSEN 1894b.
151 Cf. CHRISTOU 1991, 102. While the late seventh-century Origin of the Lombard People and the early ninth-

century History of the Lombards in the Codex Gothanus merely declare that Albuin fought Cunimund (Origo 
gentis Langobardorum 5: WAITZ 1878a; Historia Langobardorum codicis Gothani 5: WAITZ 1878b), Paul the 
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each other in southern Pannonia, and the Lombards prevailed.152 As seen before, the Gepids sent 
envoys to the emperor asking for help and Justin II agreed providing that the Gepids surrender 
their possessions in southern Pannonia. Cunimund complied and a Roman army commanded by 
the curopalates Baduarius was dispatched with contigents from the lower Danube provinces. Now 
the Lombards suffered a defeat, presumably in mid-to-late 566, but that did not terminate the 
hostilities. Furthermore, Cunimund apparently reneged on the agreement with Justin II, which 
is something that Menander the Guardsman found hard to believe (Historia fr. 12.2, 23–26: Ed. 
BLOCKLEY 1985). The Gepid king must have known that such a move would aggravate the Romans. 
However, the loss of Sirmium would also mean the failure of the Gepid policy and Cunimund 
may not have been ready for that as yet. In the meantime, the Lombards seem to have also sent 
an embassy to Justin II requesting an alliance, but were only given an assurance that the Romans 
would not support any side in the upcoming conflict (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.2, 26–31: 
Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985). That pushed the Lombards into an alliance with the Avars (Menander Protector, 
Historia fr. 12.1, 12.2, 1–11: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985). Such a development made the Gepids desperately 
exposed, especially since there seems to have been no chance for them to come to terms with the 
Lombards and, unlike Justinian, Justin II was apparently not inclined to assume the role of an 
intermediary.153 In possibly early 567, Cunimund, fearing the joint Avar-Lombard attack, sent an 
embassy to Justin II in an attempt to secure the Roman support again, promising the surrender of 
the Gepid-held southern Pannonia. The Gepid envoys were left under the impression that Justin 
II was prepared to aid the Gepids (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.2, 12–23: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985), 
when, in reality, they were left to their fate as the Romans chose to be neutral. Possibly in the spring 
of 567 ,154 the dramatic outcome of the long-lasting rivalry unfolded. The Gepids were attacked 
from two sides. Paul the Deacon relates that the Gepids marched out to meet the Lombards on 
the battlefield but before the engagement Cunimund received the news of a simultaneous Avar 
attack in the heart of the Gepid territory.155 The Gepid king is said to have decided to first offer 
the resistance to the Lombards and then try and repel the Avars. However, the Gepids succumbed 
and even Cunimund was killed in the clash (Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum 1.27: Ed. 
BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878).156 The late sixth-century ecclesiastical historian and bishop John of 
Ephesus ascribes, without referring to Lombards, the demise of the Gepid state solely to the Avars 
who are said to have attacked „another powerful people called the Gepidae“ (Iohannis Ephesini 

Deacon in his late eighth-century History of the Lombards blames the Gepids for starting the war with the 
Lombards (Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum 1.27: Ed. BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878). It may be seen as an 
additional argument to the Gepids’ strength that the Avars actually avoided invading the Gepid domain 
(as well as that of the Lombards’) on their own accord and instead att acked the Franks in 562 and 566 (cf. 
POHL 2002, 45–46).

152 The outbreak of hostilities is dated to 565 by DICULESCU 1923, 153; WERNER 1962, 13; BÓNA 1976, 97; 
WOZNIAK 1979, 152; JARNUT 1982, 26; POHL 1997, 96; ANDRIĆ 2002, 159; with MENGHIN 1985, 85; LOTTER 
2003, 142, who date it to after Justinian’s death. For the 566 date opt CHRISTIE 1998, 59; GRAČANIN 2007, 43, 
note 176, with GRAČANIN 2011, 115. Southern Pannonia as the batt leground: BÓNA 1976, 95; ANDRIĆ 2002, 
159. Theophylact Simocatt a records that, before the Romans intervened, the Lombards had taken the lead 
in the war (Historiae 6.10.8: Ed. DE BOOR–WIRTH 1972), which suggest an earlier clash on the batt lefi eld. 

153 Theophylact Simocatt a (Historiae 6.10.12: Ed. DE BOOR–WIRTH 1972) mentions that Alboin tried to eff ect 
the reconciliation with Cunimund before the batt le ensued but was rejected (cf. CHRISTOU 1991, 103; with 
GRAČANIN 2007, 44; GRAČANIN 2011, 116).

154 For the putative date, see BÓNA 1976, 100.
155 Some Slovenian and Croatian scholars have suggested that the Avars pressed the Gepids from across the 

Roman territory along the south bank of the Danube but that is unfounded (HAUPTMANN 1927–1928, 152; 
GRAFENAUER 1951, 48; MARGETIĆ 1992, 152, 153; KATIČIĆ 1998, 143).

156 DICULESCU 1923, 161 suggests that Cunimund split his forces to face both the Lombards and the Avars 
at the same time, which is likely even if not confi rmed in the sources. However, it may be assumed that 
Cunimund led the bulk of the Gepid forces to batt le the Lombards. Cunimund’s death is also recorded by 
John of Biclaro (Iohannis abbatis Biclarensis Chronica a. 572?.1: Ed. MOMMSEN 1894b).
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Historiae ecclesiasticae. Pars tertia 6.24: Ed. BROOKS 1935–1936).157 This time, given the Lombards’ 
arrangement with the Avars, the battleground may have been the area north of southern Pannonia, 
along the Middle Tisa, since it was closer to the central Lombard territory, more easily accessible 
to the Avars and far from the Roman territory should Justin II change his mind and decide to help 
the Gepids after all.158 The Gepids seem to have agreed to relinquish Sirmium to Roman forces as 
soon as they approached the city.159 Justin II is likely to have dispatched, with some delay, a Roman 
army to southern Pannonia as to maintain the appearance of his readiness to assist the Gepids but 
actually only to secure the possession of Sirmium.160 The Roman forces were probably commanded 
by the magister militum per Illyricum Bonus, and he must have received in custody the Arian bishop 
Trasaric (of Sirmium) and Cunimund’s nephew Reptila who are likely to have surrendered, with 
the Gepid royal treasure, to the Romans once the news of Cunimund’s death and defeat came in.161 
Even though it could appear that, by obtaining Sirmium, Justin II succeeded in what Justinian had 
been unsuccessful, and he also seems to be the first Roman emperor who officialy bore the victory 
title Gepidicus (ostensibly adopted in 567)162, his failure to intervene in the Lombard-Gepid conflict 
actually played into hands of Avars. It was they who now advanced to become a dominating power 
in the Carpathian Basin, which utterly upset Justinian’s policy of mantaining the balance of power 
in the region.163 The remaining Gepids in southern Pannonia fell under both Lombard and Roman 
sway. A part of them seems to have accompanied the Lombards when they migrated to Italy in 
April 568.164 Others are likely to have become federates in Roman service and stayed in the Roman-
held territory once the Avars got the upper hand in southern Pannonia. The Gepid Kingdom in 
Sirmium ceased to exist, but as late as 870s the memory was still alive in the Middle Danube region 
about the Gepids, along with the Romans, Goths, and Huns, i.e. Avars, as former great powers in 
Pannonia.165

THE GEPID ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD IN SOUTHERN PANNONIA

This paper has started out with a claim that not much can be said about the Gepids without 
adducing the archaeological evidence. It is still very much a valid claim, even if a somewhat 

157 The English translation by Robert Payne Smith is used here.
158 Cf. SCHMIDT 1934, 542 (the area between the Tisa and the Danube); WERNER 1962, 14; BÓNA 1976, 100; 

JARNUT 1982, 26; with GRAČANIN 2007, 45, note 188; GRAČANIN 2011, 117, note 272. Contra PIRKOVIČ 1970–
1971, 186, who believes that the decisive batt le between Gepids and Lombards was fought in Syrmia.

159 Cf. CHRISTOU 1991, 104, 105; with WERNER 1962, 14; GRAČANIN 2007, 44; GRAČANIN 2011, 116. Such an 
assumption may be inferred from Euagrios Scholastikos who says that the Gepids handed over Sirmium 
to Justin II (Evagrius Scholasticus, Historia ecclesiastica 5.12: Ed. Hübner 2007). 

160 Menander the Guardsman records that Justin II said to the Gepid envoys that he would collect and send his 
forces as quickly as possible (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.2, 21–23: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985). Some scholars 
have stressed the importance of Sirmium in the confl ict between Gepids and Lombards (SCHAFFRAN 1938, 
19; BÓNA 1956, 237; EGGER 1962, 122), but the city was much more important to the Romans, while the 
Gepids and Lombards fought over the domination of the Carpathian Basin.

161 Iohannis abbatis Biclarensis Chronica a. 572?.1: Ed. MOMMSEN 1894b. For Bonus as general in charge of the  
retaking of Sirmium, cf. WOZNIAK 1979, 154. Bonus was certainly in Sirmium in 567–568 when the Avars 
fi rst tried to capture the city (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 12.3–5: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985). It is worth noting 
that an orthodox archbishop is already mentioned in Sirmium in 567–568 (Menander Protector, Historia fr. 
12.5, 64–65: Ed. BLOCKLEY 1985). Even if that is a pure speculation, perhaps it may be assumed that Reptila 
was charged with the task of surrendering Sirmium to the Romans, and it seems probable that at the time 
of the batt le he and Trasaric were still in southern Pannonia.

162 See above in the main text, with note 105.
163 Cf. SARANTIS 2016, 379.
164 Cf. Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum 2.26: Ed. BETHMANN–WAITZ 1878; with GRAČANIN 2007, 45; 

GRAČANIN 2011, 116–117, with note 271.
165 Cf. Conversio Bagoariorum et Carantanorum c. 6: Ed. LOŠEK 1997.
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lengthy previous section, which has thoroughly dealt with the extant written evidence, might have 
left the reader with a different impression. Unfortunately, when it comes to southern Pannonia, the 
archaeological evidence related to Gepids is wrought with major research problems. As already 
mentioned, the first obstacle to proper understanding and evaluating the extant archaeological 
record is of methodological nature. The other obstacle is that the south Pannonian region has so 
far not yielded much material altogether that could be linked to the Gepids with a lot of certainty. 
Recently, new insights and interpretation proposals based on a more refined approach to the existing 
archaeological evidence from Sremska Mitrovica and Vinkovci have been brought forward, which 
may provide a better understanding of how the Gepids attempted to establish their footing in 
southern Pannonia. It has also to be noted that until present too few systematic field investigations 
have been conducted, in which the context of the finds is well established, meaning that chance/
stray finds dominate the record. What follows is a survey of mostly published finds that have been 
or may be attributed to Gepids or as being once in their possession, arranged by sites.

Map 1. A distribution of sites with 6th-century metal and non-metal fi nds ascribed to 
Gepids and Lombards in southeastern Pannonia
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Metal and non-metal finds

1. Batajnica/its environs, Belgrade, Serbia.
a) Baldenheim-type clasp helmet of Gothic provenance, fragments of armor with coupled 

metal loops, damaged double-edged sword, spearhead, shield boss, fragments of 
a horse’s bit with bars joined with loops166, container made of dark grey clay, wheel-
turned and decorated with stamped ornament; chance finds, allegedly all lifted from a 
single horseman’s grave at the supposedly Bekića Salaš site east of Batajnica in 1939167; 
6th century

 Lit. VINSKI 1954, 176–182; VINSKI 1957, 3–27; CSALLÁNY 1961, 238–239; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–
KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 73–75, No. 72; SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 219, T.IV/1; TOMIČIĆ 
2000, 271.

b) container made of grey baked clay, ornamented bone comb; lifted from three graves at 
the Bekića Salaš site in the probe excavations in 1959; dated to the same chronological 
horizon and determined as belonging to the same cultural horizon as the items above

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 75.

2. Belegiš, Stara Pazova municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia168

 container made of greyish clay, wheel-turned and decorated with elongated stamped 
grid-shaped ornament; chance find at an unknown site, suggested as stemming from a 
destroyed grave; 6th century

 Lit. SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 218–219, T.IV/2; MRKOBRAD 1980, 53.

3. Ilok (Cuccium), Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
double-edged sword with a damascened blade and remains of a pommel; chance find 
at an unknown site; late 5th/first half 6th century
Lit. VINSKI 1957, 21, 34; CSALLÁNY 1961, 241; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 77, 
No. 76:2; BOJČIĆ 1984, 214; SEKELJ IVANČAN 1995, 243, No. 810; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 
430.

4. Jakovo, Belgrade, Serbia
a) three skeletons with grave goods and one skeleton without grave goods reportedly 

discovered in the Eneolithic necropolis at the Kormadin site in 1902
 the grave inventory reportedly included belt buckles, iron knives, iron scissors, and 

beads made of amber and glass paste, but only four items are preserved: fragment of 
iron artifact, fragment of iron belt buckle, fragment of iron knife, and massive oval 
gilded silver belt buckle coupled with a massive oval fitting with almandine inlays (all 
missing but one); late 5th/early 6th or first half 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 5, 6, 25; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 80:c.

166 DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 74, No. 72:6 say about the horse’s bit to be an essential equestrian 
equipment from the Migration Period but rare in Gepid burials and appearing usually as a result of Avar 
infl uences. The site of discovery is not certain, since the information is lacking from the inventory book in 
the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb (cf. also VINSKI 1957, 3).

167 DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 74, No. 72:8 record an oral testimony by local peasants that stirrups 
next to the horse’s skeleton and gold sheet fragments next to the spatha were also discovered, which is 
now all lost.

168 Two laurel-leaf spearheads and two pots with stamped ornament have apparently also been found at 
Belegiš, in the courtyard of a local Greek Orthodox church, and are said to stem from a single destroyed 
grave of a Gepid warrior. This fi nd, made by chance, has last been reported as unpublished (MRKOBRAD 
1980, 52, with note 332).
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b) belt buckle made of gilded silver from a grave reportedly discovered on a plot of land 
called Šarkina zemlja at the Kormadin site in 1904, which may or may not be the massive 
oval silver buckle mentioned above; no date suggested

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 6.
c) several graves discovered on a plot of land called Šarkina zemlja at the Kormadin site 

in 1904, one of which contained a decorative bead made of limestone, iron knife, iron 
belt buckle, and large oval bead made of chalcedony; the other two contained skeletons 
of an adult and of a child, respectively, without grave goods; another one contained a 
skeleton of an adult with a (now missing) iron sword; there were also two other adult 
skeletons as well as two children’s skeletons found without grave goods; one additional 
grave (registered as Grave 1) cointained large decorative bead made of sandstone, 
fragment of white-colored item made of flint, and round, convex bronze button; no 
date suggested

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 6.
d) several graves and various artifacts discovered on the plot of land called Šarkin vinograd 

at the Kormadin site in 1904
 Grave 5: arrow made of flint (probably from the Eneolithic horizon), flint nucleus, 

fragment of lead plate (mirror); Grave 18: ten silver ball-shaped buttons with a loop; 
Grave 29: fourteen silver sheet appliqués; Grave 31: five small ball-shaped silver sheet 
buttons with a loop, bronze chain link; Unnumbered Grave: small bronze oval belt 
buckle with a pin that has an elongated terminal; artifacts presumably from destroyed 
graves and/or outside the graves: bone comb with two rows of teeth ornamented with 
a concentric circle motif, grooved bronze belt buckle, double-edged sword with remain 
of a pommel and part of the scabbard made of silver sheet, two one-edged swords with 
no pommel, iron laurel-leaf spearhead, three possible iron knife fragments, two iron 
knives, oval iron razor with a hook, four iron belt buckles; first half 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 6–7; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 80, No77:a.
e) twenty-nine graves discovered on the plot of vineyard land owned by one Milutin 

Vukojević at the Kormadin site in 1905
 Grave 8: three small oval bronze buttons with a loop; Grave 11: three damaged small 

iron knives; Grave 14: iron fragment, probably of a knife, iron knife; Grave 17: two 
fragments of knife; Grave 24: large grooved bronze button with a loop, four small ball-
shaped bronze buttons with a loop, item made of flint; no date suggested

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 7. 
f) six graves (two male, two female, and two undetermined) discovered at the Kormadin 

site after the WWII, of which one of the two undetermined was not furnished with 
grave goods

 Grave 1: small biconical jug made of grey-black clay, wheel-turned, with an ornament 
in the shape of vertical stripes; Grave 2: cast silver earring with cubical bead; Grave 3: 
double-edged sword with remain of a pommel, bronze belt buckle with ornamented 
pin, two cylindrical beads made of white calcium carbonate; Grave 4: metal laurel-leaf 
spearhead; Grave 5: three beads (made of amber, yellowish semi-precious stone169, and 
glass paste respectively), probably from a string, pair of gold earrings with polyhedral 
beads, decorated with granulation; first half 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 5–6, 26–27; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 77, No. 77:Grob 
V, 80:b.

169 While DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 6 mentions yellowish semi-precious stone as material of which one of the beads 
is made, DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 78, No. 77:Grob V have only amber and glass paste.
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g) twenty-six graves (eight male, nine female, six children’s, three undetermined), of which 
two unfurnished children’s graves, discovered during systematic rescue excavations 
at the Kormadin site from 1956 through 1958; the burials are concluded to have 
been organized according to a principle of clustering the deceased members of a kin 
group around two central graves, one belonging to a warrior buried with full military 
equipment, and the other belonging to his wife, whose grave contained more elaborate 
jewelry

 Grave 1: male skeleton, bone comb with one row of teeth, small decorative cast bronze 
rivet, silver pin of a belt buckle, fragmented iron flint, iron item (possibly a purse mount); 
Grave 2: male skeleton, fragmented bone comb with two rows of teeth, fragmented iron 
knife, iron item (possibly a purse mount), twelve arrowheads, item made of bone, once 
part of a quiver, damaged double-edged sword with no pommel, massive cast bronze 
belt buckle with a shield-shaped pin, oval silver belt buckle, decorative cast bronze 
artifact in the shape of a deformed cicada170; Grave 3: heavily fragmented child skeleton, 
string of beads made of amber and glass paste, goblet on a leg made of greenish glass 
and ornamented with threads; Grave 4: male(?) skeleton, two iron knife fragments, iron 
item fragments, damaged iron belt buckle; Grave 5: female skeleton, remains of a string 
of beads made of amber and glass paste with a perforated solidus of Theoderic’s struck 
in the name of Anastasius I, cast bow fibula made of bronze, notched, with two bezel 
settings for almandine inlays (missing), oval iron belt buckle, small spoon made of iron 
and bronze, fragmented iron hairpin with a top made of dark green glass paste, small 
decorative fittings made of silver and bronze, string of beads made of amber, calcium 
carbonate, glass paste and carnelian with a damaged cast pendant made of bronze, 
fragmented iron knife, fragmented bone comb with two rows of teeth; Grave 6: male 
skeleton, fragment of small iron knife, fragment of iron flint; Grave 7: probably male 
skeleton, fragments of iron item (knife or flint?), worn bronze coin of Emperor Marcus 
Iulius Philippus senior, remains of bone comb with two rows of teeth, small cast bronze 
belt buckle; Grave 8: male skeleton, corroded iron fragments, iron knife, oval iron belt 
buckle, laurel-leaf spearhead; Grave 9: child skeleton, fragmented bone comb with two 
rows of teeth; Grave 10: female skeleton, bronze armlet, cast and embossed, with stylized 
snakehead terminals, cast bronze ring, massive cast bronze ring-shaped loop, cast oval 
bronze belt buckle, disc base of a base plate-shaped fibula made of bronze sheet and 
an undetermined alloy, fragmented cup-shaped pendant made of bronze sheet and an 
undetermined alloy, biconical spindle whorl made of baked clay, fragmented awl made 
of bone, beads made of glass paste; Grave 11: female skeleton, remains of bone comb, 
214 beads from a string, two iron fibulae, oval iron belt buckle, two biconical spindle 
whorls made of clay, six amber beads, two of which are fragmented, large decorative 
bead made of chalcedony; Grave 12: fragmented child skeleton, container with a three-
leaf mouth, made of bright grey sandy clay and wheel-turned, massive cast silver belt 
buckle, decorative cast rivet made of bronze; Grave 13: female skeleton, fragmented 
bone comb, cast bow fibula with a rhomboidal leg (type Hahnheim I), made of gilded 
silver and once decorated with almandine inlays (missing), two spindle whorls made of 
baked clay, oval iron bekt buckle; Grave 14: remains of female skeleton, biconical spindle 
whorl made of baked clay, damaged iron weaving knife; Grave 15: male skeleton, large 
iron belt buckle with a bronze sheet fitting, heavily fragmented bone comb; Grave 16: 

170 VINSKI 1967 (1974), 45, 82, note 549 includes the silver belt buckle into the group of early Byzantine-
provincial Mediterranean type belt buckles, and claims the cicada-shaped bronze item to be a buckle frame 
that was once part of the silver belt buckle but was detached and hence has been previously erroneously 
att ributed. Vinski also adds that this belt buckle has a parallel in a belt buckle found at the necropolis of 
Hegykő near the Neusiedl lake that has been ascribed to Lombards.
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remains of female skeleton, 138 beads from a string, large oval cast iron belt buckle, 
heavily damaged iron weaving knife, cylindrical bead made of chalky material (likely a 
spindle whorl); Grave 17: remains of (probably) female skeleton, oval iron belt buckle, 
iron weaving knife, large round bead made of greyish blue glass paste (probably a 
luxurious spindle whorl), remains of bone comb with two rows of teeth; Grave 18: child 
skeleton, fragmented bone comb with two rows of teeth; Grave 19: probably female 
skeleton, two fragments of bone comb with two rows of teeth; Grave 20: male skeleton, 
fragments of two iron knives, heavily damaged iron flint, heavily damaged iron belt 
buckle, iron item (resembling an awl); Grave 21: child skeleton, two beads, one shaped 
as ball and made of white glass paste, the other shaped as flower crown and made of 
greenish blue glass paste; Grave 22: remains of child skeleton, without grave goods; 
Grave 23: remains of a skeleton of undetermined sex, cast bronze belt buckle in the 
shape of elongated oval, fragment of iron item; Grave 24: remains of child skeleton, 
without grave goods; Grave 25: remains of male skeleton, cast bronze belt buckle with 
a tongue-shaped fitting and a shield-shaped pin (of Byzantine provenance) 171, heavily 
damaged, fragmented iron flint, two small flints, skeletal remains of a small rodent 
(possibly a squirrel); Grave 26: probable remains of a female skeleton, biconical spindle 
whorl made of baked dark grey clay, iron knife broken in two pieces172; first half 6th 

century
 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 29–30; VINSKI 1960–1961, 232: VINSKI 1964, 108; VINSKI 1971a, 55; VINSKI 

1971b, 383; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 10–17; CSALLÁNY 1961, 241; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–
VINSKI 1962, 77–80, No. 77.

5. Kupinovo, Pećinci municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 fragmented bone comb, upper part decorated with a head of a fantastic animal; chance 

find at an unknown site; 6th century
 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 80, No. 79.

6. Kuzmin, Sremska Mitrovica municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 pear-shaped container made of grey clay, wheel-turned and decorated with stamped 

ornament consisting of crosses and latticed rhombuses; chance find at the Državno 
dobro 7 jul site in 1954

7. Mačvanska Mitrovica, Sremska Mitrovica municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, 
Serbia
 iron fibula, six amber beads, one chalcedony bead, copper-alloy sheet fibula with 

rectangular plate, large silver belt buckle with a diamond-shaped plate decorated with 
an intricate scrollwork ornament, damaged iron knife; from a grave likely cointaining a 
female skeleton (Grave 149) within the late antique necropolis complex investigated in 
systematic excavations from 1966 through 1970; the Zidine-Širingrad site; first half 6th 

century
 Lit. SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 213; ERCEGOVIĆ-PAVLOVIĆ 1979–1980, 172; ERCEGOVIĆ-

PAVLOVIĆ 1980, 15 (Tombe 149), 39, 62; ERCEGOVIĆ-PAVLOVIĆ 1982, 20–23; KISS 1984, 64, 
66, 72, 74; HILBERG 2009, 141, 144; CURTA–GÂNDILĂ 2013, 118. 

171 VINSKI 1967 (1974), 43, 80, note 515 includes the belt buckle into the group of Mediterranean type belt 
buckles.

172 Three skulls coming from this necropolis and now kept in the Archaeological museum in Zagreb were 
artifi cially deformed (WERNER 1956a, 107; PÁRDUCZ 1963, 30, No. 45; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 34; PILARIĆ 1970, 
188; SLABE 1978, 67).
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8. Mrzović, Semeljci municipality, Osijek-Baranya County, Croatia
 fragmented cast bow fibula made of silver with partially preserved gilding; chance find 

at an unknown site; late 5th/early 6th century
 Lit. RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012b, 8, 16, No. 2.

9. Neštin, Bačka Palanka municipality, South Bačka District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 double-egded sword; chance find at at an unknown site; late 5th/first half 6th century
 Lit. PRIBAKOVIĆ 1955, 36; VINSKI 1957, 21, 34; CSALLÁNY 1961, 241; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–

KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 81, No. 81:2; MAJNARIĆ-PANDŽIĆ 1994, 90.

10. Novi Banovci (Burgenae), Stara Pazova municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, 
Serbia
a) cast bow fibula made of low silver, fragment of cast bow fibula made of bronze, foot of 

a silver bow fibula, cast and notched, fragment of bow fibula made of gilded silver, cast 
and notched, cast bow fibula made of bronze, head decorated with circle with a dot, 
cast bow fibula made of bronze, head decorated with three triangles; chance finds at the 
Purger site; second half/late 5th century

 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 28; CSALLÁNY 1961, 240; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 82–83, 
No. 82:8–12, 14; NÉMETH 1987, 225, No. 11j-k.

b) bow fibula made of silver, cast and notched, unfinished (foot missing)173, bow fibula made 
of gilded bronze with bezel settings for almandine inlays (missing), cast and notched, 
fragment of bow fibula made of bronze with lateral bezel settings for almandine inlays 
(missing), cast and notched, fragmented bow fibula made of silver with a zoomorphic 
terminal, cast and notched, bow fibula made of bronze, cast and notched, cast bronze 
fibula in the shape of bird, uncomplete (unfinished?); chance finds at the Purger site; 
first half 6th century

 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 28; CSALLÁNY 1961, 239, 240; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 
83–84, No. 82:15–20; NÉMETH 1987, 225–226, No. 11m-p.

c) bronze fibula in the shape of letter E with bird heads, cast and notched174; chance find at 
the Purger site; 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 84, No. 82:21.
d) cast eagle-shaped fibula made of bronze, decorated with concentric circles with a dot175; 

chance find at the Purger site; probably 5th century
 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 28; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 84, No. 82:22.
e) cast earring made of bronze with a polyhedron decorated with a concentric circle motif 

with a dot, cast earring made of bronze with a polyhedron176; chance finds at the Purger 
site; 5th-6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 84.85, No. 82:23–24.
f) cast belt fi tt ing made of copper, tin and lead alloy177, cast purse buckle made of silver, 

cast bronze pin of a large buckle178; chance finds at the Purger site; 6th century
 Lit. CSALLÁNY 1961, 240; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 85, No. 82:25–27; VINSKI 

1967 (1974), XLV, T. 45/7, 82, note 553.
173 The item is said to indicate the existence of a local jewelry workshop at Burgenae (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–

VINSKI 1962).
174 The item is suggested to probably be a piece of Lombard jewelry in use by Gepids.
175 The item is said to be a barbarized workmanship modeled after the late Roman provincial tradition 

(DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
176 Items are suggested to belong to the late Roman provincial tradition and be of late Roman or Germanic 

provenance.
177 VINSKI 1967 (1974), 45 includes the item into the belt buckle types of so-called Mediterranean, i.e. late 

Roman origin.
178 Items are suggested to be of Germanic provenance (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
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g) fi ve cast oval belt buckles made of silver, massive oval belt buckle made of bronze179; 
chance finds at the Purger site; 5th-6th century

 Lit. CSALLÁNY 1961, 239–240; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 85, No. 82:28,30.
h) cast oval belt buckle made of bronze, four cast ribbed fibulae made of bronze180; chance 

finds at the Purger site; 6th century
 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 85, No. 82:29,31.
i) damaged bronze belt buckle181; chance found at an unknown site
 Lit. VINSKI 1967 (1974), 43, T. XXXIX/11, 79, note 500.

11. Nuštar/its environs, Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
 cast bow fibula made of bronze182; chance find at an unknown site; 5th-6th century
 Lit. RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012b, 8, 16, No. 1.

12. Obrež, Pećinci municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 container, decorated with incused circular and semicircular ornaments183; chance find at 

an unknown site; 5th-6th century
 Lit. KOVAČEVIĆ 1960, 32; VINSKI 1960–1961, 233; TOMIČIĆ 2000, 275.

13. Rakovac, Beočin municipality, South Bačka District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
a) two cast oval buckles made of bronze, one of which is silver-plated; chance find at the 

Stručice site in 1909; 5th-6th century
 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 31; CSALLÁNY 1961, 242; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 89, No. 

84:2.
b) double-edged sword with a damascened blade, a ribbed pommel made of bronze, and 

a scabbard mouth fitting made of silver sheet, gilded and ribbed on one side, fragment 
of scabbard fitting made of silver184; chance find at the Stručice site in 1909; 5th-6th(?) 
century

 Lit. PRIBAKOVIĆ 1955; VINSKI 1957, 34; CSALLÁNY 1961, 242; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–
VINSKI 1962, 89–90, No. 84:3.

14. Sotin (Cornacum), Vukovar municipality, Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
 small fragmented cast silver bow fibula185; chance find at the Vrućak site; second half 5th 

century
 Lit. UGLEŠIĆ 1993–1994, 146, No. 1, 147; TOMIČIĆ 2000, 270; ILKIĆ 2007, 279, 282, NO. 4; 

RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 429.

15. Sremska Mitrovica (Sirmium)/its environs, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
a) gilded fibulae and gold beads186; discovered during the 1958 and 1959 rescue excavations 

at the Site 3, 6 Sveti Stefan Square; late 5th/early 6th century
 Lit. MILOŠEVIĆ 1994, 13 (Site 3).

179 Items are suggested to be of Germanic provenance (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
180 Items are suggested to be of Germanic provenance (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
181 The item is kept at the Archaeological Museum of Zagreb, is said to have belonged to a destroyed Gepid 

grave and has been included into the group of Mediterranean type belt buckles. Cf. VINSKI 1967 (1974).
182 The item is suggested to be of East Germanic (Ostrogothic or Gepid) provenance.
183 The item is suggested to be of Germanic or Gepid provenance.
184 The item is said to be a rare exemple of a luxurious spatha from the Migration Period in the territory of (the 

now former) Yugoslavia (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
185 The item is tentatively att ributed to the Ostrogoths, and as such is listed in GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 

(2015), 192, No. 13. RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 429 identifi es it with large silver sheet bow fi bulae that are said 
to be typical of the Ostrogothic female costume in the Danube area, even though the fi bula in question is 
small and fragmented.

186 Items are suggested to stem from a Germanic grave.
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b) cast bronze loop decorated with animal heads187; chance find at the Zelengora 
Agricultural Estate site east of Sremska Mitrovica in 1959; 5th-6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokalitet poljoprivredno imanje 
„Zelengora“:1.

c) two double-edged swords, heavily damaged; chance find at an unknown site; second 
half 5th/early 6th century

 Lit. VINSKI 1955, 36–38; VINSKI 1957, 34; PRIBAKOVIĆ 1955, 36; CSALLÁNY 1961, 241; 
DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokalitet nepoznat:1.

d) cast oval belt buckle made of bronze with a two arched-shaped face and a zoomorphic 
terminal, oval cast belt buckle made of bronze with a ribbed face188; chance finds at the 
96 Krajiška Street site; 5th-6th century

 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 30–31; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokalitet 
Krajiška ulica br. 96:1–2.

e) elaborate cast belt buckle made of bronze, decorated with a spiral curve, with a furrow 
on a face side, four cast oval belt buckles made of bronze, moulded pin of a large belt 
buckle189; chance finds at an unknown site; 5th-6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokaliet nepoznat:1–2.
f) cast oval belt buckle made of bronze, with a ribbed face190; chance find at the so-called 

Probe 24 site; 5th-6th century
 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokalitet tzv. Sonda 24:1.
g) fragmented bone comb with one row of teeth, decorated with notched ornaments, 

fragmented bone comb with two rows of teeth; chance finds during rescue excavations 
at the corner of 13 Braća Radić Street and Dr Božidar Adžija Street (now the corner of 
Pivarska Street and Branko Radičević Street) site in 1960; 5th-6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokalitet ulica Braće Radić br. 13 i 
d-r Adžije (Pivara):1–2; MILOŠEVIĆ 1994, 11–12 (Site 1a).

h) fragments of containers made of grey-black clay, wheel-turned and decorated with 
stamped ornament consisting of latticed rhombuses and slanted crosses; discovered 
during the 1960–1961 excavations at the site Boško Palkovljević – Pinki Elementary 
School / 19 Zmaj Jovina Street (Site 4); first half 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 93, No. 88:Lokalitet Osmogodišnja škola 
„Boško Palkovljević – Pinki“, ulica Zmaj Jovina br. 19:1; MILOŠEVIĆ 1994, 13–14 (Site 4).

i) two graves discovered northwest of the thermae complex during the 1960 systematic 
excavations, one of which was completely destroyed, while the other contained a young 
person’s skeleton

 Grave 1: bone comb with two rows of teeth, decorated with carved linear ornaments, 
oval iron belt buckle, small cast oval belt buckle made of bronze; late 5th/first half 6th 
century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 93, No. 88:Grob 1.
j) partially destroyed female grave that contained a skeleton, a large amber bead, and 

a biconical bead made of gold sheet, decorated with vertical furrows, a pair of bow 
fibula, one complete and one fragmented, made of gilded silver, cast and notched, 
lavishly decorated with plate-shaped and en cabochon cut almandines, niello motifs 
and hallmarking, head and leg decorated with curves, with stylized animal heads and 
birds of prey heads around the head of the fibula and on the terminal part of its leg, 

187 The item is suggested to be of Germanic provenance and tentatively att ributed to Ostrogoths.
188 Items are suggested to be of Ostrogothic or Gepid provenance (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
189 Items are suggested to be of Germanic provenance.
190 The item is suggested to be of Germanic provenance.
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birds of prey heads decorated with almandines191; chance find at the Puškinova Street 
site in 1959; late 5th century

 Lit. VINSKI 1962, 76–77; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 93–94, No. 88:Lokalitet 
Puškinova ulica:1–3; ERCEGOVIĆ-PAVLOVIĆ 1982, 21; MILOŠEVIĆ 1994, 14 (Site 5). 

k) remains of dwellings partly dug into the ground, attributed to Gepids, fragmented 
pottery, all discovered during the 1968 and 1969 rescue excavations; Site 37, the corner 
of Vuka Karadžića Street and Svetog Save Street; 5th century

 Lit. MILOŠEVIĆ 1969, 195; MILOŠEVIĆ 1994, 31 (Site 37); JEREMIĆ 2006, 145.
l) graves dug between the Roman-time walls of a building at the forum in Sirmium, 

discovered during rescue excavations in 1970 and determined as Germanic; Site 46, 9 
Kralj Petar I Street; late 5th century

 Lit. MILOŠEVIĆ 1994, 36 (Site 46).
m) six graves discovered during systematic excavations from 2003 through 2005192

 Grave 74: male skeleton, spoon made of bronze, fragmented rim of a glass container; 
Grave 93: male skeleton, withouth grave goods; Grave 134: remains of male child 
skeleton, bone comb with one row of teeth, plate decorated with alternating rows of 
parallel and crossed carvings, fragment of bone comb with two rows of teeth, bronze 
knife point, iron knife blade with the preserved handle base and plate, bracelet made 
of bronze with open terminals ending with loops, belt buckle, flint; Grave 157: male 
skeleton, without grave goods; Grave 158: remains of male skeleton, bone comb, knife, 
clasp made of bronze with no needle, fragmented belt buckle; Grave 160: heavily 
damaged male skeleton, without grave goods; second half/late 6th century

 Site 85, the corner of Vuka Karadžića Street and Svetog Save Street; 6th century
 Lit. MILADINOVIĆ 2006, 410, note 4. 
n) modest dwellings organized on top of the carefully leveled rubble of collapsed walls 

of earlier massive structures south of hippodrome, complete small Gepid settlement 
consisting of wooden cottages partly dug into the ground, i.e. debris, plaster and floor 
mosaics of abandoned Roman-time buildings, habitations were placed relatively close 
to each other, burials recorded in the vicinity193; Site 85; 6th century

 Lit. JEREMIĆ 2006, 144–145.
o) seven graves discovered during the 2006 and 2007 rescue excavations at the Site 1a, the 

corner of Branko Radičević Street and Kuzminska Street
 Grave 1: male child skeleton, without grave goods; Grave 2: female child skeleton; Grave 

3: male child skeleton, large fragmented oval iron belt buckle; Grave 4: double grave 
with one female and one male child skeletons, one small belt buckle made of bronze, 
one belt buckle made of bronze with a shield-shaped pin, iron scramasax knife, mid-
fourth-century Roman bronze coins, string with nineteen beads made of glass paste, 
one bead made of glass paste, one amber bead, fragmented bone comb with two rows 
of teeth; Grave 5: poorly preserved female child skeleton, biconical amber bead (found 
outside but close to the grave, and assumed to be a part of the grave inventory); Grave 6: 
female skeleton, without grave goods; Grave 7a: remains of male child skeleton; Grave 
7b: male skeleton with traces of artificial cranial deformation, small oval belt buckle 
made of bronze194; outside the graves: bone plate with six rivets, small fragment of bone 

191 Items are suggested to be of Ostrogothic or Gepid provenance (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).
192 The buried deceased were determined as Germanic based on the fi nd of pott ery decorated with stamped 

ornament consisting of latt iced rhombuses (MILADINOVIĆ 2006, 410, note 4).
193 In 2005, a well-preserved skeleton with an accompanying dagger was discovered not far from a Gepid hut 

at Site 85 (JEREMIĆ 2006, 159, note 26).
194 The belt buckle is listed as the inventory of the grave 7a but at the same time mentioned to have been found 

in the grave 7b (cf. PEJOVIĆ–LUČIĆ 2011, 396, 407, 408).
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comb with two rows of teeth, small oval belt buckle made of bronze, fragmented iron 
belt buckle, rectangular bone comb with two rows of teeth, fragmented bone comb with 
two rows of teeth;195 550s and 560s

 Lit. PEJOVIĆ–LUČIĆ 2011, esp. 405–409.

16. Sremski Karlovci, South Bačka District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 bow fibula made of bronze silver alloy with gilding, cast and notched, lavishly decorated 

with spiral curves, almandines and a trace of niello, with animal heads on its head and 
on the terminal part of its leg196; chance find at the Rovine (Strasser’s vinyard) site in 
1905; late 5th century

 Lit. KOVAČEVIĆ 1960, 32; VINSKI 1957, 27; VINSKI 1962, 76–77; CSALLÁNY 1961, 240; 
DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 91, No. 87:1; ERCEGOVIĆ-PAVLOVIĆ 1982, 21.

17. Tordinci/its environs, Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
 fragmented cast bow fibula made of silver197; chance find at an unknown site; 6th century
 Lit. RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012b, 8, 16, No. 3.

18. Vinkovci (Cibalae), Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
a) bow fibula made of bronze, cast and notched; chance find at an unknown site; first half 

6th century
 Lit. VINSKI 1957, 31; CSALLÁNY 1961, 241; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 97, No. 

90:1; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190, T.27/1; BOJČIĆ 1984, 214; DIZDAR 1999, 66, 151, No. 317; 
RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 139, cat. no. 443; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 430–431; RAPAN PAPEŠA 
2012b, 11–12.

b) belt buckle of the so-called Mediterranean type made of bronze, decorated with 
engraved and chased ornament and with a missing pin198; chance find at an unknown 
site; 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 191, T.27/8; DIZDAR 1999, 66, 151, No. 318; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 
431.

c) fragment of container made of dark grey clay, wheel-turned and decorated with 
stamped ornament consisting of latticed rhombuses; chance find in the schoolyard of 
the First Elementary School in 1972; 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190, T.27/2; SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 220–221, T.V/12; RAPAN 
PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.

d) fragment of container made of light greyish clay and decorated with stamped ornament; 
chance find in the garden owned by Takšić family in 1972; 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190, T.27/3; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.
e) nine fragments of two(?) containers made of clay and decorated with stamped ornament, 

first group is dark brown grey colored (four fragments), the second one is dark grey 
colored (five fragments), lower part of glass goblet; excavations at the Tržnica site in 
1962; 6th century

195 Since the discovered grave goods were sparse, the necropolis is att ributed to Gepids on the strength of an 
assumption that the Gepid material culture was modest as a result of their sedentary agricultural lifestyle 
(PEJOVIĆ–LUČIĆ 2011, 404).

196 The item is suggested to be a luxurious jewelry of Gepid or Ostrogothic provenance from the Danubian 
workshops (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962).

197 The item is suggested to likely be of Gepid provenance, even though the Ostrogothic provenance is not 
entirely excluded (RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012b, 8–9).

198 It has also been remarked that this belt buckle is similar to the one found in Osijek and dated to the seventh 
century, i.e. the time of the First Avar khaganate (cf. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 191, with DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–
VINSKI 1962, 114, No. 96:Slučajni nalazi:1), but belt buckles of the so-called Mediterranean type may also be 
dated to the second half of the sixth century (VINSKI 1967 [1974], 41–42; PETRINEC 2010, 199).
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 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1966, 70, T.17/9–17; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190, T.27/4, 191, T.27/5; SIMONI 
1977–1978 (1979), 217, 220, T.V/1–9; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.

f) fragment of container made of light grey clay decorated with stamped ornament; 
excavations at the Ervenica site; 6th century

 Lit. SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 221, T.V/10; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.
g) fragment of container made of grey clay with stamped ornament consisting of elongated 

latticed rhombuses, small circular stamping marks and slanted crosses; chance find at 
an unkown site; 6th century

 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190; SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 220, T.V/11; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 
433, Fig. 78.

h) two pottery fragments decorated with stamped ornament; chance find at an unknown 
site; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 155, No. 338; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.
i) two artificially deformed skulls, two urns, with no detailed description or close 

information199; chance find in 1908; 6th century(?)
 Lit. PÁRDUCZ 1963, 31, No. 48; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190; SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 221; 

DIZDAR 1999, 66.
j) one unfurnished skeletal grave discovered by chance at the Nova Pošta site, Matije 

Antuna Reljkovića Street, in 1954; 6th century
 Lit. KORDA 1960, 54; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 84; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 8, 16, No. 1.
k) four skeletal graves, one of which furnished with grave goods, discovered at the Pošta I 

site, 3 Matije Antuna Reljkovića Street, during the 1971 rescue excavations
 Grave 4: container decorated with stamped ornament; 6th century
 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 66; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 152; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 8, 16, Nos. 2–5; 

RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.
l) sixteen skeletal graves, five of which furnished with grave goods and one with a double 

burial, discovered at the PIK Vinkovci site, Jurja Dalmatinca Street, during the 1976 and 
1977 rescue excavations

 Grave 8: bone comb with two rows of teeth; Grave 9: bone comb with one row of teeth; 
Grave 33: double burial; Grave 32: nine spherical necklace pendants made of bronze 
with a suspension loop; Grave 35: unintelligible bronze Roman coins; outside the graves 
(quadrant VI): pottery fragments decorated with stamped ornament; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 66, 68, 154, Nos. 332–335;  ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 65–66, 152; ISKRA-
JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 138, cat. nos. 437, 438, 
139, cat. no. 441; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 8, 16, Nos. 6–11, 17, Nos. 12–18, 18, Nos. 19–21; 
RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 431, Fig. 74.3, 74.4, 432, Fig. 76.1, 77.2, 433, Fig. 78.

m) pottery fragment decorated with stamped ornament, discovered at the Nama Mall site 
(quadrant XXXII) during the 1977 rescue excavations; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 68, 155, No. 336; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433, Fig. 78.
n) three skeletal graves discovered at the Jugobanka (now Cibalae banka) site, 5 Duga 

Street, during the 1977 and 1978 rescue excavations
 Grave 1: child’s skeleton; Grave 2: male skeleton; Grave 3: female skeleton; all 

unfurnished burials; outside the graves: pottery fragments decorated with stamped 
ornament; 6th century

 Lit. ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 152; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 8, 18, Nos. 22–24.
o) six skeletal graves, two of which furnished with grave goods, discovered at the 19–21 

Duga Street site during the 1988 rescue excavations
199 It was fi rst suggested that the skulls belonged to the time of the Hun domination (WERNER 1956a; PÁRDUCZ 

1963), but now it is believed that they are of later date and Gepid provenance (DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 190; 
DIZDAR 1999, 66).
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 Grave 1: female skeleton; Grave 2: female and child skeletons; Grave 3: child skeleton; 
Grave 4: child skeleton, bronze loop; Grave 5: female skeleton; Grave 6: necklace 
consisting of twenty-three beads of different shapes, sixteen of which are made of amber 
and seven are made of glass paste, belt buckle made of iron with oval frame and cut-
base pin, bronze loop, possibly part of a purse, biconical and vertically pierced spindle 
whorl, possibly part of a purse; outside the graves: fragment of pot with stamped 
ornament; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 66, 152, Nos. 323–325, 153, No. 326, 155, No. 337; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 1992 
(1993), 70; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 152;  ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; 
RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 138, cat. no. 440, 139, cat. nos. 445–446; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 8–9, 
18, Nos. 25–27, 19, Nos. 28–30; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 431, Fig. 73.1, 74.1, 432, Fig. 75.1, 
75.3, 433.

p) two skeletal graves, only one furnished with grave goods, discovered at the 27 Duga 
Street site during the 1989 rescue excavations

 Grave 2: bracelet made of bronze with slightly extended and traversing terminals, a 
cylindrical bead made of chalk-like paste used as a spindle whorl; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 66, 68, 153, Nos. 328–329; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 1992 (1993), 74; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 
2001, 152; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 138, 
cat. no. 439, 139, cat. no. 442; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 9, 19, Nos. 31–32; RAPAN PAPEŠA 
2012a, 431, 432, Fig. 75.2, 433.

q) one skeletal grave discovered at the Uglovnica/Pošta II site, 1 Matije Antuna Reljkovića 
Street, during the 1989 rescue excavations 

 Grave 1: male skeleton, bone comb with one row of teeth; 6th century
 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 68, 154, No. 331; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 152; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; 

ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 138, cat. no. 437; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 9, 
19, No. 33; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 431, 432, Fig. 76.3.

r) one skeletal grave discovered at the Croatia osiguranje site in Vladimira Nazora Street 
during the 1991 rescue excavations

 Grave 1: female skeleton, iron knife (or possibly one blade of a scissors200); outside the 
grave: pottery fragment with stamped ornament; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 66, 68, 153, No. 330; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 152; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; 
ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 9, 19, No. 34; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 431, 
Fig. 72.4, 433.

s) one skeletal grave discovered at the 23 Duga Street site during the 1993 rescue excavations
 Grave 1: male skeleton, bone comb with two rows of teeth; 6th century
 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 68, 153, No. 327; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 1992 (1993), 74; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 

152; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 138, cat. no. 
438; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 20, No. 35; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 431, 432, Fig. 77.2.

t) ten skeletal graves discovered at the Alojzija Ulman Passage site during the 1993 rescue 
excavations

 Grave 1: male skeleton, heavily fragmented knife (two blade fragments), belt buckle 
made of iron with oval frame and cut-base pin; Grave 2: skeleton of unknown sex; Grave 
3: skeleton of unknown sex, bone comb with two rows of teeth; Grave 4: male skeleton, 
bronze item; Grave 5: male skeleton; Grave 6: female skeleton; Grave 7: female skeleton, 
bone comb with one row of teeth; Grave 8: male skeleton; Grve 9: only skull; Grave 10: 
child skeleton; 6th century

 Lit. DIZDAR 1999, 66, 68, 151, Nos. 319–320, 152, Nos. 321–322; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 88, 
152; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2005, 41; ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2007, 292; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2009, 138, cat. nos. 

200 RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 14, 15.
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437, 438; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 20, Nos. 36–45; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 431, Fig. 73.2, 73.3, 
432, Fig. 76.2, 77.1, 433.

u) one skull discovered at the 33 Duga Street site during the 1995 rescue excavations; 6th 

century(?)
 Lit. ISKRA-JANOŠIĆ 2001, 152; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 9, 20, No. 46.
v) three skeletal graves discovered at the 11 Hrvatskih Žrtava Street site during the 2007 

rescue excavations
 Grave 1: male skeleton; Grave 2: male skeleton, iron knife point; Grave 3: child skeleton; 

outside the graves: pottery fragments with stamped ornament; 6th century
 Lit. RAPAN PAPEŠA–VULIĆ 2007 (2008), 72–73; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 9, 20, No. 47, 21, Nos. 

48–49; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433.
w) two unfurnished skeletal graves discovered at the Glagoljaškoj Street bb (without 

number) site during the 2007 rescue excavations
 outside the graves: pottery fragments with stamped ornament; 6th century
 Lit. VULIĆ–KRZNARIĆ ŠKRIVANKO–RAPAN PAPEŠA 2007 (2008), 71; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 9, 

21, Nos. 50–51; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 433; ROKSANDIĆ 2012, 135, 136–151, T.1–4.
x) dwellings, the first type that reused Late Roman structures as flooring, and the second 

type that consists of sunken-floored buildings, circular and cylindrical pits for waste 
material, pottery fragments with stamped decoration, discovered at the 12 Kralja 
Zvonimira Street site during rescue excavations; 6th century

 Lit. RAPAN PAPEŠA–ROKSANDIĆ 2016, 151–152, Fig. 4, 153, Fig. 5, 155–156.
y) pottery kiln, stamp made of animal bone; discovered at the 14 Kralja Zvonimira Street 

site during rescue excavations; 6th century
 Lit. RAPAN PAPEŠA–ROKSANDIĆ 2016, 155.

19. Zemun (Taurunum)/its environs, Belgrade, Serbia
a) double-edged sword; chance find at an unknown site (possibly the Town’s Park); late 

5th/first half 6th century
 Lit. PRIBAKOVIĆ 1955, 36; VINSKI 1957, 21, 34; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 104, 

No. 93:site unknown:1.
b) cast bronze pin of a belt buckle, decorated with three ribs201; chance find at the Beljarica 

site; 5th-6th century
 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 104, No. 93:Lokalitet Beljarica:1.
c) fragmented cast bow fibula made of bronze, two cast belt buckles made of bronze, 

round with elongated pins202; chance find at the Kapela site in 1956; 5th century
 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 105, No. 93:Lokalitet Kapela:1–2.
d) cast oval belt buckle made of bronze with a missing pin203; chance find at the Kapela site 

in 1956; 5th-6th century
 Lit. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 105, No. 93:Lokalitet Kapela:3; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 

1967, 231; IVANIŠEVIĆ 1999, 98, 105.

201 The item is suggested to be of Germanic provenance. 
202 The fi bula is suggested to be of Ostrogothic or Gepid provenance, while the belt buckles are determined as 

Germanic (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 105, No. 93:Lokalitet Kapela:1–2).
203 The item is suggested to be of Germanic provenance.
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Numismatic  finds (Gepid and Eastern Roman coins204 from eastern Slavonia and Syrmia)

20.  Dalj (Teutoburgium)/its environs, Erdut municipality, Osijek-Baranya County, Croatia
a) two quarter-siliquae struck by Gepid king Cunimund in the name of Justinian I; chance 

finds at an unknown site; ca. 560/564–567
 Lit. BRUNŠMID 1924, 1–2; STEFAN 1925, 14–15, 17; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 

111, No. 95/Lokaliteti nepoznati: 1–2; DEMO 1981, 464; BOJČIĆ 1984, 214; SEKELJ IVANČAN 
1995, 232, No. 755; GÖRICKE-LUKIĆ 1998, 1147; MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 210, Nos. 
865, 868; TOMIČIĆ 2000, 276; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 430 .

b) three folles from 527/538, follis from 534/539, two 12-nummia from 527/565, struck by 
Justinian I; chance finds

 Lit.  GÖRICKE-LUKIĆ 1998, 1150, Nos. 6, 8, 1152, No. 26, 1153, Nos. 41, 43, 154, No. 45.

21. Jarčina (canal), Ruma municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 solidus from 537/542, struck by Justinian I; chance find
 Lit. MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 149, No. 83.

204 As for the eastern Roman coinage, only pieces struck by Justin I, Justinian I and Justin II (until 567) have 
been included.

Map 2. A distribution of sites with 6th-century coin fi nds in southeastern Pannonia
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22. Laslovo/Szentlászló, Ernestinovo municipality, Osijek-Baranya County, Croatia
 follis from 527/565, struck by Justinian I; chance find
 Lit. GÖRICKE-LUKIĆ 1998, 1155, No. 58. 

23. Mačvanska Mitrovica, Sremska Mitrovica municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, 
Serbia205

 40-nummis from 518/527, struck by Justin I, 40-nummis from 518/538, struck by either 
Justin I or Justinian I, 20-nummis from 541/543(?), 20-nummis from 558/559, struck by 
Justinian I; chance finds

 Lit. POPOVIĆ 1978, 182, Nos. 3, 9, 183, Nos. 12, 16, 192 = POPOVIĆ 2003, 326, No. 3, 327, 
Nos. 9, 12, 16, 338.

24. Novi Banovci (Burgenae), Stara Pazova municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, 
Serbia
a) quarter-siliqua struck by Gepid king Cunimund in the name of Justinian I; chance find 

at the Purger site206; ca. 560/564–567
 Lit. ALFÖLDI 1924, 24; BRUNŠMID 1924, 2; STEFAN 1925, 14; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–

VINSKI 1962, 86, br. 82/34; DEMO 1981, 464; MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 210, No. 864; 
TOMIČIĆ 2000, 276

b) 16-nummis from 542/547, 16-nummis from 547/552, 40-nummis from 547/548, struck by 
Justinian I; chance finds

 Lit. ALFÖLDI 1924, 23; METCALF 1960, 435, Nos. 25–27; KOVAČEVIĆ 1962–1963, 127–128; 
MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 152, No. 132, 155, No. 176, 156, No. 179.

25. Osijek (Mursa), Osijek-Baranya County, Croatia
 12-nummis from 527/565, pentanummis from 542/552, follis from 527/538, follis from 

543/544, solidus from 538/545, and tremissis from 527/565, struck by Justinian I; chance 
finds

 Lit. ALFÖLDI 1924, 29; METCALF 1960, 436, No. 85; KOVAČEVIĆ 1962–1963, 127–128; 
GÖRICKE-LUKIĆ 1998, 1149, Nos. 1–2, 1150, No. 7, 1151, No. 20, 1152, No. 28, 1154, No. 
44; MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 152, No. 125.

26. Sotin (Cornacum), Vukovar municipality, Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
 16-nummis from 527/565, struck by Justinian I; chance find at the Jaroš site
 Lit. ILKIĆ 2007, 279, 282–283, No. 5.

27. Sremska Mitrovica (Sirmium)/its environs, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
a) two half-siliquae struck by Gepid king Cunimund in the name of Justinian I and Justin 

II respectively; chance finds from the environs of Sremska Mitrovica; ca. 560/564–567
 Lit. BRUNŠMID 1924, 1–2; STEFAN 1925, 13, 16, 17; METCALF 1960, 434, Nos. 10–11;  

DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 93, No. 88/lokalitet br. 21/1; DEMO 1981, 464; 
MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 210, Nos. 866–867; TOMIČIĆ 2000, 276.

b) 16 nummis from 518/522, three 40-nummia from 518/522, two 40-nummia from 518/527, 
struck by Justin I, 40-nummis from 518/538, struck by either Justin I or Justinian I, 

205 There are several coins struck by Justin I, or either Justin I or Justinian I, or Justinian I, and recorded to have 
been found either in Mačvanska Mitrovica or Sremska Mitrovica (POPOVIĆ 1978, 182, Nos. 4: 40-nummis 
from 518/527, 8: 40-nummis from 518/538, 9: 20-nummis from 518/538, 10: 40-nummis from 537/548, 11: 
40-nummis from 537/548, 183, No. 17: 20-nummis from 543/544 = POPOVIĆ 2003, 326, No. 4, 327, Nos. 8–11, 
17, 338).

206 One other (fragmented) silver quarter-siliqua, found at an unknown site in Novi Banovci, has been 
previously tentatively att ributed to the Gepid king Turisind (Thorisin) (546–560/564) (cf. STEFAN 1925, 20–
22; MEIXNER 1956, 5; DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 85–86, No. 82:33; MRKOBRAD 1980, 57; DEMO 
1981, 464). However, now it is believed to be perhaps Ostrogothic (DEMO 1994, 25, 36, 148).
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16-nummis from 538/542, 16-nummis from 542/547, 20-nummis from 541/542, 20-nummis 
from 544/545(?), 20-nummis from 551/552, 40-nummis from 559/560, 20-nummis from 
563/564, 40-nummis from 557/558, struck by Justinian I, 20-nummis from 565/566, 
20-nummis from 565/569, 20-nummis from 567/568, struck by Justin II; chance finds and 
finds from archaeological excavations

 Lit. ALFÖLDI 1924, 29; METCALF 1960, 433, Nos. 1–3; KOVAČEVIĆ 1963, 128; MIRNIK–
ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 146, Nos. 50, 52, 148, No. 71, 155, Nos. 166, 177, 163, No. 288; 
POPOVIĆ 1978, 182, Nos. 2 (Site 28, from the 1961 campaign), 5 (the Southern Wall site/
VII, from the 1963 campaign), 7 (chance find, Site 4?), 183, Nos. 13 (the Southern Wall 
site/154A, from the 1971 campaign), 14 (chance find, Site 35?), 15 (the Southern Wall 
site/153B, from the 1971 campaign), 18 (the Sector IV/127, from the 1961 campaign), 19 
(the Southern Wall site/74), 22 (Site 31, from the 1961 campaign), 184, No. 23 (Site 37, 
from the 1968 campaign), 185, No. 44 (chance find, near the northern wall?), 191–192 = 
POPOVIĆ 2003, 326, Nos. 2, 5, 327, Nos. 7, 13–15, 328, Nos. 18–19, 22, 329, No. 23, 330, No. 
44, 337–338.

28. Stari Slankamen (Acumincum), Inđija municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, 
Serbia
 a hoard of three 16-nummia from 538/542, 16-nummis from 542/547, 14-nummis from 

542/543, struck by Justinian I; chance finds
 Lit. METCALF 1960, 436, Nos. 79–83, 439–440, F; KOVAČEVIĆ 1962–1963, 128; MIRNIK 1981, 

89, No. 350; MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 155, Nos. 167–168, 171, 173, 159, No. 233.

29. Surduk (Rittium), Stara Pazova municipality, Syrmia District, Vojvodina province, Serbia
 40-nummis from 522/527, struck by Justin I, 20-nummis from 541/542, struck by Justinian 

I; chance finds
 Lit. ALFÖLDI 1924, 24, MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 147, No. 62, 163, No. 283.

30. Vinkovci (Cibalae), Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
 40-nummis from 539/540, struck by Justinian; chance find
 Lit. GÖRICKE-LUKIĆ 1998, 1150, No. 11; MIRNIK–ŠEMROV 1997–1998, 151, No. 108.

31. Zemun (Taurunum), Belgrade, Serbia
 follis from 518/527 struck by Justin I, two folles from 546/547, struck by Justinian I; 

chance finds
 Lit. Kovačević 1963, 128 (Jugoslavija:1; Jugoslavija, Srem:4).

As already pointed out, the archaeological record of artifacts ascribed to Gepids is dominated by 
chance/stray finds. So far the rescue and systematic archaeological excavations that have yielded 
the material with an exact archaeological context have been conducted only at Jakovo, Mačvanska 
Mitrovica, Sremska Mitrovica and Vinkovci, a too small number in comparison with the total of 
twenty sites of immediate interest. The tabular representation is as follows:
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Table 1. The distribution of archaeological fi nds by type and circumstances of discovery

Archaeological Site Type of Finds Circumstances of Discovery
Batajnica/its environs grave goods?

grave goods
chance/stray find
probe excavations

Belegiš grave goods? settlement finds? chance/stray find
Dalj coinage chance/stray find
Ilok grave goods? chance/stray find
Jakovo grave goods chance/stray find

systematic excavations
Kupinovo grave goods? chance/stray find
Kuzmin grave goods? settlement finds? chance/stray find
Mačvanska Mitrovica grave goods systematic excavations
Mrzović grave goods? chance/stray find
Neštin grave goods? chance/stray find
Novi Banovci grave goods?

coinage
chance/stray find

Nuštar grave goods? chance/stray find
Obrež grave goods? settlement finds? chance/stray find
Rakovac grave goods? chance/stray find
Sotin grave goods? chance/stray find
Sremska Mitrovica grave goods

settlement finds
coinage

chance/stray find
systematic excavations

Sremski Karlovci grave goods? chance/stray find
Tordinci/its environs grave goods? chance/stray find
Vinkovci grave goods

settlement finds
chance/stray find
systematic excavations

Zemun/its environs grave goods? chance/stray find

As customary, grave goods include parts of male and female costume assemblages, pottery, 
jewelry and decoration items as well as tools and sometimes weapons, and rarely coins, among 
which the earlier imperial Roman coins prevail, as seen by finds from Jakovo (grave 4g:5), Sremska 
Mitrovica (grave 15o:4), and Vinkovci (grave 18l:35), except in the case of a Gothic imitation of 
Anastasius I’s solidus from Jakovo (grave 4g:7). In two cases, settlement finds have been discovered: 
remains of dwellings and, apparently, settlement pottery in Sremska Mitrovica (15k, 15n) as well 
as in Vinkovci (18x-y).207 A settlement is also very likely to have existed near the Jakovo-Kormadin 
site, where at least two burial sites of the first half of the sixth century have been detected, of which 
one necropolis has been completely investigated (4f-g).208 As for coinage, no hoards containing 
Gepid coins are known from southern Pannonia, but only single finds by chance from Dalj (20a), 
Novi Banovci (24a) and the environs of Sremska Mitrovica (27a). The only known hoard of coins 
from this period and area is a small hoard consisting of three 16-nummia struck by Justinian I 
in 538/542, discovered at Stari Slankamen (28). Some of the chance/stray finds may perhaps be 
classified as lost objects rather than belonging to destroyed graves. The last observation particularly 
carries weight with regard to how scholars have tended to determine from where certain chance/
stray finds originally come. More often than not such finds are claimed to have originated from 
destroyed graves, even if the circumstances of discovery are quite vague, to say the least. Yet another 
problem-fraught approach is the method of attribution, where, in general, the material of the 

207 Some pott ery fragments found outside graves at various sites in Vinkovci (18l-o, 18r, 18v-w) could also be 
considered as sett lement pott ery.

208 DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1960, 44.
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so-called Germanic provenance that has been excluded from the attribution to the Ostrogoths is by 
method of elimination and/or method of analogy, and with reliance on more reliable archaeological 
contexts from elsewehere, usually attributed to Gepids. Perhaps the most notable example of such 
practices is the material found in the environs of Batajnica, among which a Baldenheim-type clasp 
helmet stands out (1a). The still prevailing attribution has been made based on the location of the 
site and the type of finds. The starting premise is that all objects of the Batajnica group are from a 
burial context. However, the information surrounding the discovery of the artifacts is dubious and 
conflicting. Zdenko Vinski, who was the first to completely publish and discuss the finds, initially 
thought that all finds excluding pots decorated with stamped ornament might stem from a single 
grave.209 Later, however, he seems not to have been certain anymore whether the finds originated 
from a single grave or two graves, although he constructed his interpretation upon the assumption 
that they all belonged to one and the same burial which, based primarily on the find of the „Gepid“ 
pot, he ascribed to a notable Gepid horseman warrior who may have even come into possession 
of the elaborate helmet as a spoil of war.210 It has to be emphasized that only an oral testimony 
by local peasants is what links the majority of these artifacts to one alleged grave spot, but not 
even the exact site is securely known and therefore it is equally possible that the objects were 
collected from different spots. If one builds upon the so-called ethnic ascription method, some of 
the Batajnica artifacts could be interpreted as suggesting that they were in use by a Gepid (sword, 
pot decorated with stamped ornament), whereas other indicate the Gothic provenance (clasp 
helmet with features that link it to north Italian workshops, shield boss). One artifact, namely the 
horse’s bit, could rather belong to a quite different cultural and temporal context, especially if one 
bears in mind that equestrian equipment is said to be rare in Gepid burials and appears usually 
as a result of Avar influences. If one combines this with a further oral testimony by peasants from 
the Batajnica area about the (now lost) finds of stirrups and the horse’s skeleton it seems even 
more likely that the Batajnica finds do not stem from a single grave or, indeed, from the same 
chronological horizon (and it is not even certain that they all belong to a burial context).211 The 
clasp helmets seem to have also been used by Goths as gifts bestowed upon allied princes and then 
redistributed to their followers.212 In this context, it is equally imaginable that the Batajnica clasp 
helmet ended in possession by a Herul notable, since it is known from written sources that the 
Gothic king Theoderic the Great tried to maintain good relations with the Heruls and they were 
settled in the eastern part of southern Pannonia.213 After all, Batajnica is situated at the eastern 
edge of Syrmia, close to modern Belgrade, and its area was part of the once Herul-held territory, 
as was also dominated by Gepids for a while. To add to the point, such helmets seem also to have 
been worn by Eastern Romans, and they might have been produced in the Eastern Roman Empire, 
meaning that the Batajnica example could have been in possession by an Eastern Roman, since 
the area likely fell under Roman sway again already in 552.214 Furthermore, the pot decorated 
with stamped ornament cannot be regarded as a firm ethnic identity marker for the Gepids, since 
the technique is typical for the late Roman ceramic tradition as well as the pottery production of 
the so-called Germanic cultural circle.215 All in all, it is rather evident how the usual attribution of 
the Batajnica finds to a Gepid rests on a shaky foundation. This does not mean that there were no 
209 VINSKI 1954, 176.
210 VINSKI 1957, 3, 24–27. VINSKI 1982, 23 has later suggested that the helmet originated from Sirmium and that 

it came into possession by a Gepid notable or warrior of a princely status (cf. also VINSKI 1976, 42). 
211 Cf. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 74, No. 72:6, 8.
212 HALSALL 2007, 330–331.
213 STEINACHER 2010, 345–351. See also GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2016, 30, with note 76.
214 For a suggestion that the clasp helmets may have been worn by eastern Roman cavalrymen, see STEPHENSON 

2003, 31. For a possible eastern Roman provenance of the Baldenheim-type clasp helmets, cf. VINSKI 1982, 
19–27; VINSKI 1984 (1985), 89–90. It is worth nothing that the Baldenheim-type clasp helmet discovered in 
Salona is inscribed with the name Licinius (VINSKI 1984 [1985], 88; with PITEŠA 2009, 17, No. 12).

215 Cf. RAPAN PAPEŠA–ROKSANDIĆ 2016, 155–156.
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Gepids in the Batajnica area during their decade-long presence in or control of the modern Syrmian 
region, but only that the Batajnica artifacts should not be ascribed to Gepids by automatism.

The same approach has been applied with regard to the ethnic attribution of pots from Belegiš 
and Kuzmin. These are isolated stray finds discovered by chance at sites where so far there 
have been no systematic investigations conducted nor other finds detected.216 Bone combs, even 
though they are characteristic of Gepid burials, are also difficult to ascribe to one particular ethnic 
group, since they could have been in use by any of the Germanic groups in southern Pannonia. 
As grave goods they are represented in male (graves 4g:1,2,7,15; 15m:157; 18q; 18s) and female 
(graves 4g:5,11,13,17,19; 15o:4; 18t:7) as well as in children’s burials (graves 4g:9,18; 15m:134).217 
Moreover, the Migration Period practice of comb interment may have originated within the late 
Roman context, namely, become fashionable with late Roman soldiers.218 That is to say, it is equally 
conceivable that the local Roman population in southern Pannonia also practiced such a custom. 
The double-edged swords (spathae) from Ilok (3), Jakovo (4d),219 Neštin (9), Rakovac (13), Sremska 
Mitrovica (15c) and Zemun (19a), to which the Batajnica example may be added (1a), pose a different 
problem since they are all stray/chance finds discovered outside the archaeological context. If they 
originate from destroyed graves they are unlikely to have been in possession by Ostrogoths since 
they traditionally did not inter weapons in their graves.220 Therefore, other Germanic groups come 
into consideration and the obvious candidates are the Gepids. However, at least in the case of the 
Zemun spatha the Heruls may also be included in the group of potential bearers. The double-edges 
swords could also be seen as indicators of professional status, since Roman civilians were legally 
barred from carrying weapons. Yet the laws do not always reflect an actual situation.221 A first-
rate sixth-century testimony indicates that barbarians and Romans engaged into armed duels to 
settle legal differences outside the court of law (Cassiodorus, Variae 3.24.3–4, with 3.23.3: Ed. FRIDH 
1973), which means that both groups owned weapons. It is therefore likewise possible that Roman 
provincials also interred swords in an attempt to bolster symbolically their status, notwithstanding 
the fact that some of them could have joined military ranks of their barbarian overlords.222 Finally, 
some of the Syrmian spathae may actually be remnants of armed conflicts in the late fifth and 
during the sixth centuries, suggesting that they should be treated as lost objects, in which case they 
could have been in possession by Ostrogoths, Gepids, Heruls and perhaps even Lombards alike.223

216 Excluding the fi nds allegedly discovered in Belegiš. See note 168 above.
217 There are still more examples of bone combs listed in the paper’s gazeteer of fi nds, but they have been 

found outside the graves or with no archaeological context. An exception are fi nds from graves discovered 
at the PIK Vinkovci site in Vinkovci (18l), since an anthropological analysis of the osteological material has 
been carried out (ŠLAUS 2002, 40–43), but, unfortunately, the results have not been presented in a form to 
make possible discerning the sex of the deceased by their grave-pits and, furthermore, the remains of 34 
individuals have been analyzed as coming from the PIK Vinkovci site, even though only sixteen graves with 
seventeen skeletons have been unearthed there.

218 Cf. COOKE 1998, 270. On the fi nds of bone combs in the late Roman West during the 4th and 5th centuries, 
see BÖHME 1974, 122–126.

219 Two Jakovo-Kormadin spathae have been discovered in graves (4f: grave 3; 4g: grave 2), and they are the 
only examples from southern Pannonia with an established archaeological context.

220 WERNER 1956b, 128; BIERBRAUER 1994, 144; with BURNS 1984, 113; WOLFRAM 2009, 120.
221 HALLSALL 2002, 200.
222 For the contention that burials with weapons should not be automatically ascribed to Germanic men and 

interpreted as belonging to warriors, cf. THEUWS 2009, 299–300.
223 It has been cautiously suggested that the Ilok, Neštin, Rakovac, Sremska Mitrovica and Zemun spathae 

may indicate where there was fi ghting between Ostrogoths and Gepids either during Theoderic the 
Great’s march in Italy in 488/9 or later, in 504 or 528 (cf. GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 [2015], 187). The 
Sremska Mitrovica spathae could perhaps also be seen as vestiges of a clash during the Gepid occupation 
of Sirmium in 536. As for the Heruls, it is known from writt en sources that they fought the Romans and 
clashed amongst themselves (SARANTIS 2010, 370–371, 393–397), and therefore it is conceivable that the 
Zemun and Jakovo spathae may somehow be a material testimony of these confl icts considering the sites’ 
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There is yet another example linked to the Gepids of how an automatism approach to ethnic 
interpretation of archaeological finds still pervades the Croatian scholarship. Several finds from 
the eastern Adriatic and the hinterland have recently been interpreted as indicating the presence of 
Gepids in the province of Dalmatia. The survey of the thus attributed finds is as follows:224

1. Brgud (Alveria?), Benkovac municipality, Zadar County, Croatia
 cast bow fibula made of bronze; chance find at the Jarebinjak site; late 5th/first third 

6th century
 Lit. UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 183, 184, Fig. 1–2. 

proximity to modern Belgrade, i.e. Singidunum, which seems to have been the center of Herul sett lement. 
Finally, it may be that the batt le of Asfeld in (probably) late 551 was fought in the territory of modern Ilok 
as it is situated in the broader area between Vinkovci and Sremska Mitrovica, where it is believed that the 
batt lefi eld was likely located, or that the Ilok area was the place of the decisive encounter between Gepids 
and Lombards in 567. On the late antique/early medieval spathae, see MENGHIN 1983, esp. 15–18. 

224 UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 186, with note 21, also mentions a „rotating“ „Gepid“ fi bula discovered as a chance 
fi nd in a cave in Herzegovina, as well as another example of fi bula of this type recently found in the 
Benkovac area, and points to a fi nd of an artifi cially deformed skull in one of the graves discovered at the 
Smiljanovac site in Solin (Salona) during rescue excavations in late 2010 and early 2011. For the last, see also 
CINGELI–GELIOT–BAZO 2011 (2012), 658.

Map 3. A distribution of sites with 6th-century finds ascribed to Gepids in Dalmatia
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2. Danilo (Rider), Šibenik municipality, Šibenik-Knin County, Croatia
 cast discoid „rotating“ appliqué made of bronze decorated with four protruding stylized 

eagle’s heads; chance find at the Gradina Site; first half 6th century
 Lit. UGLEŠIĆ 2007, 274, Fig. 1; UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 185, with note 15.

3. Knin, Šibenik-Knin County, Croatia
1) double-edged sword with only a damascene blade and a handle pin preserved, 

presumably from a destroyed grave225; chance find at the Greblje site in 1964, discovered 
near Grave 50 in the late antique necropolis at the Knin-Greblje site that was investigated 
in 1964 (rescue excavations) and from 1966 through 1971 (systematic excavations) and 
dated to the first through second half of the 6th century

 Lit. JELOVINA 1964; SIMONI 1989 (1991), 108, T.IV/1–2; VINSKI 1989 (1991), 5, 32–33; 
UGLEŠIĆ 1999 (2000), 96, 97–98, T.II/1; UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 185, with note 13.

2) massive cast belt buckle made of bronze with stylized eagle’s head-shaped terminal 
from Grave 50226; rescue excavations in 1964; 6th century

225 VINSKI 1989 (1991), 32–32 has discarded the possibility that the sword was in use by a Gepid, since the 
Gepids were not sett led in Dalmatia, and assumed that it may have belonged to a Lombard. On the other 
hand, UGLEŠIĆ 1999 (2000), 97–98 has stressed that the Gepids often interred swords in their graves and thus 
assumed that the discovered sword was once owned by a Gepid warrior who was in Ostrogothic service.

226 VINSKI 1989 (1991), 25–26, 33 has argued that the buckle was an import from the Gepid territory either 
in Transylvania-Tisa area or in (more likely) Syrmia, or in use by Ostrogoths, and called the burial East 
Germanic and tentatively ascribed it to the Ostrogoths.

Map 4. A distribution of sites with 6th-century fi nds ascribed to Gepids in northern Moesia Prima
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 Lit. JELOVINA 1964; SIMONI 1989 (1991), 81–82 (Grave 50), T.XXVII/3; VINSKI 1989 (1991), 
24; UGLEŠIĆ 1999 (2000), 96–97, T.II/2; UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 185, with note 13.

4. Podumci, Unešić municipality, Šibenik-Knin County, Croatia
 cast discoid „rotating“ fibula made of bronze used as an appliqué; chance find at the 

Maretića Umac site; 6th century
 Lit. UGLEŠIĆ 2007, 274, 275, Fig. 2; UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 185, with note 16.

5. Sarajevo, Canton of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
 bracelet/loop made of bronze, decorated with snake heads; chance find at the Nemanjića 

Street site227; 5th-6th century
 Lit. SERGEJEVSKI 1947, 42–43, Fig. 21; MILETIĆ 1963, 9, 53, No. 216; MILETIĆ 1978, 101, 

T.IV/2; MILETIĆ 1988a, 388, Fig. 124; MILETIĆ 1988b, 41, No. 15.43; UGLEŠIĆ 2009 (2011), 
185, with note 17.

6. Vid (Narona), Metković municipality, Dubrovnik-Neretva County, Croatia
 ten skeletal graves dicovered at the Groblje/Njive-Podstrana site during the 1994 rescue 

excavations
 Grave 2: a pair of bow fibulae made of gilded silver and in niello technique, cast and 

notched, with three bezel settings for the semi-precious or precious stone inlays, six 
beads made of glass paste and amber respectivelly, small ring, conically bended artifact 
of an unknown use made of silver228; Grave 4: six iron nails, one bronze coin (Gothic?), 
small knife, two iron artifacts of an unknown use229; first third 6th century

 Lit. BULJEVIĆ 1997–1998 (1999), 205, No. G2, 208, No. G4, 240–244, Nos. 97–98; UGLEŠIĆ 
1999 (2000), 94, 95, Fig. 1, 96; UGLEŠIĆ 2003, 206, 208, Fig. 6, 209, Fig. 7; UGLEŠIĆ 2009 
(2011), 185, note 14.

The items have been attributed to Gepids solely based on a typological analysis, and such a method 
is especially problematic if the finds are with no archaeological context, as is the case with artifacts 
from Brgud, Danilo, Podumci, and Sarajevo. A further problem is that the fibula from Brgud, 
the pair of bow fibulae from Vid, the discoid appliqué from Danilo, and the discoid fibula from 
Podumci have no close parallels, whereas the bronze eagle-shaped belt buckle is by the quality of 
its ornaments the most modest example among similar known belt buckles that are ascribed to 
Gepids. Therefore, the attribution is in all these cases rather disputable. The objects may have also 
been in use by local Roman population exposed to barbarian influences. Their appearance does not 
need to be linked to a specific Germanic group, but it may be interpreted as a result of the transfer 
of fashion or as markers of social or gender status. The latter two explanations are even more likely 
in the case of the eagle-shaped belt buckle, since the osteological material does not indicate the 
presence of non-Roman populations, that is to say, no skeletons with artificial cranial deformation 
have been detected.230 An important point needs to be stressed here: the presence of artificial cranial 
deformation does not automatically imply that one deals with a member of a barbarian group that 
followed such a custom. Even though the artificial cranial deformation is foreign to Roman practice 

227 It has been suggested that the item is of Ostrogothic provenance (MILETIĆ 1978, 101; MILETIĆ 1988, 
388). Its resemblance to a similar artifact found at Sremska Mitrovica – registered here under 15c in the 
paper’s gazeteer of fi nds – has been noted (DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 92, No. 88:Lokalitet 
poljoprivredno imanje „Zelengora“:1; MILETIĆ 1978, 106, note 21).  

228 The burial has been ascribed to a Gepid woman chiefl y based on the fi bula and its comparison to bow 
fi bulae found in graves att ributed to Gepids, but without close analogies (UGLEŠIĆ 1999 [2000], 95). BULJEVIĆ 
1997–1998, 202–203 has however opted for a Germanic provenance, and concluded that it would not be 
erroneous to defi ne this necropolis as Gothic.

229 It has been suggested that the burial is of Gepid provenance since coinage is never found as a grave good 
in Ostrogothic graves (UGLEŠIĆ 1999 [2000], 96; UGLEŠIĆ 2003, 206).

230 VINSKI 1989 (1991), 7.
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it is not entirely excluded that it could have been accepted by Roman population in areas that 
stood under influences of barbarian groups over a longer period of time, and southern Pannonia is 
undoubtedly such a region.231 The custom may have primarily served a status function. In southern 
Pannonia, the deformed skulls have been so far found in Sremska Mitrovica (15o: one specimen 
with traces of artificial cranial deformation from a grave) and Vinkovci (18i: two specimens outside 
the archeological context), which is a too small sample for reaching any conclusions, particularly 
since in the case of the Vinkovci find the archaeological context is not clear.

Indicative of how the Croatian scholars have attempted to solve archaeological peculiarities is 
the explanation offered for a fibula in the shape of letter E found by chance at the site in present-
day Novi Banovci (10c). The fibula has been determined as likely Lombard but its discovery at the 
eastern edge of Syrmia could not be reconciled with what is known from written source about the 
possible extent of Lombard influences in southern Pannonia. Therefore, it has been suggested that 
the fibula was in use by Gepids.232 However, if its Lombard attribution is accepted, it is equally 
conceivable that the fibula was actually in use by some Lombards who were in Roman service 
and stationed in Burgenae, since the area returned to eastern Roman control in the early 550s.233 
Naturally, other possible explanations are also viable, not excluding that the artifact might have 
been in use by members of another group in the area, namely the Heruls. Similar problem poses 
an S-shaped fibula discovered in Vinkovci, an artifact said to be characteristic of a Lombard 
female costume.234 Yet Cibalae are believed to be one of two most important Gepid settlements 
in southern Pannonia and it seems that, from about 536, the place remained continuously in their 
possession regardless of their military-political ups and downs. It is quite far-fetched to imagine 
that the Lombards may have acquired the settlement following the Gepid defeat in (probably late) 
551, as has been proposed solely based on this isolated find whose provenance from Vinkovci is, 
moreover, far from certain.235

The caveats and limitations that have been brought forward above, particularly with regard 
to the so-called ethnic ascription method, significantly restrict an attempt to determine Gepid 
presence and settlements in southern Pannonia and define the extent of Gepid control in the 
region based solely on archaeological material. The finds of Gepid coins may be regarded as an 
exception, at least when it comes to outlining approximately the borders of the Gepid-controlled 
area in southern Pannonia, since it could be argued that the coinage of barbarian rulers is a telling 
sign of the extent of their political authority over a certain territory, even though any assumption 
is somewhat weakened if the finds are without an exact archaeological context. As already 

231 Such a possibility has already been suggested by SLABE 1978, 70, 72.
232 Cf. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 84, No. 82:21.
233 For instance, Prokopios of Caesarea mentions some Lombards stationed at the Thracian town of Aproi/

Apros (Procopius Caesariensis, De bellis 8.27.8: Ed. HAURY–WIRTH 1963).
234 The fi bula, made of gilded silver, cast and notched, with stylized animal heads’ eyes made in niello 

technique, is dated to the second half of the sixth century. Cf. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 97, 
No. 90:2; DIMITRIJEVIĆ 1979, 191, T/27.6; BOJČIĆ 1984, 214; DEMO 2009, 140 (cat. no. 447); DIZDAR 1999, 68; 
RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 434; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012b, 10–11. 

235 RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012b, 11. For the proposal, cf. GRAČANIN 2007, 42, and note 167; with GRAČANIN 2011, 
114, and note 246. On the sixth century S-shaped fi bulae, see MILAVEC 2007. More acceptable seems the 
interpretation of an S-shaped fi bula that was found by chance at the Šumarine site in the environs of 
Popovac/Baranyabán (Antianae?), Osijek-Baranya County, Croatia. It is made of gilded silver and decorated 
with notched triangles and two almandine inlays, determined as Lombard and dated to the sixth century 
(BOJČIĆ 2007, 22, 32; BOJČIĆ 2009, 16, No. 5; RADIĆ 2009, 140, cat. no. 448; RAPAN PAPEŠA 2012a, 434). 
Considering that the area is believed to be out of Gepid reach, the assumption that the artifact was in 
Lombard possession imposes itself. Other so-called Migration Period stray artifacts that the Šumarine 
site has yielded, namely, a fragmented cast bird-shaped fi bula made of bronze with a glass eye inlay, a 
fragment of a bow fi bula made of silver, and a bow fi bula made of bronze (BOJČIĆ 2009, 14, No. 11, 17, Nos. 
6–7), call for a diff erent att ribution and interpretation. They have been dated to the sixth century, but no 
typological and contextual analysis still exists. 
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mentioned, the Gepid coins have been discovered in Dalj (two silver pieces), Novi Banovci (one 
silver piece) and the environs of Sremska Mitrovica (two silver pieces), and were all struck by King 
Cunimund in the 560s.236 The nearest site west of Dalj where another example of coins minted by a 
barbarian ruler from the same chronological horizon has been detected is Osijek with two Lombard 
gold tremisses.237 Therefore it may be contended that the Gepid-controlled area under Cunimund 
encompassed modern easternmost Slavonia and the whole of Syrmia, and it is very likely that the 
Gepids were in control of this territory ever since they had reoccupied Sirmium. It has also be borne 
in mind that, in 489, they controlled the area around the river Vuka, since it was where they offered 
resistance to the passing Ostrogoths.238 Consequently, it could be assumed that the area roughly 
stretching from Osijek to Dalj and Vinkovci was a zone where the Gepid and Lombard spheres of 
influence overlapped. Cibalae would thus belong to the Gepid zone, as is commonly thought, even 
though there have been differing opinions.239 To be sure, the ethnicity of inhabitants of the sixth-
century Cibalae in single cases cannot be determined based on archaeological material, but the 
overall character of the finds apparently suggests the Gepid rule.240 What is however fairly certain 
is that Cibalae were at that time a regional center of pottery production.241 Nevertheless, judging 
by the grave goods, among which there is a lack of luxurious objects, its inhabitants were of a 
lower economic situation. This may also perhaps be concluded from a small amount of the eastern 
Roman coinage found in Vinkovci (30), only a single 40-nummis struck in 539/540, as opposed 
to, in relative terms, more numerous coinage finds from Osijek (25) and Sremska Mitrovica (27b). 
Moreover, of 53 graves intra muros discovered at 15 different locations in Vinkovci no burials with 
weapons (swords or spears) have so far been detected, which could suggest that Cibalae did not 
serve a function of a military outpost. On the contrary, its inhabitants seem to have primarily 
been engaged in economic and domestic activities such as pottery making, agriculture, spinning 
and weaving. What can be deduced from an anthropological analysis on a limited sample is that 
the sixth-century population of Vinkovci led a stabile and organized life, without an exposure 
to deliberate violence since the skeletons do not exhibit traces of physical traumas. On the other 
hand, the average age of male adults was only 33 years, whereas 36,6 years for female adults.242 
The average age result of the Vinkovci sample for male adults is consistent with the average age 
result for male adults in the sample from the Site 85 in Sremska Mitrovica, where it amounts to 33,2 
years.243

The settlement near the Jakovo-Kormadin site seems to have been an economically better-off 
community, even though a total number of graves that may be securely dated to the first half of 
the sixth century amounts only to 32 (4f-g). The burial inventories are more richly furnished with 
more elaborate examples of dress accessories than from Vinkovci. Both the first set of six graves 
and the second set of twenty-six graves had each two burials with weapons (graves 4f:3,4; 4g:2,8). 
Especially rich in comparison to other graves was Grave 4g:2, which contained arrowheads and a 
part of a quiver that are to be linked to hunting, an activity that was source of great prestige in the 

236 To these fi nds it may be added a silver coin found at the Kamenica complex site near Vinkovci, which 
has been att ributed to Lombards (VULIĆ 2016a, 91, 92, Fig. 8; VULIĆ 2016b, 139, Fig. 7, 141), but has most 
recently been reinterpreted as verly likely stemming from the Sirmium mint under the Gepid rule (DEMO 
2017, 105–107).

237 DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 112, No. 96:Lokalitet nepoznat:1; BOJČIĆ 1984, 214. The coins were 
found by chance at an unknown site and have been dated to the second half of the sixth century. However, 
doubt as to their authenticity has been expressed (cf. DIMITRIJEVIĆ–KOVAČEVIĆ–VINSKI 1962, 112).

238 Cf. GRAČANIN–ŠKRGULJA 2014 (2015), 179–180.
239 BÓNA 1976, 34–35 (with map at p. 32–33) has suggested that the Lombards possessed both Mursa and 

Cibalae. Cf. also SIMONI 1977–1978 (1979), 221.
240 Cf. RAPAN PAPEŠA 2011, 15; RAPAN PAPEŠA–ROKSANDIĆ 2016, 158–159.
241 See RAPAN PAPEŠA–ROKSANDIĆ 2016, 153–158.
242 Cf. DIZDAR 1999, 66; ŠLAUS 2002, 40–43.
243 Cf. MILADINOVIĆ 2006, 432, Table 11. No female skeletons have been discovered.
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late Roman society and would show a buried person as a leading man of the local community.244 
The interment of spears, as seen in Graves 4f:4 and 4g:8, is also likely to have been associated with 
hunting, as well as with communicating power, since the lance was a symbol of authority in both 
Roman and barbarian contexts during late antiquity and the early middle ages.245 A presence in the 
female grave 4g:5 of a perforated solidus minted by the Gothic king Theoderic the Great, which 
had been used as a pendant, can also be interpreted as a sign of prestige. The majority of other 
intered objects indicate an engagement of people in the same economic and domestic activities as 
in Cibalae, with additional material evidence such as weaving knives (4g:14,16,17) and iron flints 
(4g:1,6,20,25).

Sirmium by the time it became the Gepids’ royal capital lost much of its former luster and was 
transformed into a sparsely populated and ruralized area with a diminished circuit of the city walls 
and consisting of small settlements of modest dwellings, poorly constructed and of temporary 
character, but also with some solidly built structures.246 A small hamlet identified as a Gepid 
settlement consisting of wooden huts partly dug into the ground (15k; 15n) is similar in character 
to the dwellings unearthed in Vinkovci (18x). Particularly interesting is a building discovered at 
Site 66 within the northern tract of the hippodrome. It was constructed in the sixth century atop of 
an earlier structure and is believed to have served as a residence to a civil, military or ecclesiastical 
official. 247 It may very well be that it was where the Gepid kings also resided. Since the structure 
reveals characteristics of traditional Roman building techniques it can perhaps be hypothesized 
that it was built for the Gothic governor of Pannonia Sirmiensis and subsequently used by other 
dignitaries. Another solidly built structure was the city basilica discovered at Site 59.248 Since the 
Gepid ruling elite did not have to be concerned so much with the religious sentiments of local 
population after the conclusion of the treaty with the Empire in 552, it is not inconceivable that 
the church became the seat of the Gepid Arian bishop. The number of eastern Roman coins found 
in Sirmium – eighteen pieces struck by emperors from Justin I through to Justin II (27b), to which 
further four pieces struck by Justin I and Justinian I, respectively, and discovered at Mačvanska 
Mitrovica may be added (23) – are telling about the city’s relative importance for regional economic 
activity. However, no deposits of particular value dating from the reigns of Justin I, Justinian I and, 
incipiently, Justin II have been found so far in these parts of southern Pannonia and merely three 
gold coins, one at Jarčina (2) and two at Osijek (6), of which only the former can be directly linked 
to Gepids. The lack of hoards could be the result of not enough archaeological research or the fact 
that some hoards were disassembled and only single coins were unearthed, but may also signal 
a lower circulation of coins altogether. Poorer economic conditions of the region might have left 
too few opportunities for local inhabitants to accumulate and save money. On the other hand, it 
could also be argued that a relative security of the region under the Gepid rule did not create crisis 
situations in which a need would arise to hide money in the ground due to an emergency.249 Be that 
as it may, the Osijek coins could be seen as an indication of solid economic circumstances in the 
area during Justinian I’s reign, especially in the late 530s and the early 540s, considering that four 
out of six coins date generally from this period. Finally, the fact that the Gepid royal treasure found 
its way to Constantinople could also explain the small amount of particularly valuable coins found. 
The coins struck in eastern mints dominated the coinage circulating in the region, with issues from 
the mints of Constantinople and Thessalonica prevailing (see Table 2). Since at least one Gepid king 
minted his own coins, Cunimund, it would mean that the local mint in Sirmium was reactivated 

244 THEUWS 2009, 305–307.
245 THEUWS 2009, 303–304.
246 JEREMIĆ 2006, 142–147; with SARANTIS 2016, 61.
247 JEREMIĆ 2006, 146–147.
248 JEREMIĆ 2006, 146.
249 For an analysis of hoarding patt erns in the sixth-to-seventh century Balkans, cf. CURTA–GÂNDILĂ 2011–

2012, esp. 45–47 for various reasons for hoarding.
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and that there were still local artisans left to accomodate the ruler. As the majority of coins date 
from the late 530s to the early 560s, this suggests a more intense influx of eastern Roman coinage 
that coincides with the Gepids becoming imperial allies again in about 540.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper has attempted to show that the Gepids were not only active participants in the struggle 
for control over the mid-to-lower Danube area from the late fifth to the mid-sixth century but 
that they also managed to pressure the Empire into acknowledging them as the main regional 
power among the barbarian groups settled in the Carpathian Basin. Even though the extant literary 
sources are, for the most part, negatively disposed towards the Gepids, these narratives clearly 
allude to the Gepids as a powerful gens that managed to challenge the Ostrogoths and oppose 
the Romans. Such a development was surely a result of the Gepids’ military strength and inner 
political stability, as well as their adaptability to new circumstances as they first seem to have made 
effort to recapture Sirmium under Roman sponsorship in probably 528, and then moved against 
the Romans themselves to regain the city in 536, both instances that clearly testify to the Gepids’ 
capability of showing an initiative. To be true, their endeavor to retake and maintain Sirmium 
was made easier by the Romans’ engagement elsewhere, against the Ostrogoths in Italy, barbarian 
incursions on the lower Danube and the Persians in the East, but it must be equally stressed that 
the Gepids confirmed their grip over the city by overwhelming a Roman army on the battlefield 
in 539. Their subsequent attacks against the Roman territory from southern Pannonia were meant 
to make Justinian I willing to concede to Gepids’ objectives and were not mere raids of conquest. 
This in itself is a testimony to the Gepids’ ability to successfuly conduct an open conflict policy that 
served to consolidate their prestige. 

The paper has also argued that the Gepids pursued what may be called a concrete and consistent 
policy towards both the Empire and the neighboring barbarian groups, aimed at securing and 
defending the Gepids’ interests. Their approach was modelled along the lines of the Roman 
imperial methods in dealing with various peoples by using instruments of dynamic diplomacy 
as they combined, depending on the current situation, direct confrontations, negotiations and 
strucking deals. This is evident from the Gepids’ relations towards the Lombards and from their 
doings with the Kutrigur Huns and Slavs. As for the Gepids’ relations towards the Romans, they 
seem never to have been keen on clashing with the Empire, but rather poised towards keeping 
good relationship with the Romans as much as possible, and only resorting to aggresive actions 
or provocative solutions when they felt threatened, as was the case after it had become clear in the 
late 540s and the early 550s that Justinian I was much more inclined to side with the Gepids’ rivals 
the Lombards. The Gepids’ recapture of Sirmium and much of southeastern Pannonia should be 
seen as resulting from their desire to reclaim what they deemed to be their rightful possession that 
could guarantee them a prominent place in the Roman system of political hierarchy among the 
newly established barbarian polities. Moreover, it could be contended that the Gepids, instead of 
being oppressors of the Romans as Prokopios of Caesarea portrays them, fostered functional and 
mutually beneficial interactions with the local Roman population in southern Pannonia, which the 
archaeological evidence from Vinkovci seems to suggest.

The proposed reconstruction of the chronology of conflicts between Gepids and Lombards is 
that they confronted each other six times: in early spring of 549, early spring of 550, late autumn 
of 551, early 566, mid-to-late 566, and the spring of 567. The Gepid-Lombard rivalry marked the 
history of Pannonia, and especially of its southeastern part, from the late 540s to the mid-560s, 
and ultimately pushed the Avars into the position of supremacy in the Carpathian Basin, which 
they enjoyed for the next more than two hundred years. Following the Gepid defeat at the hands 
of Lombards and Avars in 567, the Gepid elite of Sirmium seems to have found safety with the 
Romans, much like the Gepid king Traseric (and probably his immediate entourage) did in 504, 
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taking with them royal treasure and surely other riches accumulated over time. Considering that 
the archaeological investigations have so far not yielded gold coins in any significant amount either 
at Sremska Mitrovica or at any other known south Pannonian site dating from the Gepid era and 
coming from the Gepid-held territory, this may perhaps suggest that the highly valued coinage was 
kept out of circulation, or even melted down to be reused in some other form of valuables. Even if 
it is assumed that the fleeing notables carried off those costly items with them, it seems that such 
riches were rare among the south Pannonian Gepids, since luxurious objects in grave assemblages 
are too few and far between. On the other hand, albeit the economic circumstances in southeastern 
Pannonia under the Gepid domination were generally meagre judging by archaeological finds, 
the living conditions, though modest, were apparently stable and sustainable with the majority of 
population engaged in activities typical for a pronouncedly agrarian society. At the same time, the 
local warrior elite took great care in displaying their elevated social position and leading social role 
as evidenced by grave finds from the Jakovo-Kormadin site.
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